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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

 

Case No. 15-cv-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 

 

 

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 

TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC., 

ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 

HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 

NETWORK, 

 

Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and 

FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a 

PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO EXCLUDE IMPROPER OPINION TESTIMONY BY 

CLINTON THAD LACINAK 

Defendant’s proffered expert, Clinton Thad Lacinak, is not a veterinarian; he is not a 

marine biologist; and he has never meaningfully studied wild orca behavior. He admitted these 

facts under oath. The only topic on which Mr. Lacinak could conceivably be qualified to testify 

is the training of captive marine mammals. As to that subject, however, Mr. Lacinak has failed to 

conduct an analysis of the facts of this case using any reliable methodology. By his own 

admission, he failed to review the behavioral records for Lolita, the orca at issue in this matter, 

prior to preparing his opening expert report—records which Defendant itself deems to be among 

the most critical primary source documents in this litigation. When Mr. Lacinak finally did look 

at those documents, which span a period of nearly fifteen years and comprise many hundred 

pages of handwritten notes that use a detailed coding system, he conducted only a cursory 

review. Accordingly, Mr. Lacinak’s proposed testimony simply cannot satisfy the 11
th

 Circuit’s 

stringent standard for expert witnesses: He lacks the necessary expertise in all but one of the 
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topics on which he seeks to opine; he failed to employ any reliable methodology in analyzing 

documents relating to Lolita’s training (the sole topic on which he could arguably be qualified to 

offer an opinion); and these facts, coupled with improper legal conclusions in Mr. Lacinak’s 

report, mean that his testimony would in no way be helpful to the Court as the fact finder in this 

matter. For these reasons, Plaintiffs People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc., Animal 

Legal Defense Fund, Howard Garrett, and Orca Network (collectively, “Plaintiffs”) hereby 

respectfully request that Mr. Lacinak be barred from testifying at trial.
1
 Plaintiffs incorporate the 

below memorandum of law in support of this motion. 

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

This lawsuit seeks to enjoin Defendant’s ongoing “take” under the ESA of the 

endangered orca named “Lolita.”
2
 Lolita was captured in 1970 from waters off the coast of 

Washington State and has been held at Miami Seaquarium since that time. She is a member of 

the Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SRKW”) Distinct Population Segment (“DPS”), a group of 

animals whose numbers were drastically reduced during the 1960s and 70s due, in large part, to 

captures for marine parks such as Miami Seaquarium. (Compl., ECF No. 1, ¶ 35.) The SRKW 

pod was listed as endangered on November 18, 2005. 50 C.F.R. § 224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 

(Nov. 18, 2005). Lolita was specifically added to the SRKW DPS listing in 2015, following a 

lawsuit and petition filed by Plaintiffs challenging the National Marine Fisheries Service’s prior 

unlawful exclusion of her from her pod’s listing. See 80 Fed. Reg.7380 (Feb. 10, 2015). 

Conduct impacting endangered animals such as Lolita is subject to statutory and 

regulatory restrictions under the ESA. Section 9(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B), 

prohibits the “take” of any endangered animal. The ESA defines the term “take” to include 

“harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage 

in any such conduct.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). The term “harm” includes an act which “kills or 

injures” an endangered or threatened animal. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3. The term “harass” includes an 

“intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury [to an endangered 

animal] by annoying [her] to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns 

                                                           
1
 In the event that Mr. Lacinak’s cursory review of Lolita’s behavioral logs is deemed an 

acceptable “methodology,” Plaintiffs respectfully request that his testimony be limited to issues 

relating to orca training. 
2
 Defendant and its employees refer to Lolita by numerous alternate names, including “Tokitae,” 

“Toki,” “Tik,” and “Gypsy.”  
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which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” Id.
3
 Plaintiffs allege that 

Defendant harms and harasses Lolita, in violation of the various provisions of the ESA, by 

confining her to a small, shallow, barren concrete tank, without adequate protection from the sun, 

and without a single orca companion. (Complaint, ECF No. 1, ¶¶ 1-72.)  

A. Mr. Lacinak’s Background 

Defendant has retained Clinton Thad Lacinak as a purported expert in this matter. Mr. 

Lacinak is a former marine mammal trainer for SeaWorld and Busch Gardens. (Letter from 

Clinton Thad Lacinak to James Lister, dated February 6, 2016 and served on February 8, 2016 

(“Lacinak Report”), attached hereto as Exhibit A at 1.) Per his February 8, 2016 expert 

disclosure, he was responsible in that role for “overs[eeing] and coordinat[ing] the efforts of over 

450 animal trainers and keepers at these parks” and for “the world’s largest animal training staff 

as well as the world’s largest collection of trained animals.” (Id.) Currently, Mr. Lacinak is the 

owner of “behavioral consulting firm, Precision Behavior,” which provides services to “zoos, 

aquariums and other animal facilities worldwide.” (Lacinak Report at 2.)  

Mr. Lacinak does not have a degree in marine biology, veterinary medicine, or law. 

(Lacinak Report at Appendix P.5 (summary of Mr. Lacinak’s education).) By his own admission, 

Mr. Lacinak’s knowledge, skill, training, and experience, insofar as they pertain to the issues in 

this matter, are very narrowly focused. (See Transcript of Deposition of Clinton Thad Lacinak 

(“Lacinak Tr.”) at 32:15-33:20, attached hereto as Exhibit B.) As Mr. Lacinak himself explained, 

he contends only that he is an expert in “[t]raining animals in captivity and training animals to do 

shows and to live comfortably in the marine environments that we provide.” (Lacinak Tr. at 

33:18-20.)  

                                                           
3
 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 is a regulation adopted by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

(“FWS”). The NMFS, the entity charged with regulating endangered marine mammals such as 

Lolita, has cited this regulation, but has not adopted an official definition of the term “harass”. 

See, e.g., Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7(a)(2) Biological Opinion and Section 7(a)(2) 

“Not Likely to Adversely Affect” Determination, available at 

http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/publications/protected species/marine mammals/final

groundfish biop 12-7-12.pdf (applying a definition of “harass” that is “consistent with the 

[FWS]’s interpretation of the term”); Strahan v. Roughead, 910 F. Supp. 2d 358, 366 (D. Mass. 

2012) (noting that definition of harassment used by NMFS is similar to the FWS regulatory 

definition); but cf. Native Vill. of Chickaloon v. Nat'l Marine Fisheries Serv., 947 F. Supp. 2d 

1031, 1066-67 (D. Alaska 2013) (“NMFS maintains it did not rely on FWS’s definition of the 

term.”). 
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B. Mr. Lacinak Opines on Veterinary Medical Issues Despite Admitting that He 

Is Not an Expert on these Topics 

Mr. Lacinak is not a veterinarian. (Lacinak Tr. at 40:12-13 (“Q. Are you a veterinarian? 

A. No.”); Lacinak Report at Appendix P.5 (summary of Mr. Lacinak’s education).) Indeed, when 

asked whether he had occasion to review the transcript for the deposition of Dr. Maya 

Rodriguez, Defendant’s staff veterinarian, Mr. Lacinak replied, “No. I don’t feel like I need to 

look at that because I am -- as far as the animal’s heath is concerned, I’m not a veterinarian. That 

doesn’t stop me from giving an opinion on what [Lolita] looks like. But I’m not a veterinarian, 

so I’m not going to get into that. I don’t think a trainer that doesn’t have the expertise or the 

training in that field should necessarily comment on that.” (Lacinak Tr. at 99:13-22.) Likewise, 

when asked whether he had reviewed Lolita’s medical records, Mr. Lacinak replied, “No, I did 

not. Like I said before, I’m not a veterinarian, so I didn’t think it was necessary.” (Lacinak Tr. at 

124:10-12.)  

Despite this, Mr. Lacinak’s two reports offer extensive opinions regarding veterinary 

issues. For example, in his February 8, 2016 expert report, Mr. Lacinak concludes that:  

 

. . . Lolita looks fantastic! Her body and skin condition appear great. There are no 

scrapes, rub marks or lesions visible except a slight discoloration approximately 

4-5 inches long on her chin. Most killer whales, and dolphin for that matter, will 

have this. Her weight looks appropriate for an animal of her length and age. Her 

dorsal fin is erect and there is no curvature on her tail flukes. Her teeth are in 

excellent shape! They are better, in my opinion, than most other orcas in captivity. 

The only teeth with any issues were stated by the veterinarian in front of everyone 

present for the inspection on January 20
th

. 

 

(Lacinak Report at 2.)
4
 Mr. Lacinak goes on to opine on veterinary dermatological issues, stating 

“I saw no indication of Lolita having any concerns with her skin on her head or melon area. On 

the contrary, her skin looks great on her entire body.” (Lacinak at 6.) 

                                                           
4
 To the extent that Mr. Lacinak intends to imply that fin curvature is a negative health effect of 

captivity in female orcas, he is mistaken. Fin curvature arises in male captive orcas. 
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As to the veterinary health risks posed by the lack of shade over Lolita’s tank, Mr. 

Lacinak opines: 

 

If shade structures were required, they would need to be designed in a way that 

prevents pathogens from entering the pool. Shade structures can have health 

problems for marine mammals. Molds and bacteria from bird feces can collect on 

the structures and can then be funneled to the whale’s pool. 

 

(Lacinak Report at 5.) In rendering this opinion, Mr. Lacinak offers no evidence that would 

support a conclusion that he is an expert in disease transmission, aquarium sanitation, or that he 

is otherwise qualified to opine upon this issue of veterinary health.  

Continuing his series of veterinary medical conclusions, Mr. Lacinak purports to assess 

Lolita’s physiological need for activity, concluding that her training sessions and repetitive laps 

in her tank “more than meet[ ] the physical needs of this animal and [are] likely the catalyst for 

her terrific body condition.” (Lacinak Report at 5.)  

C. Mr. Lacinak Opines on Wild Orcas Despite Admitting that He Is Not an 

Expert on this Topic 

By his own admission, Mr. Lacinak is “not an expert” on the behavior of orcas in the 

wild. (Lacinak Tr. at 38:10-12; see also 38:24-39:2 (“Q. You’re not an expert in cetacean 

behavior in the wild, are you? A. I have some knowledge of it. I’m not – I wouldn’t consider 

myself an expert.”).)
 
Indeed, Mr. Lacinak has never made an effort to undertake any course of 

study relating to this topic. (Lacinak Tr. at 58:2-5 (“Q. [ ] Have you had occasion to engage in 

any study of orca behavior in the wild? A. No.”); 39:25-40:5 (testifying that he has not engaged 

in academic research regarding and does not have a degree relating to wild cetacean behavior).) 

Likewise, Mr. Lacinak has no experience in reintroducing an orca to a pod from which the 

animal was captured. (Lacinak Tr. at 85:17-86:25.) In fact, he has only even seen wild orcas on 

three occasions, no fewer than 16 years ago. (Lacinak Tr. at 58:6-12 (“I don’t have the exact 

years, but I saw them in the Puget Sound area, J, K, and L pods. I observed them for four days. I 

don’t remember the date but it was -- we were filming footage for a show at SeaWorld. It was in 

the ‘90s.”), 59:14-21 (testifying that he viewed two wild orcas in the early 90s in Patagonia); 

Lacinak Report at 2 (referencing trip to Alaska in the 1990s).) 

Despite this, Mr. Lacinak addresses, at length, behaviors that he claims are normal for 

orcas in the wild. His February 8, 2016 report provides: 
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PETA states that killer whales swim nearly 100 miles per day in the wild. Some 

whales may travel that distance in one day, but it is not the norm. Like most 

animals, they will only travel that far for food and breeding needs. If an area 

supplies them with what they need to survive, they will stay in that area. 

 

(Lacinak Report at 5.)
5
 Likewise, Mr. Lacinak states that “[Lolita] has already lived longer than 

most of her counterparts in captivity and in the wild.” (Lacinak at 6.)  

Mr. Lacinak’s rebuttal “report” similarly oversteps.
6
 (Email from Jennifer Moore to 

counsel for Plaintiffs, dated February 14, 2016, forwarding email from Mr. Lacinak (“Rebuttal 

Report”), attached hereto as Exhibit C.) In that document, he states that Plaintiffs’ experts 

(including Dr. Ingrid Visser, a marine biologist specializing in wild orca behavior for more than 

20 years) “demonstrate a lack of understanding and experience regarding cetacean behavior . . . 

in the wild.” (Rebuttal Report at 1-2.) 

Likewise, with regard to the significance of rake marks in wild orca populations, Mr. 

Lacinak states: 

Wild dolphins, including killer whales, have rake marks and have been observed 

chasing each other. I have personally observed such rake marks and chasing 

behavior in connection with orcas in the Pacific Northwest, including some of the 

Southern Resident Killer Whale pods. The rake marks I have observed in the wild 

were inflicted by one orca on another and were far more significant than any that 

a 200-300 pound dolphin could inflict on Lolita. Rake marks have also been used 

in studies as a means of identifying orcas in the wild, suggesting that these are a 

common occurrence. 

 

(Rebuttal Report at 1-2.) Again, Mr. Lacinak offers this opinion despite the fact that he has only 

observed orcas in the wild on three occasions in the 1990s. (Lacinak Tr. at 58:6-12, 59:14-21; 

Lacinak Report at 2.)
7
 

                                                           
5
 It is unclear what Mr. Lacinak refers to when he discusses “PETA” in this statement. Plaintiffs 

in this matter will rely on the testimony of their experts in veterinary medicine and in wild and 

captive orca behavior to provide analysis relating to the physiological needs of these animals.  
6
 This document is actually just an email forwarded to Plaintiffs by Defendant’s counsel.  

7
 To the extent that Defendant intends to elicit testimony from Mr. Lacinak on the severity of 

rake marks in wild or captive orcas, this again improperly strays into the area of veterinary 

medicine, a topic on which Mr. Lacinak admits he is not qualified to testify. See above, Section 

I(B). 
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D. Mr. Lacinak Opines on Aquarium Design, Maintenance, and Water Quality 

Despite Offering No Evidence that He Is an Expert on these Topics 

Regarding the tank in which Lolita is kept, Mr. Lacinak opines that “[a]lthough the pool 

is older, it appears in good condition. The paint in and surrounding the pool is intact without 

visible cracking or peeling. The quality and clarity of her water appears good.” (Lacinak Report 

at 3.) Mr. Lacinak offers no support, in his reports or in his deposition testimony, for a 

conclusion that he is an expert in aquarium design or maintenance, or in water quality. Further, 

by his own admission Mr. Lacinak “did not talk to [Defendant] about their water quality.” 

(Lacinak Tr. at 111:5-6.) Likewise, his reports do not indicate that he reviewed any of the many 

hundreds of pages of water quality reports produced by Defendant in this matter.  

E. Mr. Lacinak’s Expert Report Contains Improper Legal Conclusions  

Mr. Lacinak is not a lawyer (Lacinak Report at Appendix P.5), and he is not an expert in 

the ESA (Lacinak Tr. at 40:14-16). In fact, Defendant’s counsel Jennifer Moore herself objected 

to Mr. Lacinak testifying in deposition as to any legal conclusions, noting that he is not qualified 

to do so. (Lacinak Tr. at 41:4-12 (objecting to the extent that the deposition question called for a 

legal conclusion, and stating “He’s not an attorney. He doesn’t study the Endangered Species 

Act.”).) Nevertheless, Mr. Lacinak attempts to offer legal opinions beyond the scope of his 

qualifications. In his opening report, he states  

 

I have considered the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Regulations definition of “Harass” – 

the definition of the term “Harass” which appears in the definition of the term 

“Take” in the Endangered Species Act (50 C.F.R. § 17.3) in coming to my 

conclusions. In my opinion, based on my experience, the care for Lolita, including 

her facilities, training personnel, and training, is in compliance with the generally 

accepted husbandry care for killer whales. 

 

(Lacinak Report at 6-7.) To the extent that the Defendant intends to elicit testimony from Mr. 

Lacinak regarding the application of the cited statutory provisions regarding “take”, this 

constitutes a legal conclusion and is, by defense counsel’s own admission, improper.
8
 

                                                           
8
 Mr. Lacinak’s reference to “generally accepted husbandry care” for killer whales may be 

intended to echo a provision of the FWS’s regulations under the ESA, which reference a separate 

statutory scheme, the Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”). That provision exempts from the definition 
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F. Mr. Lacinak Failed to Review Lolita’s Behavioral Records Prior to 

Preparing His Expert Report 

As set forth above, Mr. Lacinak does indeed have experience related to captive marine 

mammal training and behavior. However, Mr. Lacinak testified at his deposition that he did not 

review Lolita’s behavioral records, which cover the period between 2001 and 2015, until 

February 12, 2016, four days after his initial expert report was served. (Lacinak Tr. at 15:17-

16:6.) Prior to that date, Mr. Lacinak had only laid eyes upon “a month’s worth” of records and, 

as to those, admitted, “I really didn’t look at them that extensively. I just looked to see what type 

of record form they used. That’s what I mainly looked at.” (Lacinak Tr. at 17:17-23.) When he 

finally did look at those documents, he spent only a few hours reviewing them (Lacinak Tr. at 

18:25-19:11), despite the fact that they span a period of nearly fifteen years, comprise many 

hundred pages of handwritten notes, and use a detailed coding system. By Defendant’s own 

admission, these records are the most relevant primary source documents in which Lolita’s 

behavioral issues are recorded. (December 23, 2015 letter from Stephanie Mitchell to Caitlin 

Hawks at 3 (“Mitchell Letter”), attached hereto as Exhibit D.)   

II. ARGUMENT 

The admission of expert evidence is governed by Federal Rule of Evidence 702, which 

provides that 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, 

or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if: 

 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will 

help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in 

issue; 

 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; 

 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and 

 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts 

of the case. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

of harass “generally accepted . . . husbandry practices that meet or exceed the minimum 

standards for facilities and care under the Animal Welfare Act.” 50 C.F.R. § 17.3. However, the 

fact that Lolita is the sole endangered orca in captivity in the United States and held in conditions 

unlike any other captive orca in the country means that Defendant’s practices cannot possibly be 

“generally accepted” and, accordingly, the AWA standards are not relevant to this action. 
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District Courts “act as gatekeepers, excluding evidence unless it is reliable and relevant.” Hughes 

v. Kia Motors Corp., 766 F.3d 1317, 1328 (11th Cir. 2014) (citing Daubert v. Merrell Dow 

Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993)), cert. denied, 135 S.Ct. 1423 (2015). Whether an expert’s 

testimony is reliable depends on “the particular facts and circumstances of the particular case.” 

Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329 (quoting Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 158 

(1999)). 

The Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has set out three requirements that an 

expert must meet before his opinions may be admitted. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. First, the 

expert must be qualified on the matter about which he intends to testify. Id. (citing City of 

Tuscaloosa v. Harcros Chemicals, Inc., 158 F.3d 548, 562 (11th Cir. 1998)). Second, he must 

employ a reliable methodology. Id. Third, the expert’s testimony must be able to assist the trier 

of fact through the application of expertise to understand the evidence or fact in issue. Id. 

With respect to whether an expert’s methodology is reliable, the Eleventh Circuit looks to 

a number of factors, including (1) whether the methodology can be and has been tested, (2) 

whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer review, (3) the known or potential 

rate of error of the methodology employed, and (4) whether the methodology is generally 

accepted. Id. (citing Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593-94). This list of factors is not meant to be 

exhaustive, nor must each factor be present in a given case. Id. The proponent of the expert 

opinion must carry the burden of establishing qualification, reliability, and helpfulness. Id. 

(citing United States v. Frazier, 387 F.3d 1244, 1260 (11th Cir. 2004) (en banc)). 

A. Mr. Lacinak Should Not be Permitted to Provide Opinion Testimony 

Regarding Veterinary Issues  

Defendant seeks to introduce Mr. Lacinak’s testimony about a wide variety of veterinary 

issues. In his reports, Mr. Lacinak opines on (1) Lolita’s body and skin condition (Lacinak 

Report at 2, 6); (2) the health risks posed by the lack of shade in Lolita’s tank and the purported 

concerns associated with providing shade cover (id. at 5); and (3) the exercise requirements for 

an orca of Lolita’s size (id.). But a veterinary degree requires doctoral-level expertise, and Mr. 

Lacinak is certainly not a veterinarian. (Lacinak Tr. at 40:12-13; Lacinak Report at Appendix 

P.5.) To the contrary, Mr. Lacinak does not hold any degree at all—in veterinary medicine or 

otherwise—and has no comparable experience. (Lacinak Report at Appendix P.5.) Accordingly, 

under the first factor articulated in Hughes, Mr. Lacinak is not qualified as an expert in 
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veterinary medicine, and any opinion testimony by Mr. Lacinak going to such issues should 

therefore be barred a trial. See Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. 

B. Mr. Lacinak Should Not Be Permitted to Provide Opinion Testimony 

Regarding Wild Orcas  

Defendant seeks to introduce testimony by Mr. Lacinak regarding the behavior of orcas 

in the wild. (See Lacinak Report at 5 (opining on the average distance traveled by orcas in the 

wild), 6 (opining on wild orca longevity), and 1-2 (opining on the severity of rake marks in wild 

orca populations). Defendant also apparently intends to rely on Mr. Lacinak to rebut the 

testimony of Plaintiffs’ wild orca expert Dr. Ingrid Visser. (Lacinak Rebuttal at 1-2 (stating that 

Plaintiffs’ experts “demonstrate a lack of understanding and experience regarding cetacean 

behavior . . . in the wild.”.)  

Leaving aside that such testimony is strikingly bold given that Mr. Lacinak has not so 

much as seen a wild orca since the 1990s, it should be dispositive of this issue that Mr. Lacinak 

is not, according to his own sworn testimony, an expert in wild orca behavior. (Lacinak Tr. at 

38:10-12; 38:24-39:2 (“Q. You’re not an expert in cetacean behavior in the wild, are you? A. I 

have some knowledge of it. I’m not – I wouldn’t consider myself an expert.”); 58:2-5 (“Q. [ ] 

Have you had occasion to engage in any study of orca behavior in the wild? A. No.”); 39:25-40:5 

(testifying that he has not engaged in academic research regarding and does not have a degree 

relating to wild cetacean behavior).) Opinion testimony about issues on which the proffered 

witness admits that he has no expertise should not be allowed. See In re Trasylol Products Liab. 

Litig., No. 08-MD-01928, 2010 WL 1489793, at *11 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 24, 2010) (excluding expert 

opinion where expert admitted he was not an expert in the topics discussed); see also Hughes, 

766 F.3d at 1329. For this reason, Mr. Lacinak should be barred from testifying at trial on any 

issues relating to the behavior of orca in the wild.  

C. Mr. Lacinak Should Not Be Permitted to Testify Regarding Aquarium 

Design, Maintenance, or Water Quality  

As Mr. Lacinak himself explained, he is, at most, an expert in “[t]raining animals in 

captivity and training animals to do shows and to live comfortably in the marine environments 

that we provide.” (Lacinak Tr. at 33:18-20.) He is not an expert in aquarium design or 
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maintenance, and he has no disclosed knowledge, skills, training, experience, or education that 

would allow him to render an opinion regarding issues of water quality. Under the first Hughes 

factor, he should thus be barred from testifying regarding his opinions that Lolita’s tank “appears 

in good condition” and that “the quality and clarity of her water appears good.” (Lacinak Report 

at 3.)  

Moreover, even if Mr. Lacinak were somehow qualified as an expert on these issues, he 

failed to use a reliable methodology to analyze them. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. Mr. Lacinak 

admitted that he “did not talk to [Defendant] about their water quality.” (Lacinak Tr. at 111:5-6.) 

Likewise, his reports do not indicate that he reviewed any of the many hundreds of pages of 

water quality reports produced by Defendant in this matter. Mr. Lacinak’s opinions on aquarium 

design and maintenance, and on water quality thus cannot possibly be based upon any “generally 

accepted methodology.” Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. Mr. Lacinak should therefore be precluded 

from testifying at trial regarding these topics. 

D. Mr. Lacinak Did Not Employ a Reliable Methodology Because He Failed to 

Review Lolita’s Behavioral Records Prior to Preparing His Expert Report  

Although Mr. Lacinak has experience as a trainer of captive orcas, the Defendant’s 

ability to elicit his opinion testimony on that issue requires that he employ a reliable 

methodology in analyzing the animal training-related facts of this particular case. See Hughes, 

766 F.3d at 1329. By his own admission, Mr. Lacinak did not review Lolita’s behavioral records, 

which cover the period between 2001 and 2015, until February 12, 2016, four days after his 

initial expert report was served. (Lacinak Tr. at 15:17-16:6.) Even at that point, Mr. Lacinak 

conducted only a cursory review of the documents, spending only a few hours examining many 

hundreds of pages of handwritten notes that use a detailed coding system. (Lacinak Tr. at 18:25-

19:11.) 

Any expert report on orca training and behavior that fails to consider these documents in 

adequate detail cannot possibly be deemed to have used a reliable methodology. As Defendant 
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itself has explained, Lolita’s behavioral records are the best primary source documents regarding 

her behavior in that they are “created contemporaneously with care being provided each day.” 

(Mitchell Letter at 3.) Accordingly, Mr. Lacinak’s testimony regarding Lolita’s behavior and 

training cannot be deemed reliable under the 11
th

 Circuit requirements for expert testimony and 

should therefore be excluded. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. 

E. Mr. Lacinak’s Improper Legal Conclusions Are Not Helpful to the Trier of 

Fact 

Under the third Hughes factor, an expert’s opinions regarding ultimate legal conclusions 

in a matter are inadmissible as they are not helpful to the trier of fact. See Cook ex rel. Estate of 

Tessier v. Sheriff of Monroe Cty., Fla., 402 F.3d 1092, 1113 (11th Cir. 2005) (holding that trial 

court acted well within its discretion in excluding testimony constituting pure legal conclusion); 

Cordoves v. Miami-Dade Cty., 104 F. Supp. 3d 1350, 1365 (S.D. Fla. 2015) (expert’s declaration 

that a purported service dog “meets the statutory and regulatory criterion that he is individually 

trained to do work or perform tasks for an individual with disabilities” was “rife with 

impermissible legal conclusions” and therefore excluded); Legg v. Voice Media Grp., Inc., No. 

13-62044-CIV-COHN, 2014 WL 1767097, at *4 (S.D. Fla. May 2, 2014) (“Where an expert 

offers an opinion as to the legal implications of the facts, that testimony also encroaches on the 

responsibilities of the judge and jury, and is inadmissible”).  

Mr. Lacinak’s February 8, 2016 expert report states: 

I have considered the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Regulations definition of “Harass” – 

the definition of the term “Harass” which appears in the definition of the term 

“Take” in the Endangered Species Act (50 C.F.R. § 17.3) in coming to my 

conclusions. In my opinion, based on my experience, the care for Lolita, including 

her facilities, training personnel, and training, is in compliance with the generally 

accepted husbandry care for killer whales. 

 

(Lacinak Report at 6-7.) To the extent that the Defendant intends to elicit testimony from Mr. 

Lacinak regarding the application of the cited statutory provisions regarding “take” to the facts of 

this case, such testimony constitutes a legal conclusion and should therefore be barred.
9
 

                                                           
9
 Even if testimony regarding legal conclusions were proper, Mr. Lacinak is not qualified as an 

expert on the subject of the ESA. Indeed, by his own admission, he had no experience with that 

statute prior to his involvement in this litigation. (Lacinak Tr. at 40:20-25.) 
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III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that their Motion to Exclude 

Improper Opinion Testimony by Clinton Thad Lacinak be granted and that Mr. Lacinak’s 

opinion testimony be excluded, or in the alternative, that his testimony be limited to the narrow 

issue of training of orcas in captivity. 

 

Date: March 11, 2016  Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Paul J. Schwiep__________________ 

Paul J. Schwiep, Fla. Bar No. 823244 

Coffey Burlington, P.L. 

2601 South Bayshore Dr., PH 

Miami, FL 33133 

Phone: 305-858-2900 

Fax: 305-858-5261 

pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com 

 

/s/ Jared Goodman________________ 

Jared Goodman (admitted pro hac vice) 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

Tel: 323-210-2266 

Fax: 213-484-1648 

JaredG@petaf.org 

 

/s/ Matthew Strugar ________________ 

Matthew Strugar (admitted pro hac vice) 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

Tel: 323-210-2263 

Fax: 213-484-1648 

Matthew-S@petaf.org  
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/s/ Caitlin K. Hawks ________________ 

Caitlin K. Hawks (admitted pro hac vice) 

PETA Foundation 

2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90026 

Tel: 206-858-8518 

Fax: 213-484-1648 

CaitlinH@petaf.org 

 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE AND CONFERENCE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on March 11, 2106 the foregoing document was served by 

Electronic Mail upon the parties identified in the Service List.  I further certify that I have 

conferred with all parties who may be affected by the relief sought in this motion in a good faith 

effort to resolve the issues raised in the motion and have been unable to do so. 

 

  /s/ Paul J. Schwiep__________________ 
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1       IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
       FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
2             MIAMI DIVISION

3      CASE NO.: 15-CV-22692-UNGARO/OTAZO-REYES

4
  PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL TREATMENT
5  OF ANIMALS, INC., ANIMAL LEGAL
  DEFENSE FUND, HOWARD GARRETT,
6  and ORCA NETWORK,

7
       Plaintiffs,
8
  -vs-
9
  MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and FESTIVAL
10  FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a
  PALACE ENTERTAINMENT,
11
       Defendants.

12  ___________________________________/

13            **CONFIDENTIAL**

14             DEPOSITION OF
           CLINTON THAD LACINAK
15

16       Taken on Behalf of the PLAINTIFF'S

17
     DATE TAKEN:   February 15, 2016

18
     TIME:      9:54 a.m. - 4:32 p.m.

19
     PLACE:     Greenberg, Traurig

20            333 Southeast 2nd Avenue,
            Suite 4400

21            Miami, Florida  33131

22

23      Examination of the witness taken before:

24         Julia Y. Alfonso, RPR, FPR
         Florida Professional Reporter

25
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1           A-P-P-E-A-R-A-N-C-E-S

2

3  On behalf of the Plaintiffs:

4     PAUL J. SCHWIEP, ESQUIRE
     COFFEY, BURLINGTON
5     2601 South Bayshore Drive, PH
     Miami, Florida  33133
6

7  On behalf of the Defendants:

8     JENNIFER B. MOORE, ESQUIRE
     GREENBERG, TRAURIG, P.A.
9     3333 Piedmont Road NE,
     Suite 2500

10     Atlanta, Georgia 30305

11
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1             I  N  D  E  X

2
  DEPOSITION OF CLINTON THAD LACINAK
3              Direct   Cross   Redirect  Recross

4
  By MR. SCHWIEP       4          216
5
  By MS. MOORE            213
6

7         HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL PORTION

8
  BY MR. SCHWIEP
9
  Page 57, Lines 4 - 23

10

11

12          PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS INDEX

13  No.        Description               Page No.

14  Exhibit 172    Clinton Thad Lacinak's Report       11
  Exhibit 173    Rebuttal Report              124

15  Exhibit 174    Email with Recording Attachment      155
  Exhibit 175    Email with MSQ0009694 Attachment     155

16  Exhibit 176    Email "Lolita docs, 7 of X"        155
  Exhibit 177    Animal Behavior Records          157

17           MSQ0001640-MSQ0001655
  Exhibit 178    Expert Report of John Hargrove      195

18  Exhibit 179    Expert Report of Maddalena Bearzi, Ph.D  199
  Exhibit 180    Letter from James Lister - Dec. 31, 2015 207

19

20     (All exhibits were retained by Mr. Schwiep.)

21

22

23

24

25
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1       THE COURT REPORTER:  Raise your right hand,

2     please.

3       Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole

4     truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

5       THE WITNESS:  Yes.

6  THEREUPON,

7           CLINTON THAD LACINAK

8  Was called as a witness, and having been first duly sworn or

9  affirmed, was examined and testified as follows:

10            DIRECT EXAMINATION

11  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

12     Q   Would you please state your name for the

13  record.

14     A   Clinton Thad Lacinak.  And that's a Junior.

15     Q   Mr. Lacinak, my name is Paul Schwiep.  I serve

16  as counsel for the plaintiffs in this matter.  I'd like

17  you to understand that you're here today testifying in

18  this case.  You've been sworn in.  Your answers will be

19  given under penalty of perjury just as if you were

20  testifying in a courtroom.  Do you understand that?

21     A   Yes, sir.

22     Q   Please recall that because the court reporter

23  is taking down a verbatim transcript of everything

24  that's said, your responses need to be verbal.  In other

25  words, she can't take it down if you nod your head or
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1  say uh-hum or something like that, okay?

2     A   I understand.

3     Q   If at any time you don't understand something

4  that I've asked you, I would request that you please let

5  me know that.  If you answer a question that I've asked,

6  I'll assume you've understood it; is that fair?

7     A   That's fair.

8     Q   There may be times that you're sort of

9  prepared to answer the question before I've completed

10  it.  However, because the court reporter cannot take

11  down a transcript if we're talking at the same time, I

12  would ask that you wait until I finish my question

13  before you provide me with your response, okay?

14     A   Okay.  All right.

15     Q   If at some time you need to take a break or

16  anything like that, let me know.  We will accommodate

17  that request, okay?

18     A   Okay.

19     Q   Are you taking any medications today that

20  might impair your ability to provide accurate testimony?

21     A   No, sir.

22     Q   Have you had occasion, Mr. Lacinak, to be

23  deposed prior to today's deposition?

24     A   I was in a deposition.  I don't know the exact

25  date.  It was on a case where I had an investment and it
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1  was a class action suit against the company that took

2  our money, and that was about 10 years ago.

3     Q   What was the title, the caption, of that case,

4  if you recall?

5     A   I don't know.

6     Q   Were you a party in that case?

7     A   Yes, I was a party.  We had about 90 investors

8  that had invested in a company in Costa Rica and it was

9  through an Ameriprise agent.  And we got taken for our

10  money, so we sued.  And I did a deposition towards that.

11     Q   What was the name of the defendant in that

12  case, that is, the party that was sued in that case?

13     A   I'm trying to think.  Mateo -- I can't

14  remember his last name.  He lived in Costa Rica.  I can

15  get that information for you if you need it, but I don't

16  recall the name.

17     Q   If at any point during a break you have an

18  opportunity to recall the name of the defendant in that

19  case, I would like it.

20     A   Okay.  I don't think I will remember the last

21  name.  It was an Italian name that I just don't

22  remember.

23     Q   What was the nature of the investment?

24     A   We invested in hotels, property, some condo

25  resorts that he supposedly bought with our money, and
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1  then we found out that later that he was just living

2  high on the hog with it.  He put down payments, but he

3  didn't actually buy the properties.

4     Q   And what was --

5     A   That's as close as I know what he did with the

6  money.

7     Q   What was the forum or the venue in which that

8  case was litigated?

9     A   What do you mean?  I don't know what you mean

10  by that.

11     Q   Where was the case venued?  Where was it

12  brought?

13     A   It was brought in Orlando, I think, because

14  that's where most of the investors came from, from the

15  Orlando area.  Orlando, Florida.

16     Q   Was it in federal court or state court, if you

17  recall?

18     A   I don't know.

19     Q   Did it go to trial?

20     A   No.

21     Q   Do you still have a copy of the transcript of

22  your deposition in that matter?

23     A   No, I do not.  I don't think I ever received

24  one.

25     Q   Who represented you in that case?
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1     A   It wasn't me.  It was a group of us, a large

2  group.  I was just one of the people involved.  I can

3  get you that information.  I just don't have it right

4  now.  I can call somebody and get that.

5       MS. MOORE:  You don't need to offer to do

6     that.

7       MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, Counsel, I'd request that

8     information.  The transcript could provide relevant

9     evidence --

10       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  You can direct the request

11     to me.

12       MR. SCHWIEP:  Let me finish.  The transcript

13     could provide relevant evidence in terms of

14     impeachment evidence, so I would like to get it.

15       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  You're here to talk about

16     what you know and remember today.

17       And I have written down your request.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   Did the investment in that case include an

20  aquatic park?

21     A   No.

22     Q   Have you ever had occasion to testify in

23  court?  And I include in the definition of court any

24  administrative body.

25     A   Not to my recollection, no.
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1     Q   You're aware there was an OSHA proceeding that

2  was brought against SeaWorld?

3     A   Yes.

4     Q   Did you testify in that matter, whether in

5  deposition or in court?

6     A   No.

7     Q   Did you provide an affidavit in that case?

8     A   No.

9     Q   Do you recall, sir, providing sworn testimony

10  in written form, whether by affidavit, declarations or a

11  sworn interrogatory answer, in any matter pertaining to

12  an aquatic park?

13     A   Not that I can recall.

14       MS. MOORE:  Other than the one in this case?

15       MR. SCHWIEP:  Excuse me?

16       MS. MOORE:  Other than the one he did in this

17     case?

18       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah.

19  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

20     Q   Have you signed an affidavit or declaration in

21  this case?

22     A   I don't understand the question.

23     Q   Have you signed a document whereby you swore

24  under penalty of perjury to the truth of the statements

25  that are made by you in this case?
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1     A   I really don't remember if I have or not.  I

2  may have.  I don't remember.

3       MR. SCHWIEP:  The reason I ask, Counsel, is

4     the report that we have is not provided under

5     penalty of perjury.  If there's some other

6     affidavit or declaration, I would like to get a

7     copy of it in this case.

8       MS. MOORE:  Let's go off the record one

9     second.

10       (Whereupon, Ms. Moore and the witness exited

11  the conference room.)

12       MR. SCHWIEP:  I think we should put on the

13     record that counsel is conferring with her

14     client -- or her witness, rather.

15       (Whereupon, there was a brief recess from

16  10:02 a.m. to 10:03 a.m.)

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  We're ready?

18       MS. MOORE:  Yes, we are.

19       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.

20       MS. MOORE:  I just think the word

21     "declaration" was a word unfamiliar to him so...

22       MR. SCHWIEP:  Let me see if I can restate --

23       MS. MOORE:  But let me check one thing before

24     we --

25       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.
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1  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

2     Q   While you're checking, just let me ask -- and

3  I'm trying to pronounce your name correctly.  It's

4  Lacinak?

5     A   Lacinak.

6     Q   Mr. Lacinak, do you recall whether you

7  provided sworn testimony in this case, by which I mean,

8  an affidavit, a declaration or something else where you

9  signed something under penalty of perjury attesting to

10  the truth of the statements you've made?  Do you recall?

11     A   Yes.

12     Q   And that was your report?

13     A   It was the report, yes.

14     Q   Okay.  So let's --

15     A   I think.

16     Q   Let's look at that document.  And I'll mark

17  that as the next exhibit which is Exhibit 172.

18       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's Exhibit 172 was marked

19  for identification.)

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   I'm showing you now a document that is dated

22  February 6, 2015.

23       MS. MOORE:  Do you have a copy for me?

24       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yes.

25  BY MR. SCHWIEP:
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1     Q   This was provided to counsel for the

2  plaintiffs by one of the lawyers for the defendant in

3  this case, Mr. Lister, and it appears to be about a

4  seven-page letter from you to Mr. Lister along with some

5  attachments.  Do you see that document?

6     A   Yes.

7     Q   This is the report that you were referring to?

8     A   Yes.

9     Q   Just so that we're clear about it, this report

10  wasn't provided under penalty of perjury, that is, you

11  don't swear anywhere in here that these statements are

12  made under penalty of perjury with relation to either an

13  affidavit that's notarized by a notary public or a

14  declaration under 28 U.S.C. Section 1736, the

15  declaration statute, right?

16     A   If you say so.  I -- you know, I just don't

17  understand all this legal mumbo jumbo that you're giving

18  me here.  So if you just want to say did I sign this

19  document, yes, I did.

20     Q   Right.  It's not mumbo jumbo, sir.  Affidavits

21  are signed under penalty of perjury as are

22  declarations --

23     A   I understand.

24     Q   -- and this one isn't, is it?

25     A   No, it is not.
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1     Q   Have you ever had occasion to provide expert

2  testimony in a lawsuit before?

3     A   Not that I recall, no.  Other than in that one

4  I told you about where it was -- and that was not expert

5  testimony.  That was just a deposition.

6     Q   That's the question that I'm asking,

7  Mr. Lacinak, is whether you have been retained to

8  testify in court as an expert whereby you provide

9  opinions based on your observations apart from having

10  lived through an event as you did in the case involving

11  the investment.  And I gather your answer is, no, you

12  have not prior to this engagement been retained to

13  provide opinions as an expert based on observations that

14  you've made of written or other materials, correct?

15     A   Correct.

16     Q   What work did you do, Mr. Lacinak, to prepare

17  for this deposition?

18     A   I read the materials listed that were given to

19  me.  I also was at the Seaquarium for about seven hours

20  on January 20, 2016, and I observed the stadium and

21  Lolita and the dolphin in the pool with her.

22     Q   And that observation occurred during the

23  inspection, which you referred to in your report, on

24  January 20, 2016, right?

25     A   Yes.
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1     Q   You said you read materials.  On page seven of

2  your report in the final paragraph you identify 11

3  different documents that you reviewed in connection with

4  preparing your report.

5     A   Yes.

6     Q   Are those the materials that you're telling me

7  that you reviewed to form your opinions in this case?

8     A   Yes.

9     Q   Anything else?

10     A   The two documents that I read last night from

11  Visser.  I don't know.

12       THE WITNESS:  I'd have to ask you what they

13     were.

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   You can't ask your counsel for help.  This

16  isn't a tag team.

17       What are the documents?

18     A   I don't remember.  I can show you the

19  documents.

20       MS. MOORE:  I think he's asking what did you

21     review to prepare this report.

22       MR. SCHWIEP:  No --

23       THE WITNESS:  Oh, for this?  No, this is --

24       MR. SCHWIEP:  -- that wasn't -- that was my

25     question, but then I asked are there any materials,
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1     other materials, that he reviewed in connection

2     with preparing to testify today.

3       MS. MOORE:  I see.

4  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

5     Q   And I gather there's two additional documents?

6     A   Yes, I looked at two additional documents.  I

7  can show them to you.

8     Q   What were they, if you recall, if you don't

9  recall the exact title?

10     A   It was one that was written by Ingrid Visser.

11     Q   You looked at Dr. Visser's report.  What else?

12     A   And I'm trying to think of the other one.

13     Q   Was it another expert report?

14     A   No.  It was the animal records.  I reviewed

15  all the animal records.  I was thinking that was here,

16  but now I remember it was not.  It was after this.

17     Q   When did you review all of the animal records?

18  You're talking about the Animal Behavior Records?

19     A   Yes.

20     Q   When did you review those?

21     A   Mainly -- let's see.  What was -- the 13th was

22  Friday?

23     Q   No, that was Saturday.

24     A   That was Saturday.  Okay.  I reviewed all

25  those records on the 12th then and some yesterday.
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1     Q   Yesterday was February 14th, right?

2     A   Yes.

3     Q   The review that you conducted of the Animal

4  Behavioral Records on February 12th, where did that

5  occur?

6     A   In Tampa, Florida in a hotel room.

7     Q   Who sent them to you, if someone sent them to

8  you?

9     A   They came from the law offices that I'm

10  working with.

11     Q   Did Mr. Jim Lister send you Animal Behavior

12  Records for you to review on or about February 12th in a

13  hotel room in Tampa?

14     A   I think they got there the night before.  I

15  did not review them until the day after.

16     Q   You still have those, what you were sent to

17  review on the 12th?

18     A   I don't have them in my possession, no.

19     Q   Where are they?

20     A   Here.

21     Q   You mean here in the conference room?

22     A   Yes, they're right there (indicating).

23     Q   Okay.  You're pointing to a Bankers Box on the

24  conference room table?

25     A   Yes.
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1     Q   Okay.  I'm going to want a chance to look

2  through those and see what they are.

3       When were you sent those documents?

4     A   On the 11th.

5     Q   And what were they exactly?

6     A   The animal records for around 15 years.

7     Q   Now, you hadn't reviewed those at the time

8  that you prepared your February 6, 2016, report that's

9  marked as Exhibit 172 because you didn't receive them

10  until February 11, right?

11     A   I received some examples of records before

12  that --

13     Q   Yeah.

14     A   -- before this report.  I received some

15  examples, but I did not receive the 15 years until the

16  11th.

17     Q   You recall what examples you received?

18     A   I don't recall exactly the examples, but it

19  was some of the records, but it wasn't very many.  It

20  was maybe, if I recall, a month's worth.  I really

21  didn't look at them that extensively.  I just looked to

22  see what type of record form they used.  That's what I

23  mainly looked at.

24     Q   How much time did you spend reviewing the

25  examples that were given to you in advance of your
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1  preparing your February 6 report?

2     A   I don't recall exactly the amount of time I

3  looked at them, I can tell you that.

4     Q   Why did you look at them?

5     A   Because I wanted to see what type of records

6  they used.

7     Q   And what do you mean by that, "what type of

8  records they used"?

9     A   I wanted to see how they recorded what they

10  did with the whale on a daily basis.

11     Q   What were you looking for in terms of what

12  they recorded in terms of Lolita?

13     A   How they write down their shows and their

14  training sessions.

15     Q   Anything else you were looking for when you

16  looked at the examples that you were sent prior to

17  preparing the February 6 report?

18     A   Well, I was looking to see what types of

19  sessions they might do and how they recorded them.

20     Q   The Bankers Box that's sitting over here on

21  this conference room table, is that the exact box you

22  were delivered to a hotel room in Tampa on or about

23  February 11?

24     A   Yes.

25     Q   How much time did you spend reviewing the
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1  Animal Behavior Records in that box?

2     A   Total time, about seven hours.

3     Q   And when did that occur?

4     A   To the best of my recollection about five and

5  a half hours on the 12th.  Actually, it was -- I take

6  that back.  I'm getting my days mixed up.  I received it

7  and then I went home from Tampa on that Saturday

8  morning.  I'm sorry.  I actually spent five and a half

9  hours on Saturday when I got back from Tampa working on

10  those and then another hour and a half yesterday before

11  I started here.

12     Q   Okay.  So Saturday was the 13th?

13     A   Yes.

14     Q   And then yesterday was the 14th?

15     A   I messed up.  I was thinking today was

16  Saturday.

17     Q   When you said the 12th, you meant the 13th?

18     A   Yes.

19     Q   And what were you looking for when you looked

20  through those Animal Behavior Records on Saturday the

21  13th and then some on Sunday, February 14th, which is

22  yesterday?

23     A   Can you be more specific?  I don't understand

24  the question.

25     Q   Yes.  So what types of information were you
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1  looking for when you looked through the documents on the

2  13th and 14th?

3     A   I was looking for examples of some of the

4  things that John Hargrove and -- I'm trying to think of

5  her name.  I'm not great with names.  Not Visser, the

6  other --

7     Q   Bearzi?

8     A   Bearzi.

9     Q   Or maybe I'm mispronouncing it.

10     A   Yes.

11     Q   Okay.

12     A   Those two, what they were stating in their

13  statements.  And I was looking for examples of what they

14  were talking about.

15     Q   Did you take any notes?

16     A   No.

17     Q   Did you --

18     A   I read a lot of things and looked at them.

19     Q   Did you create any spreadsheets?

20     A   No, sir.

21     Q   Did anyone else look at them other than you?

22     A   No.

23     Q   Okay.  So going back to the list of 11 things

24  that you put in your February 6th report.  Now we have

25  the 12th, the box of Animal Behavior Records for 15
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1  years, right --

2     A   Yes.

3     Q   -- that you've looked at?

4     A   Yes.

5     Q   You hadn't looked at it when you prepared this

6  report, obviously?

7     A   Right.

8     Q   Do you wish you would have?

9     A   Yes, I would have.  If I had time, I -- you

10  know, as far as the time issue, I had limited time.  I

11  work a full-time job as well as doing this.

12     Q   Did you ask for them?

13     A   No, I did not.

14       MS. MOORE:  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear the

15     question.  What was the answer?

16       MR. SCHWIEP:  "Did you ask for them?"  "No, I

17     did not."

18       THE WITNESS:  I asked for them once I saw what

19     they wrote, but that was after this.

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   Any other documents that you've looked at

22  prior to showing up to provide your testimony in this

23  case this morning?

24     A   No.

25     Q   Okay.  And who all have you talked to about
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1  this case?

2       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

3       THE WITNESS:  I didn't --

4       MS. MOORE:  And also caution you not to

5     divulge privileged communication.

6       MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, I object to that.  I mean,

7     he's an expert in the case.  If you told him

8     something, I'm entitled to know that.

9       THE WITNESS:  If she told me something?

10  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

11     Q   Yes.  In other words, you're providing your

12  opinion in this case --

13     A   Yes.

14     Q   -- as expert.  Anything that you saw or heard

15  in connection with formulating the opinion that you're

16  preparing to provide, I think I'm entitled to that.  But

17  let's go through it.

18       With whom have you had discussions in

19  connection with getting ready to testify in this case?

20     A   Other than the lawyers, I haven't really

21  discussed it with anybody.

22     Q   And what lawyers have you talked to?

23     A   Jim Lister, Jennifer.

24     Q   And it's Jennifer Moore who's here today?

25     A   Jennifer Moore, yeah.  Mark Salky.  And the
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1  best of my recollection, that is all I really talked to.

2     Q   Did you have any conversations with Robert

3  Rose about this case?

4     A   I talked to Robert at the -- on January 20th

5  when I went to the inspection or whatever you want to

6  call that.

7     Q   And we'll call it the inspection.

8     A   Okay.

9     Q   How long did you talk to Robert at the

10  inspection?

11     A   I talked to him when I arrived.  I talked to

12  him on and off throughout the time that I was there.

13     Q   Okay.  So let's just back up a bit.  How did

14  you come to be retained in this case?

15     A   I'm trying to think the first time.  It was

16  probably Robert Rose that asked if I would be willing to

17  be a witness.  I don't recall the date.

18     Q   And how did he come to ask you whether you

19  were willing to be a witness in this case?

20     A   Basically straightforward just asked me to be

21  on a case where PETA was filing a lawsuit against them.

22     Q   Did he call you?  Did he e-mail you?

23     A   I don't know whether it was an e-mail or a

24  call.  It may have been -- it wasn't an e-mail.  I'm

25  pretty sure he called me.
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1     Q   He called you on your cell phone?

2     A   Yes.

3     Q   And you all knew each other before he called

4  your cell phone asking you whether you were willing to

5  be a witness in this case, right?

6     A   Yes.  But I haven't -- I did not speak with

7  him before that for a long, long time.

8     Q   And what did he say?

9     A   To the best of my recollection he said what I

10  already told you, that there's going to be a lawsuit

11  that PETA was filing and he asked if I would be willing

12  to be an expert witness for Miami Seaquarium about

13  Lolita.

14     Q   And what about Lolita did he ask you to

15  provide expert witness testimony about?

16     A   We really didn't discuss exactly what it was,

17  but I assumed he wanted my expertise for what I do and

18  that's animal behavior.

19     Q   Did he say that he wanted you to testify as an

20  expert regarding animal behavior?

21     A   I don't recall if that was the exact

22  terminology or not.

23     Q   You are an animal behaviorist, right?

24     A   I consider myself an animal behaviorist, yes,

25  sir.
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1     Q   So then what happened?  You said yes,

2  presumably?

3     A   Yes.

4     Q   How long did you talk, by the way?

5     A   Not very long.  I don't know the exact minutes

6  that we talked --

7     Q   Okay.  You said --

8     A   -- because there were some other pleasantries

9  of -- we may have even said something about I haven't

10  been down to Miami for a while.  I mean, we talked about

11  a couple other things, if I recall.

12     Q   And you agreed.  And then what happened?

13     A   And then I either received an e-mail from Jim

14  Lister and I started talking with Jim.

15     Q   Did Jim provide you any information about the

16  kind of conditions in which Lolita is at the Seaquarium?

17       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  Let me be clear, my

18     understanding is that you can talk about factual

19     data, but not legal strategy or theory.

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  I kind of generally agree with

21     that.

22  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

23     Q   If he talked to you about his legal strategy,

24  I don't want to know that, but any kind of facts, data,

25  things he asked you to assume, anything that he gave you
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1  to help you form your opinion, not the legal strategy or

2  facts or information he gave you to help you.

3     A   Other than the materials that we got into

4  later, no.

5     Q   What did he ask you to do?

6     A   Well --

7       MS. MOORE:  Well, again --

8       THE WITNESS:  Again, I don't know --

9       MS. MOORE:  -- I think you can ask him about

10     factual data provided that he used or relied upon

11     in his report.  But what an attorney asked an

12     expert that we've engaged, to do, I think that

13     oversteps where you're allowed to go.

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   Did he provide you with any facts?

16     A   That's pretty broad.  I don't know what you

17  mean by "any facts."

18     Q   If he said, Here's our legal strategy in this

19  case, that's strategy.

20     A   No, he never said that.

21     Q   If he gave you facts about here's when the

22  tank was built -- I'm just giving you examples because

23  you've asked -- here's the size, here's how old she is,

24  any information about Lolita or the Seaquarium.

25       MS. MOORE:  And, again, I believe the rule is
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1     if he relied upon it to form his opinions, you're

2     entitled to that.

3       MR. SCHWIEP:  I don't think that's quite it.

4     If he considered it, I'm entitled to know.

5       THE WITNESS:  Other than the materials that we

6     got into later.  I mean, it was just, Will you be

7     an expert witness.  And, again, like I said, you

8     know, I did not -- if I would have known I was

9     going to be questioned about the exact date and

10     everything else, I would have written them down.

11     But I was working at the time.  I have a consulting

12     business and I'm staying pretty busy.

13  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

14     Q   The e-mail that he sent you, you still have

15  that?

16     A   Yes.  Probably.

17       MS. MOORE:  We provided those to you last

18     night.

19       MR. SCHWIEP:  There were some that were

20     provided.

21  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

22     Q   Do you recall about when this was?  I don't

23  need the exact date, but about when it was, if you can

24  give a fair approximation.

25     A   In January.  And the only thing I recall that
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1  we talked about was would I be available for some dates,

2  you know, for -- because this might be time-consuming

3  and would I be available for certain dates.  And the

4  dates weren't set in stone yet on any of them.

5     Q   Did you guys talk about compensation?

6     A   No compensation, just the only thing that was

7  discussed, and it wasn't discussed in the first talk

8  that I recall -- the only thing was that I was told that

9  my time would be compensated.

10     Q   Lister told you that?

11     A   Yes.

12     Q   That didn't come up during the conversation

13  with Rose?

14     A   No.

15     Q   So who else have you talked to asking for

16  names, if any you recall, other than the ones you've

17  identified, Lister, Moore and Salky and Rose, in

18  connection with getting ready to testify this morning?

19     A   Nobody else that I can recall.  Well, I talked

20  with a couple of the trainers on the day I was there on

21  the 20th, couple of trainers besides Robert.

22     Q   You spoke with Heather Keenan?

23     A   Yes.

24     Q   Did you speak with Marni Wood?

25     A   Yes, briefly with Marni.
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1     Q   Did you speak with Nicole Fernandez?

2     A   Not that I recall.

3     Q   Did you speak with Ariel Cook?

4     A   Not that I recall.

5     Q   Did you speak with Maya Rodriguez?

6     A   Briefly when -- I actually was introduced to

7  her briefly after they did the blood draw on Lolita.

8     Q   What did she say to you or you say to her?

9     A   It was pleasantries.  Hi, how are you, and

10  that was it.  Other than that, I didn't speak to her

11  about anything.

12     Q   Maya Rodriguez didn't provide you with any

13  facts or information about Lolita?

14     A   No.

15     Q   Did Heather Keenan provide you with any facts,

16  data or other information about Lolita's health or

17  condition?

18     A   Not about her health or condition.  She may

19  have said she feels that she's healthy, and I think I

20  may have said she looks good to her.  But, in general,

21  it was more about -- we spoke about how cold it was that

22  morning and a few other things.

23     Q   Do you recall her saying anything about

24  Lolita's health, condition or anything else about the

25  circumstances of her at the Seaquarium, Heather Keenan
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1  that is?

2     A   I thought I answered that, but --

3     Q   You did.  I just want to make sure I had my

4  arms around everything you can recall about that

5  conversation.

6     A   Like I said, we did not get into any specifics

7  about Lolita to my recollection.

8     Q   And with regard to Marni Wood, did you get

9  into any specifics or generalities about Lolita's health

10  or condition with Ms. Wood?

11     A   None at all.  I only spoke to her briefly and,

12  again, it was more pleasantries.

13     Q   Anything else about Lolita's health,

14  condition, her circumstances at the Seaquarium that you

15  learned from anyone else who worked with her at the

16  Seaquarium, either on January 20th or at any other time?

17     A   No.  Other than the documentation and my

18  observations, no.

19     Q   Were you given any information, facts or data

20  about Lolita from either or any of Lister, Moore or

21  Salky?

22     A   Other than the information that they gave me,

23  not that I recall.

24     Q   You're talking about the e-mails you got from

25  Lister?
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1     A   No.  I'm talking about these documents that

2  they sent me and some of them were in e-mails.

3     Q   And so for the record, the witness is

4  referring to items 1 through 11 on page seven of Exhibit

5  172.

6     A   And the animal records that I reviewed in the

7  last few days.

8     Q   Right.  Records you looked at on Saturday, the

9  13th, and yesterday the 14th?

10     A   Right.

11     Q   Did they say anything to you about Lolita?

12       MS. MOORE:  Objection.  Again, I think you can

13     ask about facts provided, but strategy or relevance

14     or significance of facts, I think that's invading

15     the privilege.

16  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

17     Q   Let me just kind of rephrase the question.

18  We'll start with, they didn't tell you anything about

19  the legal strategy, did they?

20     A   I -- the only --

21     Q   That's just a yes or no question.

22     A   I guess no.  I don't know what -- it's so

23  broad.  I mean, we talked about what the case was and it

24  was PETA, you know, so they had to tell me --

25       MS. MOORE:  Don't get into --
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1       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.

2       MS. MOORE:  -- what we discussed.

3       THE WITNESS:  No, I'm not.  I'm not saying

4     that.  I'm just saying that you have to be -- I

5     don't know.  I don't know what else to say.  It was

6     about PETA suing about Lolita, and that was --

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   So what were you tasked with doing?  What was

9  your assignment?

10     A   They said that they -- they explained that I,

11  as an expert witness, would have to do this letter and I

12  was told that there would be letters from the plaintiffs

13  also.  And that I would be expert witness for my

14  experience with killer whales and training animals.

15     Q   So what area were you asked to provide expert

16  opinions about?

17     A   What I just said, my experience with killer

18  whales and training animals.

19     Q   So what was the area that they asked you to

20  provide an opinion about?

21       MS. MOORE:  Asked and answered a third time.

22  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

23     Q   Well, you say --

24     A   I can't be any more clear than that.  I am an

25  expert in killer whales in captivity and their animal
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1  behavior training.

2     Q   Yeah.  And let me just talk about that a

3  minute.

4     A   I have more experience than anybody in the

5  world doing it with the largest collection of killer

6  whales in the world.

7     Q   Okay.  So let's just understand "doing it."

8  Your expertise is in conditioning animals to behave in

9  certain ways, right?

10       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

11       THE WITNESS:  That's a broad statement.

12  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

13     Q   So you say, "I have more experience in doing

14  it than anybody in the world."  Doing what?

15     A   Training animals.  Training killer whales and

16  dolphins.

17     Q   Training animals to do what?

18     A   Training animals in captivity and training

19  animals to do shows and to live comfortably in the

20  marine environments that we provide.

21     Q   So your expertise is in training animals to

22  behave in certain ways; is that fair?

23     A   You can't make an animal do anything it

24  doesn't want to do.  I am an expert in training animals

25  with positive reinforcement schedules.
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1     Q   Fair enough.

2     A   That is a system where you ask the animal to

3  do something; when they do it, you reward it.  All

4  behavior is modifiable, all behavior changes.

5     Q   So what is an animal behaviorist?  How would

6  you describe that?

7     A   An animal behaviorist is somebody that studies

8  how animals live with each other and react to different

9  stimuli.

10     Q   And as an animal trainer, your expertise -- I

11  think I wrote this down correctly -- is in training

12  animals in captivity through positive reinforcement; is

13  that fair?

14     A   That's a really broad statement, but, yes,

15  that's fair.  That's what I do.  Not everybody trains

16  that way.

17     Q   Okay.  I'm trying to find out where your area

18  of expertise is.  And where you, if I understand

19  correctly, Mr. Lacinak, developed an area of expertise

20  is in a program or regime of positive reinforcement to

21  train animals to behave in desired ways; is that fair?

22     A   I guess.  I guess that's fair.

23     Q   Well, I'm not asking you to guess.

24     A   It just feels -- it feels...

25     Q   I don't mean to --
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1       MS. MOORE:  Let him finish.

2  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

3     Q   -- you know, slighted or -- you know, I'm not

4  suggesting that.  I'm just trying to understand.  That's

5  really your niche and where you've developed a real

6  reputation is in a positive reinforcement program that

7  is and has successfully been used to train animals to

8  behave in ways that you desire; is that fair?

9     A   That's not all of it, but, yes, that's fair.

10     Q   So what am I leaving out?

11     A   Well, it just can't be explained in a couple

12  of words.  That's what I would say.  I mean --

13     Q   Okay.  So explain it in as many words as you

14  need.

15     A   I can explain it this way:  I have worked with

16  more and trained with more killer whales and killer

17  whale trainers than anybody in the world in conditioning

18  animals and training animals and enriching animals'

19  lives with more killer whales and with more trainers

20  than anyone in the world.  I have also, as it states in

21  my report or in my letter, that my experience was also

22  developed while I was at SeaWorld.

23       I started as an apprentice trainer and moved

24  up all the way up to vice president and corporate

25  curator in all the parks, including the Busch Gardens
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1  Parks, just as it states.  And I, along with several

2  other individuals at SeaWorld, developed a lot of the

3  husbandry, voluntary husbandry techniques that are used

4  with animals, not only with marine mammals in a positive

5  system, but with zoological institutions around the

6  world now.

7     Q   Anything else?

8     A   I think that will suffice.

9     Q   So what is the area of expertise which you

10  will be bringing to bear to provide an expert opinion in

11  this case?

12     A   The same thing.  I will look at, and I have

13  looked at, Lolita's behavior and I will base my opinion

14  on my experience with killer whales.

15     Q   You have a company called Precision Behavior,

16  correct?

17     A   Yes.

18     Q   What is the business of Precision Behavior?

19     A   We consult at zoos and aquariums around the

20  world about animal behavior management.  We also provide

21  a service where we can go into a zoo or aquarium and

22  retrain their entire staff on positive reinforcement

23  techniques.  We also sometimes help them hire the right

24  people and hire the right managers to run their

25  facilities.
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1     Q   So that last piece, that's kind of a placement

2  tool?

3     A   It's not a placement tool.  We go in and most

4  of the time what happens is we work with a facility.

5  Once we look at their staff and we look at their needs,

6  then we can suggest what else we think would help them.

7     Q   I did have occasion to look at your website

8  which says about you that you had a quote "35-year

9  career at Busch Entertainment Corporation as vice

10  president and corporate curator of animal training where

11  he" -- referring to you -- "directed animal training,"

12  period, close quote.  Is that accurate?

13     A   (Nodding.)

14     Q   You have to respond out loud.

15     A   Yes.  Sorry.

16     Q   And as the corporate curator of animal

17  training who directed animal training, would it be fair

18  to say that your 35-year career was focused on using

19  positive reinforcement techniques and teaching those

20  techniques to trainers in order to condition animals,

21  including killer whales, to behave as desired?

22       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

23     question.

24       THE WITNESS:  That and in addition to training

25     the animals and teaching the animals to live
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1     comfortably in the habitat that we provided them

2     with.  And that is done through enrichment, it's

3     done through the positive training techniques, it's

4     done through the relationships that the trainers

5     build with each other and every animal.

6  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

7     Q   You developed show and training protocols for

8  SeaWorld related to killer whales, correct?

9     A   Yes.

10     Q   You're not an expert on the behavior of orca

11  in the wild, are you?

12     A   I'm not an expert, but I have been to the

13  wild --

14     Q   You had occasion to --

15     A   -- several times.

16     Q   -- observe orca in the wild?

17     A   Yes, sir.

18     Q   You've kayaked with them; is that correct?

19     A   Yes.

20     Q   You're not a marine biologist?

21     A   No, sir.

22     Q   You're not a marine scientist?

23     A   No, sir.

24     Q   You're not an expert in cetacean behavior in

25  the wild, are you?
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1     A   I have some knowledge of it.  I'm not -- I

2  wouldn't consider myself an expert.

3     Q   You're not an expert on cetacean biology?

4       MS. MOORE:  What do you mean by "cetacean

5     biology"?

6       THE WITNESS:  I don't know what you mean by

7     that.

8  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

9     Q   Well, then you wouldn't be an expert in it,

10  would you?

11       MS. MOORE:  Well, depends on how you define

12     it.

13       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  There's a lot of

14     components to that.  On the behavior of the

15     animals, yes, I consider myself an expert on

16     reading their behavior and in wherever they are.

17  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

18     Q   You're not an expert in reading the behavior

19  of cetaceans in the wild, are you?

20     A   Because of my expertise with reading their

21  behavior in captivity, yes, there are certain things, I

22  think, that run across.  So, yes, I could say that I

23  could give you lots of insight into what they're doing

24  by observing their behavior in the wild.

25     Q   You haven't conducted any academic research
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1  with regard to cetacean behavior in the wild, have you?

2     A   No.

3     Q   You don't have any degrees that relate to

4  cetaceans in the wild, do you?

5     A   No.

6     Q   You're not an expert regarding Pacific

7  white-sided dolphins in the wild, are you?

8     A   No.

9     Q   If we call those lags, just to make it short,

10  you understand what --

11     A   That's fine.  That's fine.

12     Q   You're not a veterinarian?

13     A   No.

14     Q   You're not an expert with respect to the

15  Endangered Species Act, are you?

16     A   No.

17     Q   Have you ever offered an opinion before in an

18  Endangered Species Act case?

19     A   No.

20     Q   Have you had occasion to study the definition

21  of "take" under the Endangered Species Act?

22     A   Briefly.

23     Q   When?

24     A   On this case.  I've looked at some paperwork

25  on how it's described.
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1     Q   Have you had occasion to form an opinion

2  regarding what "take" or "harass" under the Endangered

3  Species Act means in terms of a captive orca?

4       MS. MOORE:  Objection to the extent it calls

5     for a legal conclusion.

6       MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, if he's not going to offer

7     any legal conclusions on that, fine.  We can move

8     on.

9       MS. MOORE:  He's not an attorney.  He doesn't

10     study the Endangered Species Act.  He has his

11     opinions about orca in a zoological setting, but

12     he --

13  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

14     Q   All right.  Okay.  I mean, you know -- here's

15  my question.  Are you going to offer an opinion,

16  Mr. Lacinak, regarding whether or not the conditions of

17  Lolita constitute a take or harassment under the ESA?

18     A   I'm going to offer an opinion on what I

19  believe her behavior indicates as far as her well-being.

20     Q   And so you won't be reaching the -- offer an

21  opinion regarding the ultimate issue with respect to

22  whether that behavior amounts to harassment or take

23  under the ESA?

24     A   If I feel under -- in my opinion I will -- I

25  may offer an opinion on what my understanding of the
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1  word "harassment" is and "take," yes.

2     Q   So you know that there's a judge that will

3  decide what opinions you can offer.  Do you have an

4  opinion about that today?

5     A   Opinion about what?

6     Q   Yeah, that being --

7     A   About the judge deciding?  No.

8     Q   Do you have an opinion today, Mr. Lacinak,

9  regarding whether the circumstances of Lolita's

10  captivity at the Seaquarium amount to a take or

11  harassment as those terms are defined under the ESA?

12       MS. MOORE:  He has opinions that are in his

13     report and supplemental report.

14       THE WITNESS:  Yes.

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   It's just a yes or no question.

17       MS. MOORE:  To the extent that you're asking

18     Mr. Lacinak, who is an animal behavior expert, to

19     draw legal conclusions, I don't think that's what

20     he's here to do.

21  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

22     Q   Do you agree with what your lawyer just said,

23  you're not going to offer legal opinions?

24     A   No, I'm not going to offer a legal opinion, so

25  I guess I agree.
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1     Q   By the way, have you had occasion to sign a

2  written retention agreement for this matter?

3     A   A written retention?

4     Q   Yes.  You're hereby retained to serve as an

5  expert in this case.  Here are the terms of your

6  agreement.

7     A   I think I signed something like that.  I can't

8  tell you for sure because I signed a few things, but I

9  don't remember them exactly.  I can't give you the dates

10  and all that.  I mean, we would have to look into that.

11     Q   But there's something in writing that says how

12  much you'll be paid and what you're being asked to do;

13  is that right?

14     A   The only thing as far as -- I already answered

15  that question on the compensation.  I'm being paid for

16  my expenses and a daily -- I mean, a rate for my time,

17  which, by the way, is a lot less than my normal rate.

18     Q   Okay.  And is that spelled out in some letter?

19     A   I don't recall if it was spelled out or not.

20     Q   So when you said you think you signed

21  something --

22     A   Yeah, I think, maybe, but I don't know if that

23  part was spelled out.

24     Q   So what do you think you signed?

25     A   I signed that I was signing on as an expert
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1  witness.

2     Q   How much have you been paid to date for your

3  work in this case?

4     A   Nothing so far because I haven't billed

5  anything yet.

6     Q   Are you keeping track of your time and your

7  billings?

8     A   Yes.  I was told to.

9     Q   So you were retained in January.  Do you

10  invoice monthly?

11     A   For this case.  I normally will invoice when

12  I'm done with a project.  That's what we normally do.

13  We invoice after the time that we are there, but it

14  depends on the contract.  I've also done contracts where

15  we've been paid some of the contract in advance,

16  especially if it's overseas.

17     Q   What is the rate of compensation that you're

18  being paid in this case?

19     A   As I understand, it was $100 an hour and

20  expenses, travel-related expenses.

21     Q   And you offer that that's less than the normal

22  rate.  What is the normal rate?

23     A   It depends on what I'm doing, but normally my

24  rate would be closer to $150 an hour if I was going to

25  break down my time per hour.  We offer discounts,
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1  depending on how long somebody hires us or -- so it

2  really depends on the contract and what we have to do,

3  how involved it is.

4     Q   With whom did you negotiate the rate that

5  you're being paid in this case?

6     A   I basically only talked to Jim Lister about

7  that.

8     Q   Did he ask you for a discounted rate?

9     A   No, sir.

10     Q   Did you offer it?

11     A   I didn't say it was discounted.  He asked me

12  what I would -- if I would give him a number that I felt

13  was fair.  At the time, I have to tell you, I didn't

14  know how involved it was going to be, so I gave him that

15  number.  He told me he felt that was fair.

16     Q   Other than the visit to the Seaquarium on

17  January 20th for the inspection, did you have occasion

18  to visit the Seaquarium at another time in connection

19  with providing an opinion in this matter?

20     A   No.

21     Q   Had you had occasion to visit the Seaquarium

22  at any time before January 2016?

23     A   I visited the Seaquarium many years ago.  It

24  might have been at -- it had to be over 25 years ago,

25  before this.
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1     Q   Did anything you learned or observe on that

2  visit in 25 or more years ago --

3     A   Oh, wait a minute.  Okay.  There was an

4  occasion I might have visited it during an IMATA

5  conference, a conference that was in Miami maybe eight

6  or nine years ago.  I can't recall.  I can't recall.  I

7  don't even remember anything about visiting at that

8  time.

9       THE COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry.  What was the

10     name of the conference?

11       THE WITNESS:  It was the International Marine

12     Animal Trainer's conference that was in Miami, and

13     it was years ago.

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   And that goes by the acronym IMATA?

16  I-M-A-T-A, full caps.

17     A   Yes.  Before that, it was a lot -- you know,

18  many, many years ago before that.

19     Q   Anything about those visits, the one you might

20  have engaged in 25 years ago or during the IMATA

21  conference, that forms the basis for the opinion that

22  you're providing in this case --

23     A   No.

24     Q   -- or I should say, informs the opinion?

25     A   No.
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1     Q   And if I asked you this question before, I

2  apologize.  What was the specific assignment you were

3  given?

4       MS. MOORE:  Objection, asked and answered five

5     times now.

6  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

7     Q   What was the specific -- when she objects

8  you're usually expected to answer, unless she instructs

9  you not to.

10     A   I do feel like I've answered that question.

11  It's for my behavioral killer whale expertise.

12     Q   Did they ask you to provide any opinion

13  regarding the adequacy or inadequacy of Lolita's tank

14  size?

15     A   Yes.  Yes.

16     Q   Did Mr. Lister mention that?

17     A   Yes.

18     Q   And what did he say about it?

19       MS. MOORE:  Objection to the extent that it's

20     anything other than conveying factual data.

21       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, that -- that's right.  In

22     one of the documents the pool is described and that

23     was it.

24  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

25     Q   What did Mr. Lister say about the tank size?
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1     A   That that was an issue for PETA.

2     Q   You understood that the plaintiffs in this

3  case were contending the tank size was inadequate?

4     A   Yes.

5     Q   Mr. Lister told you that?

6     A   Well, I also read that in one of the initial

7  reports that that was -- it's very obvious in that

8  that's a concern of theirs.

9     Q   Were you asked to provide any opinions

10  regarding the keeping of Lolita as a solitary orca

11  without any companion and the impact of that on her?

12       MS. MOORE:  Objection, mischaracterizes her

13     current condition.

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   I'll restate the question.

16       Were you asked to provide any opinions about

17  the impact, if any, on Lolita of being housed without

18  orca companions?

19     A   I commented that in my initial letter.

20     Q   Yeah.

21       When you were asked or tasked with providing

22  opinions in this case, Mr. Lacinak, were you asked to

23  provide any opinions regarding the impact, if any, on

24  Lolita of being housed without another orca companion?

25     A   In the overall case, I guess I can say yes.
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1     Q   And were you told, as you apparently were

2  about tank size, that the plaintiffs were contending it

3  had an adverse impact on Lolita to house her without an

4  orca companion?

5     A   Yes.  And I'm also very aware that PETA feels

6  that way before this case also.

7     Q   Were you tasked with providing any opinions

8  about whether the amount of shade that was provided to

9  her was adequate?

10     A   Yes.  I commented that in my letter also.

11     Q   Were you asked to consider any additional

12  opinions that didn't work their way into your February 6

13  letter marked as Exhibit 172?

14       MS. MOORE:  Objection, vague.  Objection to

15     the extent that it does call for potentially

16     privileged information.

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, it wouldn't.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   I mean, I'm just saying, did they say, I would

20  like you to give opinions on items one, two, three,

21  four, five, but you only addressed one through four in

22  your report.  Five, you weren't able to make an opinion

23  or provide one or they didn't want it as it turned out?

24       MS. MOORE:  Objection, compound question.

25       THE WITNESS:  No.
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1  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

2     Q   What's your current address?

3     A   1615 Coquina, C-O-Q-U-I-N-A, Drive, Merritt

4  Island, Florida 32952.

5     Q   And starting with your kind of most of recent

6  educational experience, where did you go to school, last

7  go to school?

8     A   Seminole Junior College.

9     Q   And where is that?

10     A   That's by Lake Mary close to Orlando.

11     Q   When did you attend there?

12     A   Graduated from high school in '70, so '71,

13  maybe some courses in '72 that I recall.  I never

14  graduated or got any type of degree.  I was going to

15  school at the time and then I found out that SeaWorld

16  was opening up and took a job there.

17     Q   How old were you when you took the job at

18  SeaWorld?

19     A   I was hired in early 1973 when I was 20 years

20  old.  Actually, it was late 1973 because it was October

21  of 1973.

22     Q   Prior to going to work at the Seaquarium (sic)

23  in 1973, did you have any work experience that related

24  to marine mammals?

25     A   The only work experience that I would say that
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1  was required was that you be a diver, and I was an

2  expert diver by the time I was 18.  I had cave diving

3  experience and lots of diving experience.

4     Q   Do you still hold a diving certificate?

5     A   Yes.

6     Q   Did you have any experience in working with

7  marine mammals prior to going to work for the Seaquarium

8  in 1973?

9     A   No.

10     Q   At the present time do you hold any

11  certificates or licenses other than a driver's license?

12     A   I have a concealed weapons permit for Florida.

13  That's it.  But I'm not carrying now.

14     Q   Have you had occasion to obtain any

15  certifications pertaining to marine mammals?

16     A   Not official certifications, no.

17     Q   And how long were you at SeaWorld?

18     A   From 1973 to January of 2008.

19     Q   And why did you leave SeaWorld in January of

20  2008?

21     A   I had been there a long time and I decided to

22  retire from SeaWorld and look into other ventures.

23     Q   How old were you at the time you retired?

24     A   55.  I retired when I met the eligibility

25  requirements for retirement with the company at that
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1  time.

2     Q   And what was your title when you left?

3     A   I was corporate vice president of animal

4  training and enrichment.

5     Q   And then what did you do?

6     A   Actually, I was VP corporate curator of animal

7  training.  That's the actual title --

8     Q   Okay.  I appreciate that.

9       So then what did you --

10     A   -- just to be clear.

11     Q   -- do after you left in January 2008?

12     A   I went to work for a company called -- I'm

13  trying think of their name now.  I lost it.

14       Ocean Embassy.

15     Q   And how long were you at Ocean Embassy?

16     A   Less than a year.

17     Q   And describe the circumstances of your

18  severing your relationship with Ocean Embassy.

19     A   I left basically because they lost all their

20  funding for projects.  It was during the downturn of the

21  economy and...

22     Q   Were you asked to leave Ocean Embassy?

23     A   No.

24     Q   Were you asked to leave SeaWorld?

25     A   No.
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1     Q   While you were at SeaWorld, did you have

2  occasion to work with cetaceans directly?

3     A   Yes.

4     Q   Did there come a point in time when you ceased

5  to work with orcas directly?

6     A   No.  I did not work with them on a daily

7  basis, but I always worked with them even to the day

8  that I left.

9     Q   Is it correct that your last water work with

10  an orca was sometime in the '80s?

11     A   No.

12     Q   When was your last water work with an orca?

13     A   When I was 55 I did a show right before I

14  left.

15     Q   It would have been 2008?

16     A   Yes.

17     Q   And before that when --

18     A   Actually, it would be 2007 because I retired

19  January of 2008.

20     Q   Okay.  And before that, what was the last time

21  you had done water work with an orca?

22     A   I don't recall, but it wasn't that long.

23     Q   Okay.  And then after you left Ocean Embassy

24  in or about 2009 -- is that right?

25     A   Uh-hum.
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1     Q   -- what did you?

2     A   I started my consulting business, Precision

3  Behavior.

4     Q   And have you worked consistently with

5  Precision Behavior since 2009 to present?

6     A   Yes.

7     Q   Have you had any other employment during the

8  that period?

9     A   No.

10     Q   What is the business of Precision Behavior?

11     A   I thought we described that earlier.  We

12  consult at zoos and aquariums and for some companies on

13  management, positive relationship building and

14  management.  I've got two aspects to the company.

15     Q   How many clients does Precision Behavior

16  currently have?

17     A   Right now we have seven, current.

18     Q   Are those seven all marine parks?

19     A   No.

20     Q   Are any of them marine parks?

21     A   There are four aquariums.  And I'm planning on

22  signing a contract with another one, a marine park.

23     Q   And so that would be five?

24     A   That would be five aquariums.

25     Q   Yeah.  And then the other two or three?
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1     A   Zoos.

2     Q   And what are the marine parks that Precision

3  Behavior works for?

4     A   Three aquariums in North Carolina, State-run

5  aquariums.

6     Q   What are they called?

7     A   They're State run.  They're State-operated

8  aquariums.  And then Tampa Aquarium.

9     Q   Are there three in North Carolina?

10     A   Yes.

11     Q   Okay.  And the zoos that you work with, which

12  zoos are those?

13     A   I don't know if I want to mention the zoos

14  because of confidentiality.

15     Q   Well, this whole transcript, you may have

16  overheard your counsel designate everything about it

17  confidential before we started, so it will be

18  confidential.

19     A   Well, I'm confused on that then.

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.  So let's do this --

21       THE WITNESS:  If it comes out in a court of

22     law --

23       MR. SCHWIEP:  -- I could use -- take a break

24     now anyways.  So you guys confer.  Let me know what

25     you're going to do.  I've got to return a call real
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1     quickly and I'll be back.

2       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  Are you just wanting names?

3       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah.

4       MS. MOORE:  You're not going to get into the

5     scope of what he's doing with them?

6       MR. SCHWIEP:  No.  That's where I'm going

7     next.  It will be kind of the nature of the

8     retention.

9       (Whereupon, there was a brief recess from

10  11:14 a.m. to 11:27 a.m.)

11  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

12     Q   So, Mr. Lacinak, the last question was about

13  the zoos that you are working for, that is, Precision

14  Behavior is working for.

15     A   Yeah.  The one I -- I just want this -- I

16  needed to have it explained to me.

17       MS. MOORE:  Let me jump in.  We're going to

18     mark any questions about his engagements with zoos

19     highly confidential.

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  Does that include only

21     attorneys, Counsel?

22       MS. MOORE:  Attorneys eyes only.

23       MR. SCHWIEP:  Limited only to attorneys?

24       MS. MOORE:  Yes.  That is what -- I thought

25     that's what the highly confidential was.
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1       (Whereupon, the following testimony will be

2  marked as highly confidential:)

3  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

4     Q   Okay.

5     A   Yeah.  The Miami Zoo.

6     Q   Are there others?

7     A   There have been others.  I don't have

8  contracts with them now.

9     Q   Okay.  Do the aquariums in North Carolina have

10  orcas?

11     A   No.

12     Q   The Tampa Aquarium, does it have an orca?

13     A   No.

14     Q   And Zoo Miami, obviously there's no orcas

15  there?

16     A   No, sir.

17       (Whereupon, there was an off-the-record

18  discussion.)

19       MS. MOORE:  Are we done with that topic?

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yes, we are done with that

21     topic.

22       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  We can go back to just

23     confidential.

24       (Whereupon, the highly confidential testimony

25  concluded.)
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1  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

2     Q   Have you had occasion -- you told me that

3  you've seen orca in the wild.  Have you had occasion to

4  engage in any study of orca behavior in the wild?

5     A   No.

6     Q   And when you saw orca in the wild, when was

7  that?

8     A   I don't have the exact years, but I saw them

9  in the Puget Sound area, J, K and L pods.  I observed

10  them for four days.  I don't remember the date but it

11  was -- we were filming footage for a show at SeaWorld.

12  It was in the '90s.

13     Q   And over those four days, how many days were

14  you able to see orca in the wild?

15     A   All four days.  It was highly unusual.

16     Q   How were you able to identify the pods?

17     A   Because -- one of the researchers up there

18  that works with them, through him.

19     Q   Who is that, if you recall?

20     A   I'm trying to think of his name now.  I can't

21  think of his name.  If I think of it, I can give it to

22  you later.

23     Q   Okay.  How long were you able to view the

24  orcas?

25     A   We saw them every day for four days.
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1     Q   About how long a day?  I should say per day.

2     A   Per day, probably a couple hours.  We followed

3  them.  I actually kayaked with them also.  I was in a

4  kayak with them.

5     Q   It was a kayak that was lowered from a boat;

6  is that what happened?

7     A   Yes.

8     Q   And on how many of the four days were you able

9  to kayak?

10     A   Just the one day.

11     Q   So the remaining three days you were on the

12  boat?

13     A   Yes.

14     Q   Any other occasion in which you've been able

15  to observe orca in the wild?

16     A   Yes.  I went to Patagonia and observed the

17  killer whales, two killer whales in Patagonia.  We were

18  shooting footage for SeaWorld also on that, and it was

19  at the sea lion beaches where they attack the seals, the

20  sea lions, the baby sea lions in that one area in

21  Patagonia, Peninsula Valdes.

22     Q   And when was that?

23     A   In the '90s also.  I don't recall the dates.

24     Q   Was that shooting for the same video?

25     A   No, it was a different one.
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1     Q   And how many days were you out on the

2  Patagonia trip?

3     A   We were there probably on the site -- it was

4  very remote and very difficult to get to.  We had to

5  travel to get there.  But we were, if I recall

6  correctly, there for about six days.

7     Q   And on how many of those days were you able to

8  observe orca?

9     A   It was not every day, but probably three or

10  four days that we saw the orca show up.

11     Q   And where were you when you saw them?

12     A   We had permits to get right up close to the

13  beach and we, actually, to not disturb the animals that

14  were there, the seals, and cause a disruption, we had to

15  kind of very slowly sneak in with our cameras.  And we

16  sat right on the beach literally probably 50 yards from

17  where the animals would come up and grab seals.  I was

18  there with a film crew.

19     Q   So you were observing orca --

20     A   Observing their hunting technique.

21     Q   I was going to say, orca hunting sea lions on

22  the beach?

23     A   Uh-hum.

24     Q   Any other behaviors that you were able to

25  observe on the Patagonia trip?
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1     A   Well, just the techniques that the whales

2  used.

3     Q   The hunting techniques?

4     A   Uh-hum.

5     Q   That's a yes?

6     A   That's a yes.  Yes.  Sorry.

7     Q   And on the Puget Sound trip, what behaviors

8  were you able to observe?

9     A   Lots of different behavior.  We saw breeding

10  because the two pods -- two of the pods came together.

11  Lots of other activity.  Chasing.  We observed them

12  feeding on salmon.  Actually saw the fish flying out of

13  the water as they were chasing them.  And from my point

14  of view and what I know about killer whales, we saw lots

15  of things that would indicate breeding:  Lots of

16  chasing, lots of mingling, lots of rolling around and

17  lots of feeding.

18     Q   On either occasion, Patagonia or Puget Sound,

19  did you observe orca in the wild with lags?

20     A   No.

21     Q   Now, you've seen many captive orca other than

22  Lolita, correct?

23     A   Yes.

24     Q   The SeaWorld facility in Orlando, you worked

25  there from the time that it opened?
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1     A   Yes.  But I also oversaw the other parks once

2  I was made corporate curator in 1992.  I oversaw all the

3  parks.

4     Q   And how many parks were there?

5       MS. MOORE:  If you two could not talk over

6     each other.

7       MR. SCHWIEP:  Sorry.

8  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

9     Q   How many parks were there?

10     A   We had four, but the Ohio park was shut down.

11     Q   So Orlando, San Antonio and San Diego?

12     A   Yes.

13     Q   And there was a park in Cleveland that was

14  sold, I think --

15     A   Yes.

16     Q   -- and then later shut down; is that right?

17     A   Yes.  I also took over the Busch Gardens Park,

18  the two Busch Gardens Parks, the behavior departments

19  for the two Busch Gardens Parks in 1996.

20     Q   That's in Tampa?

21     A   Yes.

22     Q   Were there killer whales at the Busch Gardens

23  Park?

24     A   No.

25     Q   But there were killer whales at SeaWorld
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1  Orlando, SeaWorld San Antonio, SeaWorld San Diego?

2     A   Yes.

3     Q   Were there killer whales in Cleveland?

4     A   Yes.

5     Q   The killer whale pool at SeaWorld Orlando,

6  that's a 36-foot-deep pool?

7     A   Yes.

8     Q   190 feet long by 90 feet wide?

9     A   Approximately, yes.

10     Q   And then if I understand correctly, there are

11  additional tanks behind the show pool 70 feet in length

12  and 25 feet in depth.  Does that sound about right?

13     A   About right.

14     Q   And during the period of time you worked or

15  oversaw the SeaWorld Orlando killer whale pool, how many

16  killer whales were housed there?

17     A   It depends.  It was anywhere from six to nine.

18     Q   And never one?

19     A   Not in that pool, no.

20       Now, the animals were housed in individual

21  pools sometimes depending on their behavior and what was

22  going on and how well they were socializing with each

23  other.

24     Q   SeaWorld Orlando, during the entirety of your

25  relationship with it, always housed more than one orca,
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1  right?

2     A   If I recall correctly there was a brief period

3  of time back in the '70s where we only had one.  But

4  that was a very brief period of time.

5     Q   Like how brief?

6     A   A few months.

7     Q   And when in the '70s was that?

8     A   Early '70s.  Probably more like mid '70s, I

9  should say.

10     Q   So other than the few-month period in the mid

11  '70s, SeaWorld Orlando, during the entirety of the time

12  you were connected with it, always housed more than one

13  orca?

14     A   Yes.  There was another brief period of time

15  in 1985 where there was only one orca in one pool while

16  we were getting the other pool open and started the new

17  killer whale facility.

18     Q   So SeaWorld had more than one orca, but you

19  had them in a separate pool?

20     A   Yes.

21     Q   And SeaWorld San Antonio, if I understand

22  correctly, that killer whale pool is about 40 feet deep,

23  220 feet long and 150 feet wide?

24     A   It's not quite 40 feet deep.  It's probably

25  closer to 38 in one area of the pool.
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1     Q   And then there are side pools that are about

2  25 feet deep?

3     A   No.  They're 18 feet deep.  They're not 25.

4     Q   And are they about 115 feet long and 69 feet

5  wide, that is, the side pools?

6     A   Approximately, yes.

7     Q   SeaWorld San Antonio, since it's held orcas,

8  has also held more than one?

9     A   Yes.

10     Q   And if I understand correctly, it had orcas

11  since about 1988 when it was built?

12     A   Yes.

13     Q   What are the dimensions of SeaWorld San

14  Antonio -- I'm sorry.  San Diego pool?

15     A   They're close to the SeaWorld facility in

16  Orlando.

17     Q   So around 36 feet deep --

18     A   Yes.

19     Q   -- 190 feet long and 90 feet wide?

20     A   Yes.

21     Q   And that's the show pool?

22     A   That's the show pool.  And then there's two

23  side pools directly behind it and then there's an

24  additional pool that goes out from the back.  Well,

25  there's also a -- what we describe as a medical pool
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1  with the lifting floor in between those.

2     Q   And there is a separate underwater viewing

3  area for the killer whales?

4     A   There's glass all across the front pool.  And

5  then, yes, in the back pool, the very back pool that has

6  a channel to it and it has more of naturalistic rockwork

7  around it, in that pool there is a large underwater

8  viewing area.  There's also one at SeaWorld Orlando.

9  There isn't one in SeaWorld San Antonio, the underwater

10  viewing I mean, other than the glass in the front pool.

11     Q   And at SeaWorld San Diego as at SeaWorld San

12  Antonio, SeaWorld always housed more than one orca?

13     A   Yes.

14     Q   And the SeaWorld Cleveland facility, do you

15  recall the years it operated?

16     A   It opened in 1969, if I'm not mistaken, or it

17  may have been 1970, and it went till the '90s sometime,

18  but I don't recall the date that we closed it.

19     Q   Do you recall the dimensions of the killer

20  whale pool at the Cleveland facility?

21     A   Much smaller.  I don't recall the exact

22  dimensions.  I know the pool was around 22- and 24 feet

23  deep, the front pool, and there were two side pools at

24  one time.  And then there was a pool added behind that

25  years later in the '80s.
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1     Q   And the pool that was added behind that in the

2  '80s, was that a medical pool?

3     A   No.  It was a habitat.  It was the larger

4  pool.

5     Q   Was it the show pool?

6     A   No, it was not the show pool.  The show pool

7  still remained in the front, which was under, you know,

8  the stadium seating.  The stadium seating was there.

9     Q   So the pool was added in the back in the '80s.

10  Do you recall about the size of that pool?

11     A   It was approximately 15 to 18 feet deep.  And

12  it was sort of octagonical -- octagonical-shaped but it

13  was more -- probably 80 feet, maybe.  Maybe a little bit

14  more.  I don't recall the exact dimensions of it.

15     Q   And how many orca were housed at the Cleveland

16  facility?

17     A   It depended on the year.  There may have been

18  a time where there was just one.  I don't recall the

19  date.  But most of the time there were two.  And I think

20  on one occasion we had three animals there.

21     Q   Had three?

22     A   Yes.  On one occasion I recall that we may

23  have had three there.  After 35 years the years start to

24  come together.

25     Q   So in your recollection for most of the time
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1  the Cleveland facility operated in about 1970 through

2  the '90s, there was more than one orca there?

3     A   Well, yes.  Yes and no.  The facility was a

4  seasonal park early on and it was -- we moved the

5  animals up there and moved them back every -- moved them

6  up there in the spring and moved them back in the fall.

7  And that stopped once we built that extra pool in the

8  back.  And then the animals were kept there year round

9  until they closed and until they were sold.

10     Q   At the SeaWorld Orlando facility, did SeaWorld

11  Orlando house lags with the orcas?

12     A   There was a time that they were together in

13  Orlando at one time, yes, when we did a multispecies

14  show.

15     Q   When was that?

16     A   I don't recall the exact years, but it was

17  late '70s, early '80s.

18     Q   For how long did that multispecies show go on?

19     A   Well, we had lags at one time.  We also had

20  also truncatus Tursiops, bottlenose dolphins.  Sorry.

21     Q   The SeaWorld Orlando discontinued its

22  multispecies show some time in the early '80s?

23     A   Yes.

24     Q   And why was that?

25     A   Because we decided to build the new stadium,
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1  the new killer whale stadium and housed the killer

2  whales in a different facility and make that the dolphin

3  facility, the existing one.  That's kind of a short

4  answer for what happened.

5     Q   During the time that SeaWorld Orlando was

6  conducting a multispecies show in the late '70s and

7  early '80s, were the lags or bottlenose dolphins that

8  were used in the show housed in the same tank

9  continuously with the orcas?

10     A   None of the animals were housed continuously

11  together.

12     Q   In other words, you'd bring the lags or

13  bottlenose dolphins for the show and then remove them

14  after the show?

15     A   Sometimes.  And then sometimes in between

16  shows they would be together, but not all the time.

17     Q   When you say "none of the animals were housed

18  together continuously," the orcas were in the same pool

19  continuously, correct?

20     A   Not continuously, no.  All the animals at any

21  time when we're working with them can be gated or

22  separated away from each other, depending on the social

23  dynamics at the time.

24     Q   Would it be right to think of it as the orcas

25  were generally in the same pool together unless you
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1  needed to separate them because for social reasons they

2  needed to be separated?

3       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

4       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I think I answered that.

5     We would separate them when we thought they needed

6     to be separated or when they would even separate

7     themselves sometimes between -- and then we might

8     close the gate between them.

9  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

10     Q   Would you separate them overnight?

11     A   Sometimes.

12     Q   What was the degree of frequency with which

13  they would be separated?

14     A   It depended on --

15       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

16       MR. SCHWIEP:  You mean because of time frame?

17       MS. MOORE:  Yes.  He worked there for 35

18     years.

19  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

20     Q   Okay.

21     A   Yeah.  And it depends on the dynamics at the

22  time, the social dynamics of the animals.  That's always

23  what was looked at.

24     Q   They were always together for the show, right?

25     A   Not always.  It depends --
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1     Q   Typically.

2     A   -- on the social dynamic.  We would like to

3  have them together for the show, but a lot of times we

4  did not because of a lot of different reasons.

5     Q   The goal was to have them together for the

6  show, right?

7       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

8  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

9     Q   I'm talking about SeaWorld Orlando, the killer

10  whale show, while you were there.

11     A   Which stadium are we talking about?  When it

12  was multispecies or when it was killer whales --

13     Q   Killer whales.

14     A   -- by themselves?

15       Killer whales by themselves at the new

16  stadium?

17     Q   Yeah.

18     A   Where the other species of animals weren't

19  there?

20     Q   Right.

21     A   No, we did not always do the shows with all

22  the whales.  It depended on the show.  And we constantly

23  changed up the dynamics of the show and who did the

24  show.

25     Q   Do you recall telling trainers at SeaWorld
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1  Orlando that once a trainer has had a major aggressive

2  incident, their stock in the company goes up?

3     A   Never.

4     Q   Since the early '80s onward, if I understand

5  your testimony, SeaWorld Orlando did not house orcas and

6  lags together, right?

7     A   Would you repeat that again.

8     Q   Yeah.  Since the early 1980s SeaWorld Orlando

9  did not house orcas and lags together?

10     A   No.

11     Q   And at SeaWorld San Antonio did SeaWorld house

12  lags and orcas together?

13     A   No.

14     Q   In SeaWorld San Diego, did SeaWorld house

15  orcas and lags together?

16     A   Where?  SeaWorld San Diego?

17     Q   Uh-hum.

18     A   No.  Not once the stadium, the new stadium was

19  built.

20     Q   And that was when?

21     A   That was 1984, if I remember correctly.

22     Q   And at SeaWorld's Cleveland facility, SeaWorld

23  didn't house orcas together with lags, did it?

24     A   Yeah, they did.  They did shows together.

25     Q   Pardon?
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1     A   They did shows at one time with lags.

2     Q   Okay.  So let's kind of break it down.  Were

3  they always housed -- were orcas always housed with lags

4  at Cleveland?

5     A   No.

6       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   So there was a point in time where Cleveland,

9  you did a multispecies show like you did in Orlando?

10     A   Yes.

11     Q   And when you did the multispecies shows you

12  would bring lags in for that show?

13     A   Yes, for the most part.

14     Q   And then there were some times they would

15  actually be left in the pool for an extended period,

16  that is, the lags in the orca pool?

17       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

18       THE WITNESS:  Sometimes.

19       MS. MOORE:  Give me a second to object, if you

20     could.

21       THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Sorry.

22       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

23  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

24     Q   Generally at Cleveland, SeaWorld didn't just

25  house the lags indefinitely with orcas, right?
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1     A   Repeat the question.  I'm not -- I'm trying to

2  figure out --

3     Q   I'm just trying to make sure I have my arms

4  around it.  I gather that at Cleveland as at Orlando

5  there was a time when you did a multispecies show, lags

6  would come in, do the show with the orca, but they

7  weren't housed continuously in the same tank during the

8  that period of time, that is, the orcas and the lags?

9     A   Well, by continuously, what do you mean?  Like

10  for a day?

11     Q   I mean, 24/7, 365.

12     A   No, not 24/7, 365 they were not.  But there

13  were occasions where they were in the same pool

14  together.  There were many, many occasions where they

15  were in the same pool together.

16     Q   Well, they were doing a show together.

17     A   Not just in shows, training sessions as well

18  as in between shows at training sessions.

19     Q   Do you have an opinion about whether lags and

20  orcas live together in the wild?

21     A   They swim in the same waters.  That's the only

22  opinion I have.

23     Q   They don't breed together, obviously, right?

24     A   Not that I know of.

25     Q   They don't forage together?
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1     A   Don't know that.

2     Q   In your experience with SeaWorld, SeaWorld did

3  not house orcas on a regular basis in tanks as small as

4  Lolita's, right?

5     A   In the beginning when I first started with

6  SeaWorld the pools were much, much smaller than what

7  they are housed in now.

8     Q   They were small?

9     A   There were pools --

10       MS. MOORE:  I was letting you finish.  Go

11     ahead, finish.

12       THE WITNESS:  There were pools that they were

13     housed in that were smaller than what Lolita lives

14     in now.

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   The show pool wasn't as small as Lolita's?

17     A   The show pool was not.

18     Q   And over the course of your career at

19  SeaWorld, you don't have experience with an orca that's

20  spent 36 years without another orca companion, right?

21     A   No, not 36 years.

22     Q   Well, or any number of years.  If I understand

23  your testimony they might have been separated from time

24  to time and there might have been short periods of time

25  when there was only one orca, but by and large you
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1  always had more than one at SeaWorld?

2       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

3       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, that's a broad statement.

4     At SeaWorld, but we were involved with other

5     facilities that had single whales living by

6     themselves for years.

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   Yeah, we'll get there.  I'm asking about

9  SeaWorld.

10     A   Okay.

11     Q   Right?

12     A   Okay.

13     Q   Okay.  What are the opinions that you intend

14  to provide in this matter?

15       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

16       MR. SCHWIEP:  He's an expert.

17       MS. MOORE:  Would you like to ask him about

18     his report?

19       MR. SCHWIEP:  I'm going to ask him.

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   What opinions -- we're going to talk about the

22  report, but what opinions, if any, have you had occasion

23  to form in this matter, Mr. Lacinak?

24     A   I have some opinions on the pool size.  I have

25  opinions on whether or not there needs to be shade.  I
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1  have opinions on her behavior, on Lolita's behavior.  I

2  have opinions on some of the conclusions on the

3  recordkeeping as well as some others.  I mean, I think

4  you can look at my letter to see what my opinions are

5  and...

6     Q   So any other opinions that you've formulated

7  and that you're prepared to provide to me today other

8  than what you've identified, which I wrote pool size,

9  shade, Lolita's behavior and recordkeeping?

10       MS. MOORE:  And the opinions in the

11     supplemental report?

12       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, and all the opinions in

13     the supplemental report on enrichment, gating.

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   You mentioned shading.  Now you've added

16  enrichment.

17     A   Gating, her age.

18     Q   Okay.  You have an opinion on her age?

19     A   Uh-hum.  Her body and skin condition, her

20  dorsal fin, whether or not there's any stereotypic

21  behavior.

22     Q   Okay.  You've been flipping through your

23  report, which is right in front of you.  Any other

24  opinions?  I've got nine:  Pool size, shading, Lolita's

25  behavior, recordkeeping, enrichment, age, body and skin
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1  condition, dorsal fin, and whether there's stereotypic

2  behavior.

3     A   Her exercise, her shows, her trainings, the

4  qualification and the quality of the trainers.  Anything

5  and everything that relates to her behavior and how she

6  reacts to certain stimuli.

7     Q   Anything else?

8     A   There are probably some other things that I

9  can't think of right at the moment.

10     Q   If anything else occurs to you, please let me

11  know.

12     A   Well, the thing is is that I would like to

13  refer to my two -- the initial letter and then to the

14  comments that I made in the additional...

15     Q   I've put your opinion letter, the February 6

16  letter, in front of you.  If you want to refer to it at

17  any time, please feel free to do so.

18       With regard to pool size, what opinions are

19  you prepared to offer the court in this matter?

20     A   As compared to what?  I'm not sure I

21  understand what you're asking.

22     Q   Yeah.  Well, you're an expert in this case.

23  That means, you know, experts can give their opinions

24  about things.  You've been designated as an expert.  I'm

25  not conceding that you're an expert on pool size, but
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1  you said you have an opinion on pool size.  What is it?

2     A   My opinion is is that it meets all the

3  regulations that are in place now in the U.S.  It meets

4  all the regulations and guidelines.

5     Q   Now, anything else?

6     A   My opinion is that with the age of this

7  animal, her being the oldest -- basically the oldest

8  killer whale in any captive situation and the amount of

9  years that she has lived by herself and alone, other

10  than the two companion animals that she has right now

11  and as well as some other companions that she's had,

12  that it could be detrimental for her to be moved to

13  another facility, whether it be an ocean pen or another

14  pool, because she is so accustomed to that facility,

15  that habitat.

16     Q   So when you say it could be detrimental to

17  her, that means it might be detrimental to her.  That's

18  your opinion?

19     A   In my opinion there is a high probability that

20  it could be detrimental to her in my experience.

21     Q   Would you say that to a reasonable degree of

22  scientific certainty, moving her from her current tank

23  will be detrimental to her?

24     A   It depends on what you mean by "scientific."

25     Q   Yeah.  That means it's based on a
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1  peer-reviewed study.

2     A   Obviously there's been no peer-reviewed study

3  of that.

4     Q   Well, not of Lolita, but there might have been

5  about other orcas.  I was giving you the list.  Peer

6  review study, any test or analysis, evaluations that

7  have been done, your own academic background and

8  training on this topic that would provide a scientific

9  basis for saying -- and that's my question, if you're

10  prepared to testify that to a reasonable degree of

11  scientific certainty moving Lolita would be detrimental

12  to her?

13     A   I'm prepared to say that in my opinion moving

14  her would be or could be detrimental to her.

15     Q   So you're say could be.  I understand.  It

16  could not be too, right?

17     A   Well, obviously when I say it could be, could

18  means it could or it couldn't.

19     Q   Do you have any opinion about the pool size

20  other than that it meets regulations, that it could be

21  detrimental to her given how she's accustomed to it to

22  moving her?

23     A   Other than that she is very -- seems

24  comfortable in that facility.  And, you know, I will say

25  that it is not necessarily the size of the facilities
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1  that I had worked with at SeaWorld.  I mean, that's

2  obvious.  But considering this animal has been alone for

3  the amount of time that she has lived alone without

4  other killer whales and in this size facility, in my

5  opinion it could be detrimental to move her to another

6  facility.  That is my statement on the pool size other

7  than it is, what I said earlier, that it does meet the

8  regulations.  And I base that on other animals that have

9  lived by themselves for a period of time, other killer

10  whales, that we at SeaWorld moved to our facilities and

11  it had, in my opinion, a detrimental effect on those

12  animals.  That's one of the bases.

13     Q   If I understand your earlier testimony, at

14  SeaWorld there wasn't ever an orca held alone for the

15  amount of time that Lolita has been alone?

16     A   No.

17     Q   Or anything like it, right?

18     A   No.  There was in other facilities that we

19  acquired the animals from.

20     Q   Okay.  So tell me about that.

21     A   We acquired a killer whale from Windsor Safari

22  Park.  I don't know the exact year, but she had lived

23  alone in that pool for many years and we moved her to

24  Orlando, Florida.

25     Q   When was that?
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1     A   I don't recall the exact dates.  It was in --

2  probably early '90s, late '80s.

3     Q   What was the name of that killer whale?

4     A   Winnie.  W-I-N-N-I-E.  She was in Windsor

5  Safari Park.

6     Q   How old was Winnie when you got her?

7     A   I don't recall the age.  She was a subadult.

8  She was of sexual maturity when we collected her, I know

9  that.  So she was maybe 7 or 8 years old, maybe a little

10  older than that.

11     Q   And where was she from?  I mean, I know you

12  got her from Windsor Safari Park, but had she been bred

13  in that park?

14     A   No.

15     Q   Did she come from the wild?

16     A   No, she was collected.

17     Q   And where was she collected?

18     A   I don't recall.

19     Q   And so what happened when you brought Winnie,

20  who had lived alone at Windsor Safari Park, to your

21  SeaWorld --

22     A   Orlando --

23     Q   -- killer whale tank in Orlando?

24     A   She did not ever, from the time we got her,

25  get along with the other killer whales.  She was a
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1  loner.  She ended up spending more time by herself.

2  Even though she was in with the other killer whales, she

3  would separate herself from the other whales.  Never

4  seemed to adjust to the social dynamics of that pool

5  with the whales that were there.

6     Q   If you told me this, I didn't hear it.  Where

7  was she captured?

8     A   I didn't tell you because I said I didn't

9  recall.

10     Q   Okay.  You don't know.

11       So what happened to Winnie?

12     A   Well, she lived there in SeaWorld Orlando.  We

13  also moved her to SeaWorld San Antonio at one point.

14  And again, I don't recall the dates of that.  Almost

15  positive it was in the '90s, early '90s that we moved

16  her there, might have been mid '90s.  And she also

17  pretty much kept up with the same social dynamics

18  problems.  She never really got along with the other

19  whales.  And by "got along," I meant that she never

20  assimilated into the group dynamics as well as we

21  expected.  She had trouble with that.

22     Q   And what ultimately happened to Winnie?

23     A   Winnie passed away from -- and I don't recall

24  exactly what it was that she passed away from.  I know

25  it was -- I don't recall exactly what caused --
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1     Q   Where did Winnie die?

2     A   -- her to pass away.

3       In San Antonio.

4     Q   About when?

5     A   In the '90s sometime.  I don't exactly recall

6  the date.

7     Q   So some kind of medical condition?

8     A   Yes.  That's all I know about it, though.

9     Q   Do you know when Winnie was brought to

10  SeaWorld Orlando if the other whales in the killer whale

11  pool were from the same pod that Winnie was taken

12  captive from?

13     A   I don't know.

14     Q   And I guess the same question, when she got to

15  San Antonio, were the whales there from the same pod

16  that she was taken from?

17     A   Don't recall.  I don't know that.

18     Q   Would it be fair to say that you can't offer

19  an opinion about how Lolita might perform if

20  reintroduced to her own pod?

21       MS. MOORE:  Objection, calls for speculation.

22       MR. SCHWIEP:  It's kind of my point.

23       THE WITNESS:  Well, all I can say is is that

24     it's been my experience with killer whales that

25     even when a female killer whale is reintroduced to
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1     an animal that she gave birth to, they don't always

2     get along after a period of time of separation.  We

3     have had that happen several times.

4  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

5     Q   You're not prepared to opine that Lolita would

6  not get along with the pod that she was captured from if

7  she was reintroduced to that pod, are you?

8     A   On my behavioral experience in working with

9  killer whales, it is my opinion that she would have

10  great difficulty being accepted back into a wild pod of

11  killer whales even if you could find, you know, animals

12  that she was related to.

13     Q   And what's the basis for that opinion?

14     A   Because of all the years of experience in

15  watching the social dynamics and how killer whales

16  interact with each other.

17     Q   Okay.  But do you have any experience with

18  regard to the reintroduction of a whale to a pod that

19  she was taken from?

20     A   I have some experience in reintroducing two

21  different killer whales back to their siblings, back to

22  their young that they had been separated with and them

23  not getting along once they're reintroduced.

24     Q   Was that in the wild?

25     A   No, that was at SeaWorld.  To put it briefly,
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1  we moved a female killer whale to another pool to San

2  Antonio and then we moved that whale back after several

3  years.  I don't remember the exact amount of time.  And

4  the female that gave birth to that animal never got

5  along with her baby, and it wasn't a baby at the time.

6  It was an adult also.  They never got along after that.

7     Q   How long were they separated?

8     A   Like I said, several years.  I don't remember

9  the exact number of years.

10     Q   And you've seen that happen two times?

11     A   Yeah, that has happened -- I don't recall the

12  names of the animals.  We had lots of killer whales --

13  where once the female gives birth to another animal,

14  then the other animals don't necessarily get along with

15  the -- and fit into the social group as well as they

16  once did.

17     Q   Have you had any experience with the

18  reintroduction of a killer whale that had been separated

19  from his or her mother where the child killer whale was

20  accepted by the mother?

21     A   Well, we never -- we really didn't separate

22  them until they were older, you know, at least three

23  years old usually before they would be separated for any

24  length of time.  And in the occasions that we did that,

25  when we reintroduced them at a later date, those two
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1  instances that I was talking about was where we had

2  trouble.  Most of the time we did not move the animals

3  until they were older and then they've stayed separated.

4  And, again, that was all according to the SeaWorld's

5  breeding program and what animals, from a genetic

6  standpoint, we wanted to be together so that the

7  genetics of the animals worked out for the breeding

8  program.

9     Q   Does that mean that the -- I guess calves is

10  the right word -- that the calves would be regularly

11  separated from their mothers at some point after three

12  years?

13     A   Not regularly.

14       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

15       THE WITNESS:  No.

16  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

17     Q   Was that SeaWorld's practice to separate them?

18     A   No, it wasn't a practice.  I already stated

19  that it depended on the genetics, and the genetics and

20  the goals of the breeding program.

21     Q   Okay.  You said you also had some opinions

22  about shade.  What opinions have you been able to form,

23  Mr. Lacinak, regarding shading for Lolita?

24     A   Several opinions.  One of them is based on the

25  shade that we have at our facilities at SeaWorld, at
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1  SeaWorld Florida and SeaWorld San Antonio.  In those two

2  parks we do have shade structures over some of the

3  pools.  Not all of them, but some of them.  SeaWorld San

4  Antonio has the most shade over the pools because of the

5  intense heat.  And in my opinion it was more for

6  blocking the sun from the water, because we chill the

7  water at the killer whale stadiums.  And putting shade

8  over the structures in those two facilities, in San

9  Antonio and in Florida, is to conserve energy, because

10  it costs a lot of money to chill that water, a lot of

11  electricity.  That was a major reason that shade was

12  put, in my opinion, in those two structures.

13       In SeaWorld San Diego there is no shade other

14  than some that may be given from the show structure in

15  the front pool and things like that.  So at certain

16  times there might be shade.  But there was no shade

17  structures, permanent shade structures, over any of the

18  pools in San Diego ever and I don't recall ever having

19  seen a problem from that.  The reason that they don't

20  need the shade there is because they also chill the

21  pools, but the weather in San Diego, as you know, is

22  much cooler year round.

23     Q   Okay.  So what's your opinion about shading?

24     A   That it is not necessary unless, as I stated

25  in my report, unless the animal is feeling -- has some
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1  type of illness and it's sitting at the surface without

2  diving under and without sinking or going underwater.

3  And occasionally we have put up some temporary

4  structures over an animal that has some kind of problem,

5  health issue.

6     Q   And why is that?

7     A   Because if they have a health issue and they

8  don't sink underwater, then their skin can dry out and

9  it could cause a sunburn at that time or a dryness of

10  the skin and cracking if you did not do that.

11     Q   So when you say shading is not necessary, you

12  would apply that to any killer whale facility?

13       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   That's what I wrote down.  You said shading is

16  not necessary unless the animal has an illness.

17     A   Has an illness or if there's a -- yeah, that

18  would basically be it.  That's really the only time that

19  in my opinion shade would be needed, unless the pool

20  water was too warm.  But it's my understanding that the

21  pool water is comparable at Miami Seaquarium with the

22  temperatures that we keep at SeaWorld.

23     Q   So no shade is needed at a killer whale pool,

24  if I understand your testimony, unless you need it to be

25  able to maintain an appropriate water temperature or if
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1  the animal has an illness, in which case a temporary

2  structure is adequate?

3     A   Yeah.  The other issue with any type of

4  structure overhead is that it can collect dust and lots

5  of things.  And from working with the SeaWorld

6  veterinarians, I know that they were concerned about the

7  shade structures and any kind of mold spores or bacteria

8  from bird feces or anything like that that could

9  possibly collect on those structures.  So if you were

10  going to put a structure, you would have to design it in

11  a way that there would not be any possibility of that

12  entering the animal's facility.

13     Q   And what's the basis for your opinion on

14  shading?  That would be your experience at SeaWorld?

15     A   Yes.

16     Q   Anything else?

17     A   I think that's enough.  I was there 35 years.

18     Q   With regard to recordkeeping, you mentioned

19  that is an area where you developed some opinions in

20  this matter.  What's your opinion regarding

21  recordkeeping?

22     A   Recordkeeping is something that is -- can be

23  different in every facility.  How the animals are rated,

24  whether that's on a scale of one to five or one to

25  three.  There are some facilities that only rate on a
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1  scale of one to three, others one to five.  I have even

2  seen facilities rate them on one to ten.  But, again,

3  that's up to the facility and the trainers.

4       The main thing about the recordkeeping is to

5  make sure that the training staff keeps things in a

6  consistent form and that they can keep records on what

7  they consider the information they need to do a good job

8  behaviorally with the animals.  So, again, comparing the

9  recordkeeping with one facility to another, although

10  there are some similarities and can be, there is also

11  some -- can be a lot of differences also.  Everything

12  from what you describe and what language you use to

13  describe, it can be different.

14     Q   So what opinions do you have about the

15  Seaquarium's recordkeeping?

16     A   I have an opinion that their recordkeeping is

17  adequate and is similar to what we did while we were at

18  SeaWorld, which makes sense.  Robert Rose worked for

19  SeaWorld at one time and now he's in charge of that

20  facility.

21       Can we take a potty break?  I drank too much

22  Coke.

23       MR. SCHWIEP:  Sure.

24       (Whereupon, there was a lunch recess from

25  12:27 p.m. to 1:04 p.m.)
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1  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

2     Q   You were testifying before we broke for

3  lunch -- thank you for lunch, by the way -- about the

4  recordkeeping at the Seaquarium.  Are there records that

5  are maintained by the Seaquarium with regards to Lolita

6  similar to the types of records that were maintained by

7  SeaWorld while you were the VP in charge of animal

8  training for its killer whales?

9     A   They're similar, but not the exact same.  And

10  what I was alluding to earlier is that as far as the

11  rating system, that is something that is done

12  differently in each facility according to the facility

13  as well as according to the animal that you're rating

14  and how the person in charge and what the information

15  that that person wants to glean out of the records.

16     Q   Did you maintain --

17     A   So --

18     Q   I'm sorry.  Go ahead.

19     A   So it's not all the same.  You can't compare.

20  It's like you can't compare the two directly

21  necessarily.

22     Q   Okay.  They're not identical?

23     A   No.  You can't compare the same -- even if

24  it's one through five, you can't compare the same rating

25  across the board with the killer whales at SeaWorld
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1  compared with Lolita, the Killer Whale.

2     Q   Is there any rating standard?

3     A   No.  Not to my knowledge there aren't.

4     Q   Well, that's what I was going to ask.

5     A   Yeah.

6     Q   You're a member -- maybe I asked you this

7  before -- of, you mentioned, IMATA?

8     A   Yes.

9     Q   And what is IMATA?

10     A   IMATA is the International Marine Animal

11  Trainers Association.  It's trainers from around the

12  world that meet every year and share best practices.

13     Q   Has IMATA developed a protocol for animal

14  behavior rating?

15     A   They have a protocol for some of the

16  information that you want to collect.  They do not

17  dictate how or what the recordkeeping should be exactly

18  for what you collect.

19     Q   You mentioned some facilities as the

20  Seaquarium use a one to five rating, some one to three,

21  some one to ten.  Does IMATA have a particular system

22  that it either has recommended its members utilize or

23  otherwise adopted as the IMATA protocol?

24     A   Like I said, they don't get into the exact

25  ratings and what you imply by the ratings.  They
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1  recommend keeping records and doing those things, but

2  they don't get into the specifics of it to my knowledge.

3     Q   And if I understand what you're telling me,

4  even assuming two different facilities use a one to five

5  rating system, in your experience the way in which

6  animal behaviors are rated may not be the same, so you

7  couldn't equate the numbers anyways?

8     A   No, and it was constantly changing.  As I

9  stated in this right here, this supplemental, it depends

10  on a lot of things.  But the other thing is that even

11  when I was VP at SeaWorld and for all of the facilities

12  there, I had to constantly go around.  When I was made

13  the corporate curator in 1992, from that point forward

14  it was a constant going to the different facilities and

15  making sure that the trainers in this facility were

16  rating and ranking things the same as we did with the

17  whales in Florida as we did with the whales in San

18  Antonio, San Diego, Ohio when it was opened, and so on

19  and so forth.  So, again, it's something that you have

20  to -- there's a lot of subjectivity to it.

21       There were even times when trainers would feel

22  that if they rated an animal below an average -- below

23  average, that it would reflect on them.  And that would

24  be looked at by management and things like that.  But

25  that kind of thing happens all the time.  So that's why
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1  you -- it is rather subjective.

2     Q   Have you had -- well, you told me you didn't

3  really talk to Heather Keenan about substance, you

4  didn't talk to Marni Wood.  Have you talked to any other

5  Seaquarium trainers about the way they rate Lolita's

6  behavior?

7     A   I don't recall talking to them about it.  I

8  can tell by the way they -- I can tell by looking at the

9  records and how they are.  And I think that from what I

10  saw of the records and the limited amount of time that I

11  was able to look at them, I saw some real consistency in

12  how they rated.

13       You know, the other thing about recordkeeping,

14  it doesn't necessarily mean when an animal gets

15  something below an average, like let's say a 1 or a 2,

16  that doesn't necessarily reflect that the animal is

17  feeling bad or is -- it can reflect that, but it doesn't

18  necessarily reflect that there's a physical or some

19  other problem with the animal.  It's just that the

20  animal did not do what it was asked to do in the right

21  amount of time, or it can be that it just refused to do

22  what it was asked to do and then the rating comes down.

23       So it doesn't reflect necessarily the health

24  of the animal or that there's a problem with the animal.

25  It could be a problem with how the trainer asked it.
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1  Trainers, just like anybody, just like all people, have

2  good days and bad days.  They may, you know, rank things

3  a little bit differently depending on how they feel.

4     Q   So is that subjectively -- I think that was

5  your word -- and variableness among trainers something

6  that you've seen over the course of your career in terms

7  of how different trainers decide to rate animal

8  behavior?

9     A   Yeah.  And you have to constantly -- I had to

10  at SeaWorld.  And I know this is something that has to

11  constantly be talked about as well as described to

12  people and taught to people so that you get more

13  consistency in how -- because the ratings are for the

14  trainers.

15       When you rate the animals, it's for the

16  trainers to get a gauge on how the animal is doing.

17  It's not really necessarily for anybody else.  I mean,

18  as far as you can with some animals, you can take a look

19  at the ratings and sometimes it is indicative of is

20  there another problem, but sometimes it doesn't

21  necessarily have to be.

22     Q   You've seen the Seaquarium's Animal Training

23  Manual?

24     A   I glanced at it.  I did not read it word for

25  word, no.
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1     Q   Do you remember its key for how a behavior

2  rating score should be determined?

3     A   Yeah, I saw the key.

4     Q   Okay.  And would that kind of written

5  description of how a trainer should rate animal behavior

6  in your mind effectively dictate to the trainers how the

7  score should be determined?

8       MS. MOORE:  Objection, vague.

9  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

10     Q   In other words, I think I heard what you were

11  saying earlier, and that is, look, different trainers

12  may do it differently.  There's some subjectivity there.

13  There may be issues in terms of their own consistency on

14  how they score an animal.  And I think I heard you say

15  that's something that you have to kind of train the

16  trainers about?

17     A   Yes, especially new trainers.  More

18  experienced trainers don't quite need the training as

19  much and you don't have to worry about it as much

20  usually with experienced trainers because they are not,

21  you know, in a situation where they're going to be

22  worried about whether or not necessarily that it's going

23  to make them look bad if they rate an animal lower and

24  somebody else gets to rate the animal higher.

25     Q   That's true even if you have a written
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1  standard for how to rate?

2     A   Absolutely.

3     Q   Should Animal Behavior Records record when an

4  animal is raked, for instance, by another animal?

5       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

6       THE WITNESS:  Well, it depends on the

7     facility.  If they deem that and if they want to

8     keep a record of that, then I guess they can.

9  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

10     Q   So in your experience -- you're an expert in

11  this area you've said -- should rakes be recorded?

12     A   I can't give you a yes or no.  I can give you

13  it depends.  It depends on if that is the only way that

14  the animals are -- that it is recorded.  It depends on

15  the management and if they decide that the trainer

16  should put down any rake on the animal.  So, again, I

17  can't answer that yes or no.

18     Q   So you, as a matter of best practices, would

19  not require or suggest to your clients to record all

20  raking, it would just depend on the client's

21  preferences?

22     A   Well, it would depend upon if there were other

23  ways or other things being used to get the information

24  to the veterinarian.  It would depend on what the

25  veterinarian had set up.  You know, at SeaWorld, if the
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1  animals had any type of problem or whatever, they

2  were -- you know, the veterinarians were told

3  immediately about it.  And I assume, and I don't know

4  exactly what the procedure is for Lolita, but I assume

5  that that's being done also.

6     Q   Have you had occasion to review -- I'm sorry.

7  We both do the same thing so I'm to blame as well.  I

8  kind of trail my answers off at the end sometimes -- I

9  mean, my questions off at the end sometimes.

10     A   I understand.

11     Q   Were you finished with your answer?

12     A   Yeah.  I guess so.

13     Q   Have you had occasion to review

14  Dr. Rodriguez's deposition transcript in this case?

15     A   No.  I don't feel like I need to look at that

16  because I am -- as far as the animal's health is

17  concerned, I'm not a veterinarian.  That doesn't stop me

18  from giving an opinion on what she looks like.  But I'm

19  not a veterinarian, so I'm not going to get into that.

20  I don't think a trainer that doesn't have the expertise

21  or the training in that field should necessarily comment

22  on that.

23     Q   And you when you say "what she looks like,"

24  you mean Lolita, not Dr. Rodriguez?

25     A   Yes.
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1     Q   Should the training staff bring to the

2  veterinarian rakes that the animal has suffered?

3       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

4     question.

5       THE WITNESS:  Well, rakes are something that I

6     can definitely say that we might mention to the

7     veterinarian if the rakes, we felt, were really

8     something that maybe there was some bleeding

9     involved or anything like that.  But if it was

10     just -- it was a rake on the skin with no bleeding,

11     then, no.  I would say that at SeaWorld and in my

12     experience you wouldn't necessarily have to report

13     that.  It would depend on the severity of the rake

14     or the length or detrimental --

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   Should the Animal Behavioral Records --

17     A   -- how detrimental or severe the rake might

18  be.

19     Q   Okay.  If Lolita were gated -- you were able

20  to tell that Lolita's tank has gates and they can

21  separate it into Pool A and Pool B, right?

22     A   Yeah.

23     Q   If she were gated either in A or B, should the

24  Animal Behavioral Records note that?

25       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the
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1     question.  Vague.

2       THE WITNESS:  I would answer that by saying it

3     depends how long the animal was gated for.

4  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

5     Q   Overnight.

6     A   We usually kept records of an overnight.  We

7  didn't always, but -- and by that I mean, at one point

8  in time we did not keep any records on where the animals

9  were gated or when they were gated.  I can't tell you

10  the exact time, but if there was anything that we wanted

11  to watch on the animal, then we did start -- we did at

12  one time start putting down where the animals were

13  located overnight and what pools they were located.

14     Q   In your opinion -- and I think you've said you

15  consider yourself an expert with regard to

16  recordkeeping -- when it comes to animal training,

17  should the Seaquarium record in its Animal Behavior

18  Records when Lolita is gated overnight?

19     A   Well, I never said I was an expert on keeping

20  records.  What I said was I was and I am an expert in

21  the behavior of killer whales and dolphins and I've got

22  35 years of experience doing this, which I think should

23  allow me to give my opinion on what I feel somebody

24  does.  So could you repeat the question?

25     Q   Yeah.  So I appreciate the answer.  You don't
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1  consider yourself an expert in terms of recordkeeping

2  when it comes to training an animal, that is, what

3  records should be kept from an animal training kind of

4  best practices point of view?

5     A   I do from a best practices standpoint --

6       (Thereupon, there was a telephonic

7  interruption.)

8  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

9     Q   You were saying from a best practices point of

10  view.

11     A   Well, from my point of view, records are

12  important to keep for the animals and so that the

13  trainers know what happens on a daily basis so that when

14  they go on their days off or when they come back from

15  lunch and somebody has done something with the animal,

16  they can quickly glance at the record and see where the

17  animals are and what has happened.

18       Now, that doesn't preclude the people talking

19  to each other and getting filled in on it, but it is

20  something that they keep so that they can keep a

21  long-term look at the animal in what they at their

22  facility find to be important.  And there are certain

23  things that -- like the food amounts, you know, the

24  amount of food that the animal gets, the numbers of

25  sessions and so on and so forth and, in general, the
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1  rating.

2       I would say that the rating of the animal is

3  something that maybe over a long term you might be able

4  to look at and find some patterns or whatever.  But

5  usually what you would want to do is look at the records

6  and then decide, you know, her -- let's say her show

7  ratings are below average for three or four times in a

8  row.  Then you might want to -- and that's why you keep

9  those so that you can see if there's any patterns.  And

10  if there is, maybe you can determine what you can do to

11  make it better or to improve on what the animals is

12  doing at that time.

13     Q   Should chasing be recorded?

14       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

15       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, that's a broad question.

16     Chasing in what way?  I mean --

17  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

18     Q   Yeah.  The lags are chasing Lolita or Lolita

19  is chasing the lags, should that be recorded?

20       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

21       THE WITNESS:  It can be recorded.  Again, it

22     depends on what they find with those animals.  And

23     in the case of this facility where you have two

24     different species living together, then they

25     obviously have a reason why they are recording
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1     that.

2  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

3     Q   Should head bobbing be recorded --

4       MS. MOORE:  Objection to the form.

5  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

6     Q   -- when an orca head bobs?

7     A   It's the same answer to that.  Head bobbing,

8  jaw popping, any of those things are very normal --

9     Q   Jaw popping was next on my list.

10     A   -- are very normal and very commonplace with

11  cetaceans of all kinds, whether you're talking about a

12  small dolphin like the lags which, you know, are the 2-

13  to 300 pound range, all the way up the largest of

14  dolphin which is the killer whale.  And she weighs --

15  Lolita weighs, I think, over 8,000 pounds.

16       So, again, those are behaviors that are

17  unique.  And you cannot compare jaw popping with one

18  killer whale necessarily with jaw popping of another

19  killer whale.  It's the same you can't do with the

20  dolphin, because the animals can and will do it at

21  different times.

22       In my experience I have seen many instances of

23  killer whales jaw popping.  They do it to each other and

24  sometimes quite frequently, as do dolphin, and they will

25  also do it to another species.  And in my report, and
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1  you can read it, it says and I put down, some of the

2  reasons why I think animals do that and what it means.

3  It can mean different things for different animals.

4       There is an animal that I work with right now

5  that we consult that does jaw popping.  It's mainly for

6  attention.  The animal swims around.  When it sees a

7  trainer, it starts the jaw popping to get the trainers

8  to look at it because the trainers made a mistake and

9  started giving it attention by going over and looking at

10  it, like, what's he doing.  And now the animal's learned

11  to jaw pop to get the trainers to come over.  So that's

12  all in what is conditioned.

13     Q   Okay.  So, I mean, it's really just kind of a

14  yes or no question.  And I gather your answer is really

15  it depends on whether jaw popping or head bobbing should

16  have been recorded in the Animal Behavioral Records that

17  the Seaquarium keeps for Lolita; is that fair?

18     A   Again, it depends on the animal.

19     Q   I'm asking about -- that's why I asked my

20  question in terms of Seaquarium and Lolita.

21     A   Yeah.  I have never -- I did not talk to the

22  trainers about the jaw popping or the head bobbing and

23  what, you know, what they consider those behaviors with

24  her.  But in general, in general speaking and in my

25  experience with working with these animals, head bobbing
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1  and jaw popping can mean different things with different

2  animals.  Sometimes it can be a precursor for aggression

3  and other times it can be nothing more than I want the

4  attention of the trainer or it can be -- when you're

5  working with several animals in the same pool, it can be

6  that the animals do it because they want the other

7  animal to back off or stay away because they want the

8  sole attention of the trainer.

9     Q   With regard to stereotypic behaviors, you said

10  you had some opinions about that.

11     A   Yes.

12     Q   First, why don't you provide your definition

13  of what that phrase means, "stereotypic behavior."

14     A   Stereotypic behavior is when an animal does

15  something or gets into a routine in its habitat where it

16  goes into a behavior that is repeated over and over

17  again in a very consistent pattern.  For instance, an

18  animal that would sit at the surface of the water and

19  make one sound and not move any at all, it could be

20  something -- but the key to that would be that the

21  animal does it to the point where even if there were

22  other stimuli in the facility, they don't react to it.

23  They stay in that sort of pattern even though there are

24  other stimuli.  They might sit there.

25       For instance, I've worked with polar bears
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1  that have had some stereotypic behavior.  And some

2  people will say that when polar bears walk around the

3  exhibit, that that can be stereotypic.  Whereas with

4  polar bears, stereotypic behavior -- I don't consider

5  walking in a pattern around the pool necessarily

6  stereotypic unless the animal is oblivious to everything

7  else that is going on.

8       The other thing I will say is that if an

9  animal does a behavior where it takes two steps forward,

10  then two steps back, then two steps forward and two

11  steps back, or if it swims in a pattern, swims up to the

12  wall and then backs up or it swims up to the wall and

13  then backs up, it continues that very precise pattern,

14  those may be considered stereotypic.  But if an animal

15  just swims around the pool -- it can be anything.  If an

16  animal walks around a facility, it doesn't necessarily

17  mean that the animal is in a stereotypic behavior.

18     Q   What would you consider a stereotypic behavior

19  for orca?

20     A   Like I said, if the animals were to engage in

21  a behavior that was very repetitive, exactly the same

22  way every single time for long periods of time, then I

23  might consider that a stereotypic behavior.  Sometimes

24  animals do a behavior -- and this is why when you give

25  enrichment to animals, you do not give enrichment unless
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1  the animals are exhibiting the type of behavior that you

2  want.

3       In other words, if you're sitting and

4  watching, let's say it's killer whale or dolphins or

5  anything, and the animals are engaging in unwanted

6  behavior, whatever that might, if you give them

7  enrichment at that time or bring attention to it, you

8  might reinforce that exact behavior and then the animals

9  may start to think, if this happens a couple of times in

10  a row -- a funny thing happens when I engage in this

11  type of behavior, that's when I get attention.  That's

12  when I get enrichment.  So you have to be careful how

13  you go about that.  And sometimes trainers have trained

14  behaviors in animals that they don't want.  But that

15  still does not designate it as a stereotypic behavior.

16     Q   So what would you consider, that you've seen

17  in your experience, stereotypic behavior engaged in by

18  killer whale?

19     A   I haven't seen that much with killer whales

20  from the standpoint -- the times that I've seen animals,

21  any animals, get into a situation where you would call

22  it stereotypic is when animals have very predictable

23  schedules.  In other words, everything happens the same

24  way every single time and every single session and every

25  single day.  Zoos sometimes have that issue because at
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1  zoos the animals go out on exhibit at a certain time and

2  come off an exhibit at a certain time.  And now zoos are

3  learning to do things the way marine mammal trainers do

4  with marine mammals, to make sure that they don't do

5  that anymore.

6     Q   Really, I'm going to let you answer.  I'm not

7  going to cut you off.  But we're going to be here a lot

8  longer than an hour.  I just asked what are the types of

9  stereotypic behavior you've seen killer whales engage

10  in.  And I gather your answer is you haven't seen very

11  much that you would consider stereotypic from killer

12  whales?

13     A   No, I haven't.  At SeaWorld we did not have,

14  in my opinion, stereotypic behavior with our killer

15  whales.

16     Q   You said you read Dr. Visser's report?

17     A   Yes.

18     Q   She describes what she calls logging.

19  Lolita's staying for prolong periods of time in front of

20  the outflow jet in the pool.  You wouldn't consider that

21  stereotypic behavior?

22     A   No, because the animals utilize that jet for

23  different reasons, in my opinion.  There's the inflows

24  where the water is coming into the pool.  It will be at

25  its coldest state at that time, because they are
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1  chilled, and that probably feels good.

2       The other thing is is that they're coming out

3  pressured.  The water is pressured.  And the animals

4  love to rub on things because they slough their skin

5  constantly and because they do this constantly,

6  sometimes their skin itches.  That's how we found out to

7  use tactile with animals was because of their skin.

8       So I believe that it's very normal and I've

9  seen other killer whales do this.  And some do it and

10  some don't.  It depends on the animal.

11     Q   The amount of time that Lolita spends in front

12  of -- I'm not sure whether it's an -- think of it as an

13  outflow or inflow jet.  It's where the water is coming

14  into the pool.

15     A   It's an inflow.

16     Q   Inflow.

17     A   And that is --

18     Q   You don't consider it unusual?

19     A   No.  I've seen this in other dolphins and

20  killer whales.

21     Q   And when chlorine is added to the pool, it

22  would come straight in through that inflow, wouldn't it?

23     A   Well, chlorine is added in different ways.  I

24  have not checked their system, so I don't know exactly

25  how it's injected in their system.
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1     Q   Typically it comes in -- it's added somewhere

2  else so it comes in through the inflow valve, right?

3     A   Yes.  But it's not ever done in the

4  concentrated form all at once.  At least in SeaWorld it

5  wasn't.  I can't speak for this facility.  I did not

6  talk to them about their water quality or about their --

7  and to make a broad statement about that is, in my

8  opinion, something that nobody should do because they

9  don't know what the system is.

10     Q   Yeah.

11     A   Just to say that the system is a chlorine

12  system, it can be twisted to make it sound bad or good,

13  depending on who's saying it.

14     Q   Yeah.  Well, I don't know what you mean by

15  that.  It is a chlorine system.  I know that because

16  I've seen the records.  And if chlorine were coming in

17  from that inflow valve, that wouldn't be good for the

18  animal, would it?

19     A   Well --

20       MS. MOORE:  Objection to the form of the

21     question.

22       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, that's a question in my

23     opinion that -- that's like asking me if you squirt

24     me in the eye with chlorine is it going to hurt.

25     Yes, it's going to hurt.  If it's a diluted form is
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1     it going to hurt?  Not as much or not at all.  So I

2     don't --

3  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

4     Q   By the way, Mr. Lacinak, would you agree that

5  a killer whale can suffer injury other than physical

6  injury?

7       I'll ask it another way.

8     A   I don't know what that means.

9     Q   I mean, you're an animal trainer.  Can you

10  injure an animal psychologically?

11       MS. MOORE:  Any animal?

12  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

13     Q   Killer whales.  Marine mammals.

14     A   Well --

15       MS. MOORE:  Which one is it?

16       THE WITNESS:  Again, that is a very subjective

17     question.  It's also a very loaded question, so I

18     don't know how to answer that.  I mean, you --

19  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

20     Q   Okay.  So let me -- I'll ask it --

21     A   You would have to be more specific about what

22  you mean.

23     Q   Well, what I mean is, you know, you're the

24  expert.  Can you injure a killer whale other than

25  physically, that is, can they suffer psychological
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1  injury?

2       MS. MOORE:  Objection, outside the scope of

3     this.

4       THE WITNESS:  I can't answer that question,

5     and I don't know who can.

6  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

7     Q   Okay.  So you have no basis to form an opinion

8  about whether or not an animal is suffering some sort of

9  harm other than a physical harm; is that fair?

10     A   No, that's not quite fair.

11     Q   Well, then you go ahead.

12     A   In my opinion as a behaviorist in looking at

13  animals' behavior, we have to do certain things on

14  assumption.  And what I feel with animals -- once they

15  are in captivity, that is different than the wild.  I'll

16  give you that.  It is not the same.  So it is up to

17  people that take care of animals to try and make the

18  environment at their end the best that they can for the

19  animal.  But that depends on the animal and how long the

20  animal has been at that facility and it also depends on

21  the people taking care of that animal.  So there are a

22  lot of variables.  So that's a very difficult question

23  to answer unless -- you know, in a few sentences.

24     Q   Is there any injury you can inflict on an

25  animal that's other than a physical injury?
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1     A   Well, obviously when a killer whale loses its

2  calf, let's say -- let's say it has a calf and the calf

3  dies, which by the way, over 50 percent of first-time

4  calves for cetaceans die in the wild.  Actually, the

5  number is much higher from everything I have read and

6  the research that's been done -- yes, then the animal

7  might, because of its maternal instinct and because of

8  survival techniques that have been inbred genetically

9  with these animals, then yes, there seems to be a

10  reaction to that.  So yes, from that standpoint.

11     Q   So the animal could suffer even though it

12  hasn't suffered a physical injury?

13     A   Again, I don't know what you mean by

14  suffering.  You mean, are you --

15     Q   So what do you mean?  I thought you said the

16  animal is suffering.

17     A   I think you're trying to twist my words and

18  trying to make it difficult for me to answer this.

19     Q   I'm not trying to twist your words, sir --

20     A   I answered it the best I can.

21     Q   -- but I am -- the point of this deposition is

22  to find out kind of the parameters of your opinions and

23  your expertise, and that's what I'm trying to do.

24     A   I understand that.  And I guess I'm saying

25  then I can't give you a good answer for that.
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1     Q   You said you've had occasion to form opinions

2  regarding enrichment.  What opinions have you formed

3  regarding Lolita's enrichment?

4     A   That's too broad.  If you could kind of focus

5  the question, I'd be glad to answer it.  Other than

6  that, you can read what I wrote about enrichment in the

7  supplemental one right here.

8     Q   Do you have any opinions regarding the

9  enrichment provided to the Lolita?

10     A   Yeah, I have some opinions.

11     Q   What is your opinion?

12     A   Okay.  There was a lot of talk about the

13  number of items that the animal has for enrichment.  And

14  one thing that everybody has to understand is that for

15  killer whales, to give them lots of items is very

16  difficult because of the size of the animals.

17       Now, enrichment for Lolita -- the best form of

18  enrichment that in my opinion any animal can get that is

19  in a captive environment of any kind is the training

20  session and the type of training that the animal is

21  given.  With cetaceans and with Lolita and the dolphins

22  at Miami Seaquarium, they're in a positive reinforcement

23  system.  To me, that is the most enriching thing that

24  those animals have is that they are worked by trainers

25  that love them, that take care of them, and that develop
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1  close bonds and relationships with those animals.  That

2  is the most stimulating form of enrichment at Miami

3  Seaquarium, in my opinion, as well as it was at

4  SeaWorld.  That was the most important thing that we

5  give these animals is the relationship that they have

6  with each other.

7       Now, as far as enrichment items that are given

8  to them, when you give enrichment to killer whales you

9  have to be careful about what you give because you have

10  to first make sure that the animal doesn't utilize it in

11  a way that could be detrimental to it or to other

12  animals or even to the staff that's giving it to them.

13  For instance, if you give them something large, a killer

14  whale that weighs 8,000 pounds can bang that around and

15  knock it out of the pool.  It can hit somebody and hurt

16  somebody.  So that would limit you to the types of toys

17  and enrichment that you can give the animal.

18       There was some criticism about the -- two

19  things that were given to Lolita.  One being a large

20  square of neoprene material, the same that is used with

21  wetsuits.  In fact, in the two comments that I read in

22  the two different -- not depositions.  I don't know what

23  you call it, letters, there was comments that they

24  wouldn't give the wet suit because it is wet -- they

25  were saying it was a wetsuit that was given to Lolita,
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1  and it wasn't a wetsuit.

2       It was a square piece that didn't look like

3  anything like the shape of a wetsuit body.  It was a

4  square piece of neoprene.  So there's a big difference.

5  And the animals are smart enough to be able to tell

6  that.  Because they were trying to connect that you

7  shouldn't give a wetsuit to this animal because trainers

8  wear wetsuits and then she might play with a person.

9  And by the way, there is absolutely no evidence that

10  she's ever done that with a person as far as I have been

11  told and as far as everything that I've heard about

12  Lolita.

13       It is also not unusual, in fact, it is very

14  common with a lot of animals that they have favorite

15  toys.  They will choose one thing over everything else

16  every time.  That is very common with dogs.  It's very

17  common.  And we've seen it with dolphins and I've seen

18  it with killer whales.  And it seems to be true from

19  what I have observed as well as what I was told about

20  Lolita with that square of neoprene.

21     Q   So it's your opinion that she is provided with

22  adequate enrichment?

23     A   I think it's adequate.  Can anybody do better?

24  Yes.  We can always do better in every facility we have.

25  And we're constantly learning every day.  But is it
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1  adequate?  Like I said before, the number of shows, the

2  number of training sessions, the relationship sessions,

3  the enrichment that is given to her, in my opinion, is

4  adequate and is something that we in the industry are

5  constantly trying to improve as I'm sure they're doing

6  there also.

7     Q   Now, I meant to ask you this about the

8  stereotypic behavior and I just forgot.  Did you observe

9  Lolita engage in any stereotypic behavior?

10     A   I think it would take a lot longer than any of

11  the time that I was there or that anybody else was there

12  to determine that.  In fact, I think it would take

13  months of observing the animal to be able to figure that

14  out.

15     Q   So you saw what you saw, but whether it's

16  stereotypic behavior for her, you'd need to have spent

17  more time --

18     A   It did not look --

19     Q   You have to let me finish -- you would need to

20  have spent more time with her?

21     A   I would have --

22     Q   Is that what you're saying?

23     A   Anybody will tell you that they would have to

24  spend more time observing the animal to be able to

25  categorically say that it's stereotypic or not
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1  stereotypic.

2     Q   To return to enrichment, would you say that

3  using novel objects in enrichment is a key to the

4  effectiveness of an enrichment program?

5       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

6       THE WITNESS:  Well, I can answer one thing

7     about that.  It's impossible to use necessarily

8     novel objects a lot with killer whales because of

9     their size and because of how powerful these

10     animals are.  It's very difficult to come up with

11     toys that those animals can't destroy and possibly

12     cause harm to either themselves or another animal

13     or the trainers.  That's been my experience with my

14     35 years of working with these large animals.  You

15     have the same thing when it comes to elephants or

16     any other large animals in captive situations.

17  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

18     Q   Does that mean the answer to my question is

19  yes or no or yes, but it's really --

20     A   Depends.

21     Q   Hold on -- you're just really hamstrung when

22  you're dealing with killer whales?

23     A   You're hamstrung with any animals, but

24  especially with larger animals because the toys can

25  become very dangerous if the animal uses them wrong or
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1  if whatever the item is breaks or if whatever the items

2  is, pieces come off of it.  So there's hundreds of

3  things that can go wrong with items.

4     Q   Would you agree that it's important to vary

5  objects used in enrichment?

6     A   If you can, that variability is -- but

7  variability can be done with fewer objects too.  It's

8  just on how long you allow the animal to keep it.  If

9  you keep an enrichment item in a facility for long

10  periods of time, it loses its value.  You have to

11  maintain the value of the toy by depriving it also.

12  That's true of any item.  That's true of food.  That's

13  true of anything with any animal.

14       Everything is based on satiation and

15  deprivation.  An animal is not hungry all the time.

16  After they eat, they are full.  They don't want food.

17  So food is not going to be reinforcing at that time,

18  other things will.  The same can be true of anything.

19  Tactile, if you give tactile all the time to an animal,

20  they will become satiated on it.  If you give them toys

21  and you leave them in there all the time, they will

22  become nothing but furniture in the room.

23     Q   Is, in your opinion, varying the object or

24  varying the time more important to have effective

25  enrichment?
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1     A   Varying the time and sometimes varying the

2  object.  But, again, it depends on the species, depends

3  on the animal, depends on the individual animal.

4     Q   What enrichment for Lolita were you able to

5  observe?

6     A   Like I said, the main enrichment that I saw

7  was the relationships with the trainers and them working

8  with her and rubbing her down and doing the things that

9  she does and they do with her in the training sessions

10  and in shows, even in husbandry sessions.  The sessions

11  are the important part of enrichment, and I observed

12  those.  So that would be important.

13       Second thing I observed was the neoprene

14  square that was given to her.  And I also observed them

15  using the pressurized hose, spraying water on her.

16     Q   You said you had opinions about her age.  I'm

17  not sure what you meant by that.

18     A   Well, a lot of what I look at with her is she

19  is an animal that is 51 years old as best anybody can

20  estimate on her, which is very old, and she is the

21  oldest killer whale in any facility in the world right

22  now.  And because of her age and because she has gotten

23  used to the facility she's in and the trainers that she

24  has and the things -- the routines that -- all the

25  normal things that happen every day, her age, I think,
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1  is something that needs to be taken into consideration

2  before you would ever move her or put another killer

3  whale or put her in a pool or in a facility with another

4  killer whale because it could be very -- in my opinion

5  it could be detrimental from my experience of 35 years

6  working with killer whales.

7     Q   Okay.  I appreciate that.  You mentioned that

8  before our lunch break.

9       With regard to dorsal fin, do you have an

10  opinion?

11     A   My opinion is this -- as I wrote in the

12  report, my opinion is I don't know what they're talking

13  about when they say her dorsal fin is collapsed.  I have

14  seen collapsed dorsal fins in killer whales.  It is not

15  a sign of captivity and stress.  It is in my opinion and

16  my experience with SeaWorld in doing transports that

17  collapsed dorsals happen when you are transporting the

18  animals, because the dorsal is out of the water for a

19  period of time, it gets warmer than the rest of the body

20  and it starts to lean over.

21       I have never seen a dorsal fin affect the

22  animal's health in any way, shape or form, whether it's

23  collapsed or whether it's straight up and down.  And

24  hers is a very impressive dorsal fin.  So I don't

25  understand at all -- as I said in my statement, I'm
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1  baffled by her suggestion, Baerzi's suggestion, that it

2  is collapsed.

3     Q   Okay.  And then you said you had an opinion

4  about her exercise.

5     A   She gets her exercise in her training

6  sessions, in her shows, and in all of the work that they

7  do with her every day, whether it's husbandry or not.

8  The other thing that gets her exercise is being with

9  those Pacific white-sided dolphins.  She chases them

10  around and they chase her.  And I think that's a good

11  thing.  I don't think it's a bad thing.  I think some of

12  it is play.  There may be some of it where she gets

13  agitated.  There may be some where the lags get agitated

14  and they chase her.  But in my opinion -- we're talking

15  about a little 250-pound animal on average compared to

16  an 8000-pound killer whale.  And I don't think it is

17  detrimental in any way, shape or form.  She has had

18  those animals or similar animals in with her for 35

19  years and she's done pretty well with it.

20     Q   Then you said you had some opinions about her

21  body and skin condition.

22     A   Her body and skin condition, in my opinion, is

23  the best.  I have to tell you, when I saw her -- when I

24  walked into the stadium and I saw her and especially

25  when I saw her do the slide out on stage, her body, skin
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1  condition looks fantastic.  Also her teeth look

2  fantastic.

3     Q   Her what?

4     A   Her teeth in general.  I've seen many

5  different killer whales and in my opinion she has the

6  best body condition of -- as good, if not better, than

7  most killer whales that I've seen.

8     Q   Did you --

9     A   She's in great shape.

10     Q   Did you review her medical records?

11     A   No, I did not.  Like I said before, I'm not a

12  veterinarian, so I didn't think it was necessary.

13     Q   So you don't know what meds, if any, she's

14  been given and you don't think they're necessary for

15  your opinion, fair?

16     A   Yeah.  For the most part, yes.

17     Q   Okay.  You still have -- I notice when you're

18  answering some of the questions you've got an e-mail in

19  front of you.  Is that the rebuttal report that was

20  e-mailed?

21     A   Yeah, that I sent to --

22     Q   Okay.  I'll mark that as well so you have them

23  both in front of you.  I'm marking this Plaintiff's

24  Exhibit 173, an e-mail from you, Clinton Lacinak --

25     A   Lacinak.
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1     Q   It's easier to say if I don't actually look at

2  it -- to Jennifer Moore from Sunday, February 14 at

3  7:23 p.m.  That was yesterday.  That it was forwarded to

4  me at 8:10 p.m.

5       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's 173 was marked for

6  identification.)

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   Is that the rebuttal report that you were

9  referring to?

10     A   Yes.  Yes, it is.

11     Q   Was this report that's now been forwarded to

12  me, was it edited or revised between the time you sent

13  it to Ms. Moore and the time it was sent to me?

14     A   Oh, no.  No, it was not.

15     Q   So you sent it to her and it was forwarded to

16  me just as you wrote it?

17     A   Just as it was written, yes.

18     Q   So let's start with the February 6 report

19  that's marked as 172.  Okay.  If you'd start on page

20  three.

21     A   Okay.

22     Q   In terms of physical appearance, your opinions

23  regarding her physical appearance are limited to what

24  you had the opportunity to observe on January 20, 2016,

25  correct?
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1     A   Yes.

2     Q   And that if you look under Behavior, the first

3  full paragraph, the next to last sentence, you refer to

4  the time that she spends in front of the water inflow.

5  And then you say "most killer whales spend time in front

6  of water inflows."

7       You're talking about in captivity?

8     A   Yes.

9     Q   And then you did observe her vocalizing?

10     A   Yes, from time to time.

11     Q   When you say "not in any pattern that could be

12  deemed as stereotypic behavior," what does that mean?

13     A   There wasn't the same exact sound emitted over

14  and over and over again with the animal in a certain

15  position for any length of time.  There were some noises

16  made, which she may make the same noise, but nobody

17  understands and knows what these noises means.

18     Q   Would you say there was variation in her

19  vocalization --

20     A   Sometimes.

21     Q   -- during the time you observed her?

22     A   I wasn't paying that much attention to her

23  vocalizations from the standpoint of how many different

24  sounds she made, but it --

25     Q   The vast majority of the times you've had
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1  experience with killer whales, there were other killer

2  whales around, near, in the same pool as the killer

3  whale you were observing, right?

4     A   Yeah.  I'd say that that's probably true.

5     Q   So when --

6     A   Although I have been around singular killer

7  whales also.

8     Q   When Lolita is vocalizing, who is she

9  vocalizing with?

10     A   She might be vocalizing with the lags.

11     Q   Is that your expert opinion?

12     A   Yeah.  As far as vocalizations are concerned,

13  animals vocalize when they need to.

14     Q   Killer whales?

15     A   Yeah.  All animals will vocalize when they

16  need to communicate something.  If they don't need to do

17  it, then they won't do it.

18     Q   Do you have an opinion about whether killer

19  whales are able to communicate among their own pod?

20     A   Oh, there's definitely communication that goes

21  on.  A lot of it is probably in their body language with

22  each other and some of it is with their vocalization.

23     Q   Yeah.  I'm limiting my question to

24  vocalization.

25     A   Okay.
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1     Q   And is it your opinion that vocalization --

2  that Lolita is able to communicate vocally with the lags

3  in her tank?

4     A   I wouldn't be able to answer that and I don't

5  know anybody that could.  There's definitely

6  communication going.  Whether it's through the

7  vocalization or not, that would need to be studied.

8     Q   If you look at page four at the top you say,

9  "Lolita has lived in this pool since 1970."  You see

10  that?  That's the first sentence on top of page four.

11     A   Yes.

12     Q   Who told you that?

13     A   I assumed that because I -- I don't remember

14  who I asked.  It might have been Jim.

15     Q   Jim Lister?

16     A   Yeah.  Because I had asked was she in that

17  pool the whole time and that's where I came up with

18  that.  That's just what I assumed.  I didn't know when

19  exactly the pool was built that she was in.

20     Q   You think that's a fact you got from Jim

21  Lister?

22     A   I think so.

23     Q   Yeah.  Earlier when I was asking you about any

24  facts, data or information that Lister provided you, you

25  didn't mention that.  Is there anything else that you --
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1     A   No.

2     Q   -- that he told you that you forgot to

3  mention?

4     A   Not that I can recall.

5     Q   Then you say "although the pool may be

6  considered small."  You'd agree her pool is small?

7     A   For a killer whale and from my experience with

8  SeaWorld, yes.

9     Q   So what would be too small for a killer whale

10  in your opinion?

11     A   Well, that's kind of subjective.  I don't

12  know.  I don't know --

13     Q   Is there any --

14     A   -- what would be too small.

15     Q   -- pool that could be too small?

16     A   One where she couldn't swim.  And she

17  obviously could swim very well because I watched her

18  chase the lags around and play with the lags and do

19  things and go around the pool without any problem.  And

20  very fast I might add.  So if she wasn't able to build

21  up speed to do jumps and do the things that she does in

22  the shows and stuff, then I might consider that it would

23  be too small.  And, again, I already stated that I think

24  it is a small pool.

25       In my statement I am not saying that I don't
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1  think that -- that I think this is an ideal pool for

2  this killer whale.  And I've never said that.  That's

3  why I said it is small when you consider industry

4  standards.  My opinion is based on how long she has

5  lived in this facility and how long she has not been

6  with killer whales.

7     Q   You said ideal.  What would you consider

8  ideal?

9       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

10     question.

11       THE WITNESS:  I don't know.  The size of the

12     pools where killer whales -- that SeaWorld has.

13     And, again, you have to understand, I love animals.

14     This is why I do this job.  This is why -- if we

15     could build, you know, utopias for all the animals,

16     I would love to see that.

17  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

18     Q   Yeah.  To be clear, I'm not suggesting for any

19  moment that you don't.  But, you know, you've said,

20  okay, this isn't too small.  Maybe it's not ideal.  I'm

21  just trying to find out, you know, if you can kind of

22  put some meat on those bones.

23     A   Yeah.  The basis of what I'm talking about

24  pool size is about how long that animal has lived in the

25  pool.  And to change that now, in my opinion and in my
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1  35 years and in the experiences I've had with killer

2  whales, I think it could be detrimental to that animal's

3  health to move her to another facility.

4     Q   Let me ask you, if you'll look at the next

5  paragraph down where the paragraph begins "plaintiff's

6  witness."  And then near the end of that paragraph you

7  say, "After that same show, Lolita and her two Pacific

8  white-sided dolphin" -- we've been calling lags --

9  "companions engaged in a very active playful romp where

10  Lolita chased the two dolphins around the pool for

11  several minutes."

12       Now, you would you agree that there are

13  circumstances where chasing can be sign of aggression?

14       MS. MOORE:  For this animal or in general?

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   Yeah.  I'm talking about killer whales.

17     A   Yes.  Well, it can be related to being

18  aggressive.

19     Q   Can it be a sign of stress?

20       MS. MOORE:  Any orca?  I want to make sure if

21     this is directed at Lolita or just --

22       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah.

23       THE WITNESS:  What are we talking about?  Are

24     we talking about the SeaWorld killer whale that I

25     have experience with or are you talking about
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1     Lolita?  Are you talking killer whales in the wild

2     in general?

3  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

4     Q   Does that make a difference?

5     A   Yes.

6     Q   Right.

7     A   It makes a difference.

8     Q   Right.  So you need to know that killer whale?

9     A   Yes.

10     Q   And you're telling me that Lolita chasing

11  these two dolphins was a playful romp based on what?

12  You don't know Lolita, sir, do you?

13     A   Based on her mouth was closed.  She never

14  opened her mouth, that I saw.  She was not trying to

15  grab the dolphin.  She was swimming fast towards them.

16  And if she was being aggressive, I never saw any jaw

17  pops or anything that they are saying in their report

18  that they think jaw pops are mean -- definitely mean

19  aggression.  I never saw any of those things when they

20  were chasing.  And I saw it several times.  I saw it

21  after the show and I saw it at other times during that

22  day too.  As they mentioned, it was done eight times.  I

23  didn't see it eight times because I wasn't there in the

24  early morning when he saw it, I think, once or twice,

25  John Hargrove.
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1     Q   I'm going to ask you to take a moment and look

2  at what's been marked as Exhibit 169.

3       MR. SCHWIEP:  Do you have that, Counsel, 169?

4       MS. MOORE:  I don't have one handy.

5       MR. SCHWIEP:  Actually, for things that have

6     already been marked, I'm only bringing one copy for

7     the witness and one copy for me, if it's already

8     been marked.

9       MS. MOORE:  I don't have 169.

10       MR. SCHWIEP:  You don't?

11       MS. MOORE:  I do not.

12  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

13     Q   Show that to Ms. Moore, please, first.

14       MS. MOORE:  Wait a minute.

15       MR. SCWHIEP:  You do have it.  Okay.

16       MS. MOORE:  It doesn't say it on the outside

17     of it, but it apparently was added.  Okay.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   If you notice, Mr. Lacinak, this is a November

20  14, 2013, e-mail from Heather Keenan to a number of

21  Seaquarium trainers.  Now, you know Heather Keenan knows

22  Lolita, which she calls Toki?

23     A   Yes.

24     Q   She says "Toki agitated with lags.  Liko

25  displacing her fluke, popped on her face, lots of fast
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1  swimming after shows."

2       So if she thought that fast swimming after

3  shows could be a sign of Toki's agitation, you'd defer

4  to her, right, because she knows Toki?

5     A   Yeah.

6       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form.

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   Did you --

9     A   I guess.  I mean, I don't understand.  So what

10  are you asking me?  I don't know what you're asking,

11  actually.

12     Q   Well, what I'm trying to understand is you

13  seem to me to be saying a few things.  One is, look, you

14  know, the fact that Lolita, Toki, is chasing these lags

15  around her tank could be sign of aggressiveness or not.

16  It just depends on the killer whale.  Is that fair?

17     A   It does depend on the killer whale, but it

18  also depends on the circumstances.  Have you ever seen

19  two dogs playing with each other and then they get

20  agitated with each other and they chase each other

21  around?  Is that necessarily what you would describe as

22  aggression or is it just part of the play?  So, again,

23  there is fine line between these things.  To be able to

24  say that it is aggression -- if the animal was biting

25  the other animal, then, yes, maybe you could say it was
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1  aggression, but just chasing does not mean that the

2  animals are aggressing towards each other.

3     Q   I understand that.  I'm just trying to kind of

4  understand the next step, which is, how do you decide

5  whether they are just roughhousing or somebody's about

6  to get hurt because somebody's angry?

7     A   Well, the only thing I can go on is that there

8  hasn't been an incident where somebody's gotten hurt.

9  They played together.  They've been together for all

10  these years and they haven't had a lag get bitten.  And

11  this is -- we're talking about the top predator in the

12  ocean.  If the animal wanted to do it, it could do it

13  without hesitation and without at problem.

14     Q   Okay.  So I appreciate that.

15       Do you know whether Lolita has raked the lags?

16     A   I never saw anything in the records.  I have

17  not seen it --

18     Q   Well, you haven't --

19     A   -- I don't know.

20     Q   -- you haven't looked at the lags behavioral

21  records?

22     A   No, I have not.

23     Q   Right.

24     A   So I can't answer that question.  Frankly, I

25  would be surprised if she hasn't, I mean --
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1     Q   And you do know that Liko was found dead in

2  the tank September 25, 2015?

3     A   I heard that, but I didn't know the date.  I

4  heard somebody had mentioned that.

5       MS. MOORE:  Let me have time to object,

6     please.

7       THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Sorry.

8       MS. MOORE:  Your question had an inaccurate

9     date in it.

10       MR. SCHWIEP:  August 25, 2015.

11       MS. MOORE:  You said September.

12       MR. SCHWIEP:  I don't believe so.  If I did --

13     oh, it's August 25.

14       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  Now, may I hear the

15     question back, please.

16       THE WITNESS:  Sorry.

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  You're just trying to make sure

18     the record's straight about it?  It was August 25,

19     2015.  We can agree about that.

20       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  But could I hear the rest

21     of the question.

22       And if you could please give me time to

23     object.

24       THE WITNESS:  I didn't hear you, so I was

25     looking at him.
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1       MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, it's not really an

2     objection.  It's just trying to get the record

3     straight, which I'm fine with.  But, I mean, it's

4     not an objection.  The form was fine.  It's just

5     the date was off.

6       MS. MOORE:  I don't know.  I need to hear the

7     question.

8       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.

9       (Whereupon, the previously recorded question

10  was read back.)

11       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah, should be August 25th.

12       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  So I will object.  The

13     factual predicate was inaccurate in the question.

14       MR. SCHWIEP:  Let me restate the question.

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   You know Liko was found dead in Lolita's tank

17  August 25, 2015, right?

18     A   I didn't know the date and I didn't know that

19  until recently.

20     Q   And you know the cause of death was a subdural

21  hematoma?

22     A   Yes.  I think that's what was told to me.

23     Q   Yeah.  And what did you hear caused that?

24     A   I didn't.

25     Q   You'd agree if this whale wanted to she could
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1  cause that in that lag?

2       MS. MOORE:  Objection, calls for speculation.

3       THE WITNESS:  I would have to look at

4     everything involved around that with the animal

5     because I would expect that there would be some

6     kind of other physical evidence.

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   Have you ever heard of a lag dying because of

9  a change in velocity?

10     A   No.  Up until this time I had not heard.

11     Q   In your 35 years you've not heard of any

12  dolphin dying because of a change in velocity?

13     A   No, I have not heard that, but it doesn't mean

14  it hasn't happened, so I don't know.  Because I'm not

15  always and I wasn't always -- I worried about, you know,

16  the training in the animals, not the necropsies of

17  animals.

18     Q   Let me ask you to take a look at what's

19  previously been marked as Exhibit 124.  And this is an

20  e-mail dated May 7, 2015, from Courtney Laratonda at

21  Palace to a number of trainers there.  And if you'd look

22  at the last three or four lines of this e-mail under

23  Whale, see it says, "we need to be extremely aware of

24  where Toki is at all times and communicating when up

25  from sessions.  Chasing is happening after every
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1  session.  Also, Liko and Lii have decided to pick on her

2  throughout the day.  So please be communicating during

3  start and end of sessions."

4       You see that?

5     A   Yes.

6     Q   So if this individual, who works with Lolita,

7  thought that chasing was a sign of Toki being picked on,

8  you'd defer to that person because they work with the

9  whale regularly, right?

10       MS. MOORE:  Object to the line of questioning.

11     The witness -- you haven't even established if he

12     saw the e-mail.  Now you're asking him to speculate

13     what Courtney Laratonda might have meant when she

14     wrote the e-mail.

15       THE WITNESS:  Yes.  This is the first I've

16     ever seen it.

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, you know, Counsel you can

18     object on form, but you don't have to tell him how

19     to answer.  He's a smart guy.

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   This is the first you've ever seen it, but

22  you'd defer to her for what --

23     A   This is the first I've ever seen this one too,

24  so --

25     Q   Yeah.  Well, you know you're providing
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1  opinions about what chasing looks like --

2     A   Yeah, but --

3     Q   -- and -- just let me finish the question --

4  and if the trainers that work with her express opinions

5  about what is going on when chasing is occurring, my

6  question is, you would defer to them based on what you

7  told me earlier, right?

8       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

9       THE WITNESS:  I would want more information

10     than just this because this does not give you the

11     information you need to make an opinion on this.

12  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

13     Q   Let me ask you to look at what's previously

14  been marked as 168.

15     A   I've never seen this one either.

16     Q   And this is an e-mail from Amy Spaulding to

17  Heather Keenan with a copy to Nicole Fernandez dated

18  November 29, 2014.  She says, "Hola, Toki has nine new

19  rakes on her most likely from Liko."

20       You hadn't seen this before?

21     A   No.

22     Q   Seaquarium didn't show it to you?

23     A   No.

24     Q   Nine new rakes from one lag, would that be a

25  concern to you?
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1     A   They were on Toki, right?

2     Q   Right.

3     A   They were on the whale?

4     Q   Right.

5     A   Again, I would need more information about

6  this to make an opinion on it.  But it is not unusual

7  for animals to rake each other.  Dolphins do it to

8  dolphins.  Killer whales do it to killer whales.

9  Dolphin do it to killer whales.  I've seen dolphins do

10  it to other killer whales when we had our multispecies

11  groups together.  And, again, it doesn't say anything

12  about what kind of rakes they were or -- this says

13  there's eight of them.

14     Q   And if I heard you correctly, SeaWorld

15  discontinued its multispecies show in the early '80s?

16     A   Yeah.  Early '80s, I think, we said or it was

17  before -- they discontinued them after we moved the

18  killer whales to the new stadium in both stadiums.  We

19  did that in SeaWorld San Diego where we had a

20  multispecies show and we did that in SeaWorld Orlando.

21     Q   And why did you discontinue them?

22     A   Right before they moved to the new stadium.

23     Q   But why?  Why did you discontinue the

24  multispecies show?

25     A   Mainly because at that time we also changed
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1  the water temperature for killer whales.  When we moved

2  to the new stadiums, we had super chillers on those and

3  we lowered the water temperature to 54 to 56 degrees.

4     Q   It's too cold for bottlenose dolphins?

5     A   Absolutely too cold for bottlenose as well as

6  some of the other species that we had in there.  It

7  would have been okay for maybe beluga whales, but not

8  for the other species.

9     Q   Did you not have the lags?

10     A   We don't always.  We had some lags in San

11  Diego, but it was decided that we would have

12  multispecies without the killer whale, that the killer

13  whales would stand on their own at the new stadiums.

14     Q   So if there were a day when your killer whale

15  had nine new rakes from one of the lags, based on your

16  experience, is that something to be concerned about --

17       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   -- or is that just normal behavior?

20       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

21     question.

22       THE WITNESS:  Again, it's not necessarily

23     something to be concerned about or normal behavior.

24     It would be in the context of what was going on.

25     You would have to look at it.  So, again, I'm not
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1     privy to everything that's happened before this or

2     afterwards so -- and it would depend on the

3     severity of the rakes.

4  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

5     Q   If you go to your e-mail, rebuttal e-mail,

6  Exhibit 173.

7     A   This one.  Okay.

8     Q   You see on the fifth paragraph down where

9  you're talking about rake marks and chasing.  You have a

10  paragraph that begins "although plaintiff's expert."

11  You see that?

12     A   "Plaintiff's expert suggests that Lolita

13  engages," is that it?

14     Q   No.

15     A   Which page?

16     Q   Fifth paragraph down.

17     A   On two?

18     Q   On -- well, my pages --

19     A   Page two?

20     Q   No, my pages are the same as yours.  First

21  page.

22     A   Oh, first page.  Okay.  Fifth paragraph.

23  Okay.  "Although plaintiff's experts make much of the

24  fact."

25     Q   Yeah.  The third line in that paragraph right
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1  in the middle of it, you write, "If she wanted to make

2  them stop, she could."

3     A   Yeah.

4     Q   How could she?

5     A   If the killer whale -- she could bite them in

6  half if she wanted to.

7     Q   Do you have --

8     A   I mean, that's -- I mean, I think you already

9  knew the answer to that --

10     Q   Well, I mean --

11     A   -- by what I mean.

12     Q   -- Liko showed up dead from a subdural

13  hematoma at the bottom of her tank.  Do you have an

14  opinion if that was an attempt by Lolita to have them

15  stop?

16       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

17     question.

18       THE WITNESS:  I was not privy to the necropsy.

19     I don't know all the circumstances around it.  It

20     would depend on a lot of things, so I would not be

21     able to answer that.

22  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

23     Q   And you don't have a lot of experience with

24  lags being housed in the same tank with an orca for a

25  prolonged period of time; is that fair?
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1     A   I have with other species with killer whales

2  for a long period of time.  Not necessarily lags, but I

3  do have some experience but not for the amount of years

4  that this killer whale has been in with lags.  Nobody

5  does except for this facility.

6     Q   In that regard, this facility is unique?

7     A   For the amount of time that they've been in

8  there, to the best of my knowledge.

9       MS. MOORE:  When we reach a reasonable

10     stopping point, I'd like to use the facilities.

11       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah.

12       (Whereupon, there was a brief recess from 2:21

13  p.m. to 2:25 p.m.)

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   In your experience -- I appreciate what you've

16  said about orcas and lags housed together.  You did have

17  periods where orcas were sharing a tank with other

18  cetaceans, bottlenose dolphin; is that right?

19     A   (Nodding.)

20     Q   Anything else?  Any other kind of --

21     A   Beluga.

22     Q   -- species?

23     A   Beluga whales.

24     Q   And any other?

25     A   Lags at times.
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1     Q   So which of those -- so three, bottlenose

2  dolphins, lags and beluga whales.  Which of those three

3  have you had the most experience with sharing a tank

4  with an orca?

5     A   Probably bottlenose.

6     Q   And have you had occasions where an orca

7  injured a bottlenose dolphin?

8     A   No, not to my recollection.  They chased each

9  other, but I never -- no.

10     Q   Let me show you one other thing quickly.  This

11  is 166.  Plaintiff Exhibit 166, that is.  And this is an

12  e-mail from Valerie Warren to various individuals

13  including some of the trainers we have been talking

14  about Heather Keenan, Courtney Laratonda.  And where it

15  says redacted, that means the Seaquarium's lawyers have

16  removed information that doesn't relate to this case.

17  But you see in the beginning it says, "Toki came up with

18  a piece of Z-Spar in the morning.  So we dove

19  immediately."

20       You know what Z-Spar is, right?

21     A   I'm not sure.  What is Z-Spar?

22     Q   Okay.  Look at page five of your report.

23     A   Okay.

24     Q   About two thirds of the way down that page you

25  say, "PETA states that killer whales swim nearly 100
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1  miles per day in the wild.  Some whales may travel that

2  distance in one day, but it is not the norm."

3       So what is your basis for that conclusion?

4     A   Just everything I've read about killer whales.

5  Killer whales only swim long distances like that hunting

6  for their prey, for their food.  If they have food

7  supply in one area, they will stay in that area for a

8  while.  So they follow food supplies.  That's what most

9  animals do, whether you're talking land animals or sea

10  animals.

11     Q   You would agree that hunting for food is a

12  normal activity that killer whales engage in in the

13  wild?

14     A   Yeah.  And they don't have to do that in

15  captivity.

16     Q   And they don't do it?

17     A   Yes.

18     Q   Then the next heading down "Companion Animals"

19  you say that -- the second sentence says that in your

20  experience, "many killer whales have trouble adapting

21  socially with other orcas after an initial separation."

22       What's the basis for that opinion?

23     A   What we talked about earlier.

24     Q   That's what I was going to ask.  So those two

25  situations where a calf was removed and then
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1  reintroduced?

2     A   And it wasn't a calf.  They weren't calves

3  when they were removed.

4     Q   Yeah.  I don't know.

5       So you said you wouldn't remove them before

6  three years?

7     A   Yeah.  And, in fact, this first time she was

8  around four or five years old when she was moved to

9  another facility.  And then when she was brought back

10  in, that first one, to the Orlando facility, she never

11  got along with her mother from that point forward.

12     Q   So, you know -- and bear with me on

13  terminology.  She was four.  So would you think of her

14  as like an adolescent?

15     A   She was around -- I think she was five, like I

16  said.

17     Q   Okay.  So juvenile?

18     A   Well, it's not sexual maturity yet.  They

19  reach sexual maturity around the age of six we now know.

20     Q   So like prepubescent?  I mean, what's the

21  right terminology?

22     A   There isn't really any terminology.  You

23  wouldn't call it a calf because she's not nursing off of

24  her mother.

25     Q   Right.  She's a five-year-old orca?
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1     A   Five-year-old female killer whale.

2     Q   How long was she separated from mom?

3     A   For a few years.  I don't know the exact

4  amount of time.  I don't remember.

5     Q   What were the names of those whales, mom and

6  the daughter?

7     A   It was Katina and Kalina, if I recollect

8  right.

9     Q   Can you spell either of those?

10     A   K-I-T-I-N-A or K-A-T-I-N-A and K-A-L-A-N-A

11  [sic].

12     Q   So the daughter is Kalana?

13     A   Kalina.

14     Q   So it's K-A-L-I-N-A?

15     A   (Nodding.)

16     Q   When Kalina was reintroduced to her mother

17  after a few years of separation, your recollection is

18  Kalina and her mother did not get along, quote, unquote?

19     A   It was my recollection as well as the

20  veterinarian's.

21     Q   Did Kalina socialize with other orca after she

22  was reintroduced to the pool where her mom was present?

23     A   Yes and no.  There's always issues when you

24  bring in a killer whale from another facility.

25  Sometimes it goes really well and sometimes it doesn't.
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1     Q   And how did it go with Kalina, if you recall?

2     A   When she came back?

3     Q   Yeah.

4     A   It didn't go well, like I stated.  She did not

5  get along with the matriarch, the female that was her

6  mother who also had another calf at the time.  She went

7  on to get pregnant and then she had a calf of her own.

8  And they still didn't get along very well.  They put up

9  with each other, but they didn't bond like we had

10  expected.

11     Q   And then there was second incident?

12     A   Yeah.  I don't remember the names of the

13  whales, but we have had similar incidents in San Diego.

14  And I can't remember if it was -- what the whales were.

15  But we did have similar times where myself and the

16  veterinarians felt like the pairings didn't go the way

17  we had expected them because they were related.

18     Q   Was that before or after the experience with

19  Katina and Kalina?

20     A   That was after, as best I can remember.

21     Q   Have you had any other experiences where a

22  killer whale was separated from his or her mother and

23  then returned after a separation but then didn't get

24  along with the mother?

25     A   For short periods of time we would see stuff
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1  like this sometimes.

2     Q   Do you agree or disagree that killer whales

3  are social animals?

4     A   No.  They're social animals, I agree.

5     Q   Do you agree or disagree that killer whales

6  are best kept with conspecific species?

7     A   In normal circumstances I might agree with

8  that, but in certain circumstances, as I've stated

9  earlier, then I think it could be very detrimental to

10  that individual animal.

11     Q   So you have said that.  And you're talking

12  about because Lolita has been alone so long?

13     A   Absolutely.

14     Q   But if you're just talking about best or

15  preferred practices, in your experience as an animal

16  trainer, your preference would be for killer whales to

17  have access, be housed to a conspecific species --

18       MS. MOORE:  Object --

19  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

20     Q   -- their own kind?

21     A   Again, with the --

22       MS. MOORE:  Object -- yeah.  Object to the

23     form of the question.  Overbroad.  Outside the

24     scope of his opinions.

25       You can answer, if you can.
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1       THE WITNESS:  I can't really answer because it

2     depends on the animal, the situation.

3  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

4     Q   You're not in a position to offer an opinion

5  about whether it's best to house orcas with other orcas?

6     A   Again, it depends on the animal and the

7  situation, that's all I can say, because there could be

8  times where I would say, yes, it would better.  There

9  would be other times, like in this instance with Lolita,

10  that I would feel differently about it.  All I can go is

11  based on my experience.  That's all I have to go on.

12     Q   But you're right.  So let's get some things

13  straight.  You don't have any particular experience with

14  Lolita, right?  You were there for six hours on

15  January 20th of this year, fair?

16     A   Fair.

17     Q   And you also do know, because you've looked at

18  the records, that she's been on her own for 36 years,

19  right?

20       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

21       THE WITNESS:  Yes.  She's --

22  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

23     Q   So, you know, based on that --

24     A   Well, she has been without a killer whale.

25     Q   Right.  I'm sorry.  That's what I mean,
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1  without another killer whale.

2     A   Without another killer whale.

3     Q   And based on that you're saying it could be

4  detrimental to her to introduce her to another killer

5  whale; is that your opinion?

6     A   Yes, strong opinion.

7     Q   Pardon me?

8     A   Strong opinion.

9     Q   But, you know, apart from the specifics of her

10  situation -- that's what I'm trying to get at.

11  Generally, given your experiences with killer whales --

12  you've said they are social animals -- is it better to

13  house them with their own type?

14     A   You're asking me to consider something that

15  has no backing on anything and I have no knowledge of

16  their past behavior, where they lived, who they have

17  lived with, what their ages are, so on and so forth.

18  There are so many variables that -- to make an opinion

19  like that it would be, you know, frivolous of me to give

20  you an answer for that.  I mean, I can't.  I can't give

21  the answer without more specifics.

22     Q   So, I mean, it is true at SeaWorld that's

23  generally what you did, you had other orcas with orcas

24  you kept, right?

25     A   Yes.
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1     Q   And at SeaWorld, you were there for 35 years,

2  you tried to follow best practices, right?

3     A   We tried to do the things that we thought were

4  the right things.  They weren't always the right thing.

5  We found out a lot of things after we tried them.  And

6  just like moving that killer whale back with its mother,

7  we made mistakes.

8     Q   Did you ever conclude that having solitary

9  orcas is the best way of keeping orcas?

10       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

11  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

12     Q   Because you sure didn't do it.

13       MS. MOORE:  Overbroad and speculation.

14       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I mean --

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   Do you know of any other orca in the United

17  States currently housed in a pool as small as Lolita's?

18     A   No.

19     Q   Do you know of any other orcas in the United

20  States currently housed without another orca?

21     A   No, not that I'm aware of.

22     Q   That's what I'm asking.

23     A   There might be some in --

24     Q   Do you know of any other orca --

25     A   -- other parts of the world.
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1     Q   Do you know of any other orcas in the United

2  States that are currently housed with Pacific

3  white-sided dolphins?

4     A   Not to my knowledge.

5       MR. SCHWIEP:  I'm going to mark some e-mails

6     that I was forwarded as exhibits.

7       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's Exhibits 174, 175 and

8  176 were marked for identification.)

9  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

10     Q   Okay.  I'm showing you what we'll mark as 174.

11  Appears to be a Monday, January 4 e-mail from Jim Lister

12  to you.  I'll ask you, have you seen that before?

13       MR. SCHWIEP:  These are the e-mails, Counsel,

14     that I got yesterday, I think, or maybe Saturday.

15       THE WITNESS:  I was actually never able to

16     listen to that recording on my computer.

17  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

18     Q   Okay.  Well, so you did get the e-mail that

19  had a recording attached?

20     A   Yes.  I do vaguely remember the e-mail, but I

21  was never able to listen to them.

22       MS. MOORE:  Is there a copy for me?

23       MR. SCHWIEP:  I only have one of each of

24     these.

25       THE WITNESS:  Because it didn't play on my
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1     computer.

2       MR. SCHWIEP:  Here, these will be the next

3     two.

4       Jennifer, these were the ones that I think you

5     e-mailed to me yesterday or Saturday.  I can't

6     recall.  Do you recall?

7       MS. MOORE:  I did forward e-mails to you.

8  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

9     Q   I don't know whether this will clear it up or

10  muddy it up.  Your February 6 report, Mr. Lacinak,

11  refers to, in item number four, several e-mails from

12  defendant's representatives providing clarifying

13  information at my request.  I asked for copies of those

14  e-mails and received a number from Ms. Moore over the

15  weekend.  I can't recall if it was Saturday or

16  yesterday.  We've been running around.  And so that's

17  what I'm doing is marking some of those.  Have you seen

18  that, 176?  Here it is.

19     A   Yes.  These are the ones that I looked at just

20  to get a general idea.

21     Q   Those are the --

22     A   This is the one where it was records and I

23  used that and I looked at those briefly to get an idea

24  of how they did their records.

25     Q   Okay.
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1     A   I never really went through the records until

2  I looked at these books [sic] -- what did I say, the

3  13th?

4     Q   The Bankers Box that's sitting on the

5  conference room table?

6     A   Yes.  That was later.

7       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's Exhibit 177 was marked

8  for identification.)

9  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

10     Q   Okay.  I'm going to hand you now 175, which

11  this one I do have another copy of, which I will

12  represent to you it's just I printed out the attachment,

13  the Animal Behavioral Records that were attached to that

14  e-mail that's marked as Exhibit 176 which says "I'm

15  sending you some Animal Behavioral Records."

16     A   Okay.  These are the ones that are in there?

17     Q   Yeah.

18       MS. MOORE:  Wait a minute.  What did you mark

19     that as?

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  177.

21  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

22     Q   And do you recall reviewing these Animal

23  Behavioral records -- which, for the record, are Bates

24  stamped MSQ160 through MSQ165 -- after they were

25  provided to you by Mr. Lister on or about January 6th?
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1     A   Yes.  Like I said, I glanced at them.  I did

2  not read them.  I did not read every one.  I looked at

3  them to get an idea of how they did their recordkeeping.

4  When I was given the full folders over there in that

5  box, there was also a, like a key to looking at some of

6  the records.  You know, abbreviations and things like

7  that.  And I did not have that with this group.  So it

8  would be hard for me to determine exactly what they were

9  saying.  For instance, even the thing ED, which means

10  eye drops --

11     Q   Where are you?

12     A   -- I was not aware what that stood for --

13     Q   Got it.

14     A   -- on this day that I got this.  So I looked

15  at it to just look at sessions and ratings and things

16  like that.  In fact, I wasn't sure.  I assumed that some

17  of the stuff was what it was and I assumed right because

18  I have seen similar records.

19     Q   Okay.

20     A   Again, I did not look at -- and this is all

21  I'll say about it is I did not look at what was written

22  and try to determine what they were saying in their

23  records.  I just looked at the forms.

24     Q   Okay.  So let's see if I can untease or unpack

25  some of this.
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1     A   Okay.

2     Q   You had 177 in front of you when you prepared

3  the report that is dated February 6 that was e-mailed to

4  you by Mr. Lister.  Did you rely on this information in

5  terms of the opinions that are included in your report?

6     A   From the standpoint of looking at the record

7  and the ratings?

8     Q   Uh-hum.

9     A   I did.  And from the standpoint of the numbers

10  and diversity of the sessions, but not on what was

11  written --

12     Q   Okay.

13     A   -- that much.  I mean, I glanced at them, but

14  I did not --

15     Q   And thereafter on February 12 you were

16  delivered to a hotel in Tampa a box of Animal Behavior

17  Records which you looked at for about seven hours --

18     A   Yes.

19     Q   -- on Saturday, February 13 and Sunday,

20  February 14th?

21       Did looking at those records alter or change

22  any of the opinions that you expressed in your original

23  February 6 report?

24     A   It added to my opinions.  I can't say that it

25  changed what I said in the original.
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1     Q   Well, I was going to get there.  But in terms

2  of whether or not you would reach any different

3  conclusions in your report based on the information in

4  that box?

5     A   Can you be more specific and then maybe I can

6  answer the question.

7     Q   No.  I'm going to ask it as broadly as

8  possible.  Is there any opinion that you expressed in

9  this report that you no longer have -- this report being

10  172 -- based on your review of the box of documents they

11  sent you?

12     A   Not that I can think of right now, no.

13     Q   Now, I think I heard you say that looking at

14  those documents, it did confirm some of the opinions

15  that you had expressed in this report.  Is that what you

16  said?

17     A   No.  I said I used some of the information

18  like on the -- I looked at the number of sessions and

19  the ratings.

20     Q   Yeah.  But you didn't use the information in

21  the box because you didn't have it?

22     A   Right.

23     Q   And then you looked at the box over this

24  weekend.  And that's what I'm trying to understand is

25  when you looked at the box worth of stuff that
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1  Mr. Lister sent you on February 11, did it change or

2  augment any of the opinions that you reached expressly

3  in your February 6 report?

4     A   When I looked at the box, I had more

5  information because it was all the years, but it

6  didn't -- I wouldn't say that it would change what I

7  would have written originally, no.

8     Q   Okay.  That's where I'm going.

9       So you now know, based on looking at

10  additional information, when you looked at what's marked

11  as Plaintiff's Exhibit 177 that ED refers to eye drops?

12     A   (Nodding.)

13     Q   And you see this whale is given eye drops

14  every day, sometimes multiple times a day.  Is that a

15  red flag to you?

16       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

17     question.

18       THE WITNESS:  I didn't hear what you said.

19       MS. MOORE:  I said I'm objecting to the form

20     of the question.

21       THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Considering the animal's

22     age and my experience with killer whales, it would

23     not change any of my opinions.  I don't feel -- I

24     feel that it's probably a good thing that she's

25     getting the eye drops because her eyes are being
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1     medicated if they're having an issue.  We did that

2     several times with many whales at SeaWorld in the

3     past.

4  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

5     Q   I'm just going to take some examples.  If you

6  look at the page that's Bates stamped MSQ1641, it's the

7  second page on this exhibit, you see on the bottom

8  right-hand side -- by the way, these have been

9  represented to me as being blue cards, that is, one week

10  snapshot front and back of what went on with the animal

11  that week.  Is that a terminology that's familiar to

12  you?

13     A   Blue card?

14     Q   Yeah.

15     A   (Shaking head.)

16     Q   You're shaking your head no?

17     A   No.

18     Q   But you could see how these work.  It's the

19  summary of the work.  And then on the bottom of the

20  second page, which is the flip side of the card, there's

21  sort of a summary in terms of total sessions, the types

22  of sessions, and then there's a section that says

23  "Medication," bottom right.  You see that?

24     A   Yes.

25     Q   These are not the way you kept the records at
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1  SeaWorld?

2     A   Not exactly, no.

3     Q   Did SeaWorld track any information about an

4  animal's behavior that Seaquarium is not tracking?

5       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

6     question.

7       Are you talking about just this document?

8       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  Is it from --

9  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

10     Q   Yeah.  In other words -- and you've said

11  you've got some expertise in how to keep behavioral

12  records.  When you were at the Seaquarium [sic], when

13  you left, you guys you said followed your best practices

14  on animal behavior recordkeeping.  Did you all track

15  information in your behavioral record that the

16  Seaquarium is not tracking?

17       MS. MOORE:  Objection.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   That's my question.

20       MS. MOORE:  The question said "when you left

21     Seaquarium."

22       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.  That's a good point.

23  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

24     Q   When you left SeaWorld.  I'm sorry.  I'm not

25  making my question very clear.
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1     A   No, I think I understand.

2     Q   Okay.  Good.  All right.  Yeah.

3     A   I think I understand what you're saying.  And

4  like I have said earlier, people keep different types of

5  records.  In general, this is keeping the same

6  information we did at SeaWorld.

7     Q   That's my question.

8     A   In general this is.  Did we keep other

9  information from time to time?  Yes, on certain animals.

10  If certain animals that we felt like we wanted to have

11  more information on, we might on that particular animal

12  keep more information.  We also -- the types of sessions

13  we did we called it something different than what they

14  do.  But it's basically the same.  The types of sessions

15  are basically the same.  There might be some differences

16  in how they're termed, but they are basically the same.

17       We did not, as best I can recall, usually put

18  anything about the medications or summary for

19  medications for the week.  That was done by a veterinary

20  staff and it was a done in a separate record.  Even if

21  we gave the meds, it was prescribed by the vets, and all

22  we did was keep track of when they were given.

23     Q   Did you guys use this little checkerboard

24  system that you see on the left-hand side?

25     A   Not exactly like that, no, but we had a
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1  similar checkerboard.

2     Q   Do you know what they're doing here?

3     A   Yes.  Now I do after I got the key and I

4  really looked at the records, yes.

5     Q   If you were retained by the Seaquarium or

6  another entity that used a similar record, what, if

7  anything, would you tell them they should be recording

8  that they're not?

9       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

10     question.  Outside the scope of his opinions.

11       THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat it again?

12  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

13     Q   Yeah.  If the Seaquarium said, look, we'd like

14  you to kind of audit our procedures here in terms of our

15  Animal Behavioral Records, what, if anything, would you

16  tell them to record in their Animal Behavior Records

17  that they're not already recording?

18       MS. MOORE:  Objection to that question.  It's

19     outside the scope of his opinion anywhere in his --

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  That was number four on his

21     list, recordkeeping.

22       MS. MOORE:  And he clarified what he meant by

23     that.  It was not recordkeeping practices.  He's

24     not been retained to do an audit.

25       THE WITNESS:  And I would have to sit down
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1     with the staff and with the management and figure

2     out what they're asking me to do before I could --

3  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

4     Q   Would you --

5     A   -- comment on that.

6     Q   -- want to know the duration of these

7  sessions?

8       MS. MOORE:  Objection, calls for speculation

9     about an engagement that he hasn't been asked to

10     do.

11       THE WITNESS:  Again, I do not want to -- I

12     just don't think I should speculate on what I would

13     do without more information.  Any time I work with

14     any facility, I would go in and work with them for

15     a time before I would suggest -- and see what

16     they're doing before I would suggest whether they

17     need to keep a record on it or not.  I can't really

18     form an opinion after seven hours of observation

19     and looking at the records.

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   Should the Animal Behavior Records record

22  duration of the sessions?

23       MS. MOORE:  Same objection.

24       THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I'm not saying that

25     they couldn't and I'm not saying that they should.
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1     That depends on what information you're trying to

2     gather and what they need to make judgments that

3     they need to make on a daily basis.

4  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

5     Q   You said earlier, talking about the enrichment

6  objects, you talked about, I think, the neoprene square.

7  You see here -- if you just look at the first page on

8  Tuesday, October 6, P4 wetsuit; you look at the next

9  page on Sunday, October 11, P6 wetsuit; third page,

10  Tuesday, October 13, P3 wetsuit; P 5 wetsuit; if you

11  look at the next page on Friday, October 16, P3 wetsuit.

12  From the Seaquarium's point of view the object they're

13  using most for enrichment is a wetsuit.  Do you think

14  there's anything inappropriate about that?

15       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

16     question.

17       THE WITNESS:  No.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   You think it's a good idea to use a wetsuit as

20  an enrichment device?

21     A   Number one, like I said, it's not a wetsuit.

22  It's neoprene material cut in a square.  It looks a lot

23  different than a wetsuit does.

24     Q   Did it come from a wetsuit?

25     A   Neoprene is used in making wetsuits.  But this
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1  is a large square.  I don't know the dimensions, but

2  it's fairly large, a lot more material than you would

3  have in one wetsuit.  And it's not in the shape of a

4  human form of a wetsuit.  And I will state that it

5  depends on the animal.

6     Q   When you were at SeaWorld, there was a wetsuit

7  that a killer whale ripped off a trainer in the water,

8  correct?

9     A   Yes.

10     Q   And then the killer whale actually ingested

11  the wetsuit or some portion of it, correct?

12     A   Yes.

13     Q   And then regurgitated it?

14     A   Yes.

15     Q   Do you think conditioning a killer whale to

16  tug or pull on a wetsuit or any portion thereof is best

17  practices in terms of enrichment for a killer whale?

18       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

19     question.

20       THE WITNESS:  I wouldn't even so go so far as

21     to be considering or talking about best practices.

22     What I will say is that it depends on the animal.

23     With that particular killer whale and when that

24     happened, that animal was a very young animal, if I

25     recall correctly.  The animal that grabbed the
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1     wetsuit was around four or five years old at our

2     best estimate, the one that grabbed it.

3       The trainer also made a mistake at SeaWorld

4     and opened the gate and let a second killer whale

5     in once he had the wetsuit.  And that's when it was

6     a game of possession where the one whale wanted the

7     wetsuit from the other and they started tugging

8     back and forth on it.  And then in my opinion -- we

9     all talked about it as well as the other trainers

10     and it looked like the animals were being

11     possessive of that toy because it was something

12     novel and brand new.

13       In the case with Lolita and the wetsuit

14     material, this animal has never ingested any of the

15     material.  It is not in the shape of a wetsuit and,

16     in my opinion, from what I observed and from what

17     I've heard about, it is her favorite toy.  And we

18     had -- like we had discussed earlier, the animal

19     finds it very, very reinforcing and plays with it

20     every time it's given to her.

21       In this particular case with this particular

22     whale, I don't think there is anything in my

23     opinion that is wrong with giving her that toy.

24     And they have not had any issues with it.

25  BY MR. SCHWIEP:
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1     Q   When you were describing the incident at

2  SeaWorld and the whales being possessive about the

3  wetsuit, a trainer was wearing the wetsuit at the time?

4     A   Yes, he was wearing it.  He walked by.  It was

5  a young male killer whale and the wetsuit was off of his

6  arms and on his waist but hanging down.  As he walked

7  by, the whale grabbed the wetsuit, and he slipped out of

8  it.

9     Q   He, the trainer, slipped out of it?

10     A   Yes.  And the whale ended up with it.

11     Q   What was the name of the whale?

12     A   I'm not sure but I think it was Kotar, but I

13  may be wrong on that.  But I know it was a male killer

14  whale.  I'm almost positive it was Kotar.

15     Q   And in your assessment the incident with, you

16  think it's Kotar, was the fault of the trainer letting a

17  second killer whale into the tank?

18     A   Yeah, after the fact.  It's easy to make those

19  decisions afterwards, but -- he obviously did it

20  thinking that maybe that whale would help this younger

21  whale bring the wetsuit back, and it did not work out.

22     Q   And if you look through the behavioral records

23  marked as Exhibit 177, the other enrichment device

24  that's used is a hose.  You can look through.  There's

25  plenty of examples of it, even on the first page.
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1  Tuesday, October 6, P6 hose.  All you have to do is --

2  you know, you find the Ps.  They're pretty good about

3  recording what they used.  Tuesday, October 15, P1 hose.

4  And you can go through this entire exhibit and that's

5  what you'll see.

6       And any issue in your mind with using just two

7  enrichment devices, a hose and a wetsuit for enrichment

8  activities?

9       MS. MOORE:  Objection.  Mischaracterizes his

10     prior testimony.

11       THE WITNESS:  We had talked about this

12     earlier --

13  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

14     Q   Yeah.  Variability.

15     A   -- and I said at that time it was very hard to

16  come up with enrichment devices for killer whales.  And

17  not only at SeaWorld, but anywhere you go, you're not

18  going to see a huge grouping of toys or enrichment

19  devices for killer whales at any facility, including

20  SeaWorld.  But with this particular animal, the way she

21  likes those two things, I think it's adequate and I

22  think it meets her needs.

23       And, again, I'll state that the biggest form

24  of enrichment is the relationship that the trainers have

25  with that whale, the relationship that that whale has
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1  with the trainers.  That is the animal's biggest form of

2  stimulation.

3     Q   Let me ask you to look at Exhibit 164.  And

4  this is an e-mail from Marni Wood, who you said you met,

5  to Heather Keenan, who you also met, dated December 17,

6  2014.  She said, "I can't get the com thread to work on

7  my computer."

8       Did you guys use -- do you know what that

9  means, the com thread?  Do you use something similar to

10  communicate as SeaWorld?

11       MS. MOORE:  Object to the form of the

12     question.

13       He hasn't been at SeaWorld in a long time.

14       THE WITNESS:  No.

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   No.  I said did you use it at SeaWorld, com

17  thread?

18     A   Not to my knowledge, no.

19     Q   And then she says in the fourth line down,

20  "problems at Whale with the lags."  You see that?

21     A   Yes.

22     Q   "I think we should consider gating Toki again

23  to give her a break.  I know we're concerned about

24  drones, but Toki has new rakes and now Lii is terminated

25  in session and taken her out before we even have a
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1  second break.  Poor killer."

2       If the trainers that work with Toki on a

3  regular basis believe that Toki needed to be separated

4  from the lags to quote, unquote "give her a break,"

5  again, you would defer to them in terms of understanding

6  whether Toki's interaction with the lags are playful or

7  stressful?

8     A   Again, this is a snapshot.  I guess I would

9  want to ask a lot more questions of what they were

10  seeing and why they were seeing it and what they exactly

11  meant by it.

12     Q   What about the rakes?  Now that Toki has new

13  rakes.  I mean, at what point, given your expertise,

14  would you say, you know, we need to separate these

15  animals because --

16     A   Again, this can be very, very subjective.

17     Q   Yeah.

18     A   And at no point on any of the records do I see

19  that they are deep rakes, bleeding rakes, detrimental

20  rakes.  They say they're rakes.  So rakes can be a lot

21  of different things.  If they're small teeth, rakes from

22  a lag that weighs 240 pounds compared to what a killer

23  whale would do to another killer whale and does in the

24  wild and in captivity and quite often, then it's a

25  different story.  Again, I would have to -- this is the
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1  first time I've ever seen this.  And I would need to

2  investigate it further before I could give you a good

3  answer.

4     Q   Okay.  So you just have to help me understand.

5  You're the expert.  There are some level of raking that

6  lags housed with a killer whale could inflict that you

7  would say is causing injury to the killer whale?

8     A   Maybe I have never seen a killer whale -- a

9  lag -- I've never seen a killer whale at a point where

10  it has so many rakes from a lag that I would necessarily

11  say that.  I don't know.

12     Q   Yeah.  I mean, you just --

13     A   And, again --

14     Q   -- you don't have --

15       MS. MOORE:  Let him --

16       THE WITNESS:  -- I think there's --

17  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

18     Q   -- a lot of experience with lags housed with

19  killer whales, right?

20       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  You cut the witness off.

21     Could he please finish his answer?

22  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

23     Q   Yeah.  I don't mean to cut you off.  Go ahead.

24     A   And, again, you're asking me to give you an

25  answer based on, you know, a paragraph from a trainer
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1  that I don't know that well that I've met.  And I have

2  no idea of what she considers.

3       Again, you have to understand also, if you

4  would -- if you have a brand-new trainer and they see a

5  killer whale doing something with another killer whale

6  and it's the first time they've seen it or they are less

7  experienced when they see it, they might think one

8  thing, but then you have an experienced trainer that

9  works with them and says, That's nothing.  Don't worry

10  about it.

11       Again, it is up to the experience of the

12  animal, the situation -- I mean, the experience of the

13  trainer with those animals.  So, again, sometimes things

14  are said and written that maybe later on would be said

15  and written differently.  I do know that because I dealt

16  with that at SeaWorld all the time.

17     Q   Well, Keenan's been there 20 years.  You know

18  that, right?

19     A   Oh, yeah.  I know Keenan has.  And I think

20  Marni's been there for about seven years or more.

21     Q   So they're experienced?

22     A   (Nodding.)

23     Q   Right?

24     A   And, again, I'm not saying she's right or

25  wrong.  I don't have enough information to give you an
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1  answer that you're looking for.  It would be speculative

2  on my part at the best.

3     Q   If you answered this question -- I don't think

4  I asked it exactly, but I didn't get the answer.  Is

5  there an amount of raking that could be inflicted upon a

6  solitary orca by lags that share her tank that you would

7  say is injurious to the orca?

8     A   Again, it's so speculative --

9       MS. MOORE:  Asked and answered.

10       THE WITNESS:  -- I would have to see it.  You

11     know, to give you an example.  I saw a baby killer

12     whale -- and I say a baby because it was around

13     7 feet long at the most -- when I was in the

14     Pacific northwest that was raked up by its mother

15     and the other killer whales there.  And it was

16     getting rake marks inflicted as I was watching, as

17     we were filming, that it looked like it had a rake

18     on every part of its body.

19       Now, was that animal getting too many rakes

20     from its own mother and the whales that it was

21     with?  Is that animal going to succumb to those

22     bites, which are much worse than a lag can inflict.

23     Remember, the lag is 250 pounds, maybe a little

24     more, compared to an 8000-pound animal.  Again,

25     that's very speculative.
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1  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

2     Q   Is there any amount of raking, sir, that you

3  would think is excessive?

4       MS. MOORE:  Objection, asked and answered

5     three times.

6       THE WITNESS:  I think I answered the question.

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   The answer is you can't, you'd just be

9  speculating?

10     A   Yes.

11     Q   Okay.  Sir, if you go back to your report,

12  173.

13     A   First one?

14     Q   No.  It's marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 173.

15  That same paragraph we were looking at earlier where you

16  write, "If she wanted to make them stop, she could."

17  The next sentence says, "She doesn't because she appears

18  not to find these interactions to be an aversive

19  situation."

20       What do you mean by that "aversive situation"?

21     A   Well, what I meant was if the animal finds it

22  aversive or finds it that she doesn't like it, then she

23  could stop it quickly if she wanted to.

24     Q   If the trainers who work with her every day

25  and have for years decided that the raking is to a point
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1  where they needed to quote, unquote give her a break,

2  then they would know better than you whether it's

3  aversive, right?

4     A   Well, they've made that decision obviously

5  because you gave me something where they made that

6  decision.  So you would have to ask them.  But let me

7  add something to this.  I have seen animals play to the

8  point where it gets really rough and they don't want to

9  stop and they can even separate themselves but they

10  won't.

11       In other words, they've got a place to go,

12  they can get away from that whale, but they decide to

13  stay out there.  And we have made the decision for them

14  where we go, you know, this is getting out of hand.

15  They're playing with each other really rough.  We're

16  going to separate them.  So we have made those decisions

17  before, and I'm assuming that's what they did in this

18  case.

19     Q   Let me ask you to look at what's been marked

20  as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 154.  This is Visser's

21  report.  You told me earlier that you looked at it?

22     A   Yeah.  I read through it one time.

23     Q   Look at page 12 kind of the bottom third of

24  that page.  There's a paragraph that begins, "Regardless

25  of the motivation from mobbing."
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1       Have you seen mobbing?

2     A   I've never heard of that before until this

3  report.

4     Q   In your opinion, is mobbing behavior something

5  that can occur among cetaceans?

6     A   Like I said, I've never heard of it before.

7  We never would have called it mobbing.  If we saw

8  another animal chasing another one or raking another

9  one, we would not have called it mobbing.  I've never

10  heard of it before.  And the example she's using with

11  the humans in the workplace and bullying and -- I think

12  it's a stretch.

13     Q   In other words, you don't think it actually

14  occurs?

15     A   I'm not saying that she is wrong in saying

16  that it occurs.  It may occur and she may have observed

17  it, but I've never heard it described that way.  And

18  it's very difficult sometimes to compare different

19  situations and call it the same thing.

20     Q   She notes in the middle of that paragraph at

21  Miami Seaquarium -- well, she says, "in nature in order

22  to avoid mobbing, potential predators can divert their

23  path of travel and/or desert the area.  At Miami

24  Seaquarium, Tokitae is deprived of both of these options

25  due to the extremely confined conditions."
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1       Do you disagree with that?

2     A   Well, what I'll say about that is that's where

3  the trainers and what they do with the animals and how

4  they take care of them.  And at SeaWorld we did the same

5  thing.  We would step in and make decisions sometimes to

6  separate the animals if we saw things.  In that one

7  e-mail that you showed me, that's what it looked like

8  they were doing.  They were making the decision to

9  separate them.  And that's another reason why we use

10  gating with the animals.  Sometimes if we saw the -- if

11  we saw animals that we assumed from their behavior that

12  maybe needed to have some time alone, we would separate

13  them.  Even if they sometimes would keep themselves in

14  the same pool, we would still separate them sometimes,

15  again, right or wrong.  And I think sometimes we were

16  probably right, but I know other times we were wrong in

17  doing so.

18     Q   Look at page two of your rebuttal report

19  that's marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 173.  By the way,

20  when you prepared this, what I'm calling a rebuttal

21  report -- it's an e-mail dated February 14 which is

22  yesterday at 7:23 p.m. from you to Jennifer Moore -- you

23  had reviewed Visser's report, Hargrove's report,

24  Bearzi's report -- I may be mispronouncing her name.

25  B-E-A-R-Z-I -- and then the box that's over there on the
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1  conference table, right?

2     A   Uh-hum.

3     Q   Okay.

4     A   Yes, that is.  Sorry.

5     Q   If you go down page two at the bottom --

6     A   Of my report?

7     Q   Yeah.

8     A   Okay.

9     Q   "Lolita lives in a pool that has gates that

10  enable the trainers to separate the A Pool from the B

11  Pool."

12       Did you, in your assessment of the Animal

13  Behavioral Records that you got that you looked at on

14  Saturday and yesterday, have occasion to assess the

15  frequency with which the gates were closed and Lolita

16  was gated in one pool or the other?

17     A   No, I did not.  In fact, as I state in here

18  that I would -- in my conclusion that my opinions are

19  stated on a limited time to look at these records,

20  because I didn't receive the plaintiff's letters.  And

21  then once I saw it, I decided to make this rebuttal or

22  second letter.  So I would need to look at them in more

23  detail to figure that out.

24     Q   You write in the third sentence of that

25  paragraph "the only routine gating that occurs is when
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1  an outside company comes to clean the pool approximately

2  two times per week."

3       Do you know as you sit here today whether

4  gating occurs more frequently than the two times a week

5  when the cleaning company comes to scrub the pool?

6     A   No, I don't.  I assume that they do some

7  gating.  But, again, I haven't looked at the records or

8  talked to staff enough to know how often they gate.

9     Q   Do you have an opinion about how much gating

10  would be too much?

11     A   Again, it would be facility specific and

12  animal specific according to what's going on

13  behaviorally with the animals on how much gating would

14  be necessary or that you would want to do with the

15  animals.  Again, it depends on socially what's going on

16  and that would be the only way to determine it.  For me

17  any way.

18     Q   Is it a subjective assessment?

19     A   Absolutely.

20     Q   The heading just above that, "Stereotypical

21  Behaviors", you write in the third to last sentence, "It

22  is difficult to comprehend how plaintiff's experts can

23  draw broad conclusions about Lolita's overall

24  psychological health based on a six-hour visual

25  inspection and review of records."
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1       Is it your opinion that a six-hour visual

2  inspection and review of the records would be

3  insufficient to permit any conclusions about

4  psychological health?

5     A   In my opinion it would.

6     Q   That's yours or theirs, right?

7     A   Well, I don't know what they're going to say.

8  I'm saying in my opinion it would be very difficult,

9  knowing what I know about animal behavior and how

10  behavior changes, even on a daily basis, in an hourly

11  basis, to come up with an opinion that the animal has

12  psychological problems in six hours of observation.

13     Q   Are you testifying that a six-hour visual

14  inspection and a record review are just not sufficient

15  to form an opinion about psychological health?

16     A   No, I'm not saying that at all.  I'm saying

17  that it would not be a final and absolute.  I'm saying

18  it gives you a snapshot.

19     Q   Still looking at page two.  The second

20  paragraph down from the top, the one that begins "in his

21  report."

22     A   Yes.

23     Q   By the way, you know John Hargrove?

24     A   Yes.

25     Q   Did he work for you?
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1     A   Yes.

2     Q   Do you have any opinion as to his credibility?

3     A   While I knew him while he worked at SeaWorld,

4  there were some issues with him working there.  But in

5  general I did not have a problem with Mr. Hargrove while

6  he was at SeaWorld.  What I had a problem with, and I'll

7  just be very honest, is his interpretation of things in

8  the movie Blackfish and how he contributed to that.  But

9  other than that, I have no other opinion except that I

10  think that he was less than truthful when he left

11  SeaWorld about what happened at SeaWorld.

12     Q   Is he someone who in your opinion is honest

13  and trustworthy?

14       MS. MOORE:  Today?

15       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, today or --

16       MS. MOORE:  Today?  Ever?

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah.

18       MS. MOORE:  I think he just --

19       THE WITNESS:  Ever?  Like I said --

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   No, I mean now.

22     A   -- I did not have a big problem with John that

23  I remember when he was at SeaWorld.

24     Q   Yeah, but --

25     A   But today, yes, I would have a problem with
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1  that today after everything that has happened.  And he's

2  basically gone after SeaWorld and everything that I

3  worked for with animals in my entire life.  I would say

4  that he's less than honest, yes.

5     Q   If you look at that same paragraph about the

6  report, you're reacting to Hargrove and Bearzi's

7  opinions about the chasing.  And then you sort of

8  conclude at the end, "As noted in my official report, I

9  did not view this activity as a sign of aggression or

10  stress on Lolita's part."

11       So you all presumably watched the same thing

12  and have very differing interpretations of what you saw;

13  is that fair?

14     A   Yeah.  We differ in what we saw.

15     Q   Well, you saw the same thing.  You have

16  different interpretations of it?

17     A   Yes.

18     Q   And in terms of trying to decide whether what

19  was -- you saw chasing, right?

20     A   Yes.

21     Q   They did.  And in terms of trying to decide

22  whether that's aggression or reflection of stress, would

23  you agree that the trainers that work with her on a

24  day-to-day basis, their evaluation of whether the

25  chasing was playful or aggressive would be the one that
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1  should control, that should dictate?

2     A   That should dictate?

3     Q   Yeah.  In other words --

4     A   I don't understand.  In other words --

5     Q   -- neither you nor Mr. Hargrove have a lot of

6  time with Lolita.  Trainers that do and have watched her

7  with these lags over a sustained period of time, what

8  they see, the way they interpret what they see to you

9  would be of more value than what you or Mr. Hargrove

10  interpret you're seeing?

11     A   I don't know if it's of more value with my

12  years of experience or not, but I would certainly take

13  it into consideration what they feel it is.  But I also

14  know that even the most experienced trainers can make

15  mistakes in how they look at things.  And I do that kind

16  of for a living.  I go places and people will say, This

17  animal does this because of this.  And then I watch it

18  for a while and I see something different.  And then we

19  work on what the problem is and try to solve it.

20     Q   Would you agree that whether head bobbing or

21  jaw popping is a sign of aggression is really something

22  that's best evaluated by the trainers?

23     A   Well, it's going to be evaluated by the

24  trainer.

25     Q   Best evaluated by the trainer?
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1     A   Well, no.  It's going to be evaluated by the

2  trainers, but the trainers are not necessarily always

3  right, just as I'm not going to ever say that my

4  observations are always right or that John Hargrove's

5  observations are right or Visser's observations are

6  right 100 percent of the time.  But I can say from my

7  experience of it, although I feel I'm more right than

8  wrong in making those evaluations, it depends on the

9  experience, it depends on the animal.  And when you

10  start talking again about head bobs and head shakes and

11  with any behavior like that, it depends on the animal

12  and how much it has done it and what has happened after

13  the animal has exhibited that behavior.

14       If the animal is reinforced for doing that

15  behavior in some way -- like let's say the animal jumps

16  back or the person jumps back when the head bob happens

17  or let's say the person changes what it normally was

18  going to do with that animal, that is going to reinforce

19  the animal from making that movement and then you

20  have -- basically that animal has just trained that

21  person to do something and it will react differently the

22  next time that it is in that situation.

23     Q   So would you then agree that whether a head

24  bob is really a precursor to a sign of aggression,

25  that's best evaluated by the trainers working with the
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1  animal?

2     A   Yes.  Yes.  Most of the time I would probably

3  say that could be right.

4     Q   And the same is true with regard to chasing?

5     A   But sometimes -- and, again, I'm not going to

6  say every time -- behavior -- the study of behavior and

7  behavioral psychology is a science like anything else.

8  There's a real science to it.  There are certain

9  absolutes when it comes to what types of schedules of

10  reinforcement work better than others.  This has been

11  proven over and over again in labs and in real life

12  situations.  But just like every science, biology, any

13  of the sciences, there are always outliers.  There are

14  always changes.  There are always differences, and it is

15  not absolute.  So there are no Golden Rules.

16       I will say this, most of the time the trainers

17  that work closely with the animals, if they are

18  experienced with that species, can make and will make

19  the right decision --

20     Q   Okay.  So --

21     A   -- but not always.

22     Q   I mean, if you look at this rebuttal report,

23  the paragraph begins "the cetaceans that I have worked

24  with."  It's on page two.  You see that paragraph, page

25  two?
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1     A   Which paragraph?

2     Q   It's the third paragraph.

3     A   The third paragraph still.  Okay.

4     Q   And if you look at the -- I mean, it's about

5  the third to the last sentence you write, "I also

6  believe that an assessment of whether a head bob is, in

7  fact, a precursor to aggression in a particular animal

8  is best assessed by that animal's trainers."

9     A   Yes.

10     Q   That's your opinion, right?

11     A   Yes, according to the context.

12     Q   Yeah.  And then the last sentence in that

13  paragraph says, "Mr. Hargrove and Dr. Baerzi had none

14  when they drew broad conclusions in their reports based

15  upon review of records only and without speaking with

16  the trainers involved in the situation noted in the

17  written record."

18       That's exactly the situation you're in too,

19  right?  You've reviewed those records, but you haven't

20  interviewed the trainers about them, have you?

21     A   No.

22     Q   So you're drawing conclusions based on the

23  same information they are, right?

24     A   Some of the same information.  But I have a

25  lot more experience than either one of those individuals
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1  with captive animals.

2     Q   Okay.  But it's the trainers that are best

3  able to assess this, right?

4     A   The trainers, if they have been trained

5  properly to look at these things, yes.

6     Q   Okay.  Go ahead.

7     A   There's always going to be exceptions to the

8  rule though.  Again, I'm not going to say it's absolute.

9       MR. SCHWIEP:  I need to take a quick break.

10     I'll be right back.  Just very short.

11       (Whereupon, there was a brief recess from 3:36

12  p.m. to 3:44 p.m.)

13       (Whereupon, the previously recorded question

14  and answer were read back.)

15  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

16     Q   Okay.  If you look at the third page of this

17  rebuttal report.  In the second paragraph down you

18  write, "Plaintiff's expert mentioned that Lolita sits in

19  front of the water flow and rubs on them.  They infer

20  this is abnormal behavior.  It is not."

21       And you would agree with me it would be

22  abnormal behavior for orca in the wild, right?

23     A   Well, they don't have any inflows, but if

24  there were inflows there and the animal's ever

25  experienced them, I wouldn't rule out that they might
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1  not do it because it feels good is what it looks like to

2  us.  So, I mean, if there were inflows, I mean, where

3  the water is spraying in the water and the whales had

4  access to it, I wouldn't rule out that they wouldn't do

5  it.  I don't know how I get --

6     Q   When you say this is not abnormal behavior --

7     A   It would be --

8     Q   -- you're talking about orca in captivity,

9  right?

10     A   Yeah.  For an orca in captivity it is not, in

11  my opinion, abnormal behavior.

12     Q   Are you familiar with the killer whale named

13  Hugo?

14     A   Hugo?  Can you remind me where he was?

15     Q   Seaquarium.

16     A   Seaquarium.  That was the male killer whale?

17     Q   Yeah.

18     A   Yeah.  And I know very little about Hugo.

19     Q   You know anything about the circumstances of

20  Hugo's dying?

21     A   No, I do not.

22     Q   You were provided with the Animal Training

23  Manual that's used by Seaquarium.  It's attached to one

24  of the e-mails Mr. Lister sent you.

25     A   Yes.  And I skimmed through it.  I did not
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1  read it from page to page.

2     Q   I just want you to look at a couple of things.

3  If you look at the -- I'm handing it to you now.  It's

4  marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 108.  If you look at page

5  9790 --

6       MS. MOORE:  One looks bigger than the other.

7       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah, it does.  It's true.  I'm

8     noticing the same thing.  I don't know.

9       MS. MOORE:  And I gave him the one that has

10     the actual sticker on it.

11       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yeah.  I've got 98 --

12       MS. MOORE:  How far does this one go?

13       THE WITNESS:  Where are the pages, at the top?

14       MR. SCHWIEP:  Bottom.

15       Is yours double-sided?  Some of them might be

16     printed double-sided.  Is that it?

17       MS. MOORE:  Yeah.

18       THE WITNESS:  No, this is single side.

19       MS. MOORE:  Okay.  That's the difference.

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  9694 through 9834.  Is that what

21     you have, Jennifer?

22       MS. MOORE:  Yes.

23       THE WITNESS:  So what is it?

24  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

25     Q   You see the page numbers at the bottom.
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1     A   Okay.

2     Q   It's starting with 9794.

3     A   Okay.

4     Q   And this is after the heading "Procedures,

5  Animal Reporting Protocol.  If at any time abnormal

6  behavior, physical changes or injuries are observed, the

7  most senior person in the area must be notified

8  immediately who will then notify trainer one," and then

9  it continues from there.  And then there's some specific

10  injuries, let's say, behaviors, that this animal

11  reporting protocol applies to.  Do you see that?

12     A   Uh-hum.

13     Q   Do you agree or disagree as a matter of animal

14  training practices that rake marks are something that

15  should be reported immediately to the head trainer?

16       MS. MOORE:  Objection, outside the scope of

17     his opinions.

18       THE WITNESS:  I agree with the training of the

19     people in observing when this happens because it is

20     something that you need to pay attention to, but,

21     again, I'm not -- I never have been associated with

22     this park until now doing this.

23  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

24     Q   Okay.  Look at page 9790.  You see there's a

25  heading that says "Warning Signs."  The second sentence
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1  says, "The following is a list of aggressive precursors

2  that may indicate impending aggressions."

3     A   Yeah.

4     Q   Number one is head bobbing.  You agree or

5  disagree with that as --

6     A   Well, like I said earlier in my statements

7  that head bobbing can be a precursor to aggression, but

8  does not necessarily mean it is a precursor to

9  aggression, just as pinnipeds barking or like I had

10  said, a mouth open on any animal.

11       Mouth open on a killer whale does not mean

12  aggression.  They come up and swim up to you a lot and

13  open their mouths.  They use their mouths for all kinds

14  of things.  Ignoring signals does not necessarily mean

15  that it's aggression.

16     Q   Jaw popping?

17     A   Yeah, any of those.  They can and they can't.

18  Sometimes they are.  And on certain animals you will

19  note that.  And it can be that on certain animals.  On

20  others it doesn't mean the same thing.  These are

21  generalities.  And we did the same thing at SeaWorld.

22  We taught people what some of those signs can be, but it

23  doesn't necessarily mean that that's what they are.

24     Q   Did you have an Animal Training Manual like

25  this at SeaWorld?
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1     A   Yes.

2     Q   You still have a copy of it?

3     A   No.

4     Q   Are head bobbing, jaw popping or fluke or pec

5  slapping aggressive precursors in your opinion?

6       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

7       He just answered that question.

8       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I feel like I just

9     answered it.  I mean, every one of these that are

10     listed here -- let me say that.  Every one that are

11     listed for the cetaceans and the pinnipeds can be

12     precursors to aggression in certain animals and

13     then in other animals they are not necessarily

14     going to be precursors to aggression.  There is no

15     absolute on any of those.

16       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's 178 was marked for

17  identification.)

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   I'm going to show you what we'll mark as

20  Plaintiff's Exhibit 178.  And this is a copy of the

21  Hargrove report.  We were talking about Mr. Hargrove

22  earlier.  I had a few questions about your reaction to

23  some of this.  If you turn to page four, after the

24  heading "Site Inspection," the second paragraph says,

25  "Walking into Lolita's stadium I was shocked by the size
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1  and shallow depth of her tank and the absolute absence

2  of any enrichment to her enclosure."

3       My first question for you is, did Seaquarium's

4  killer whale tank have any enrichment in the tank

5  itself?

6     A   When I was there?

7     Q   Yeah.

8     A   When I first walked in?

9     Q   When you left.

10     A   When I left the stadium?

11     Q   Yeah.

12     A   I don't recall if they had given her anything

13  or not.  That was after a show.  And they had just done

14  some things with her after the show and I don't recall.

15     Q   The fourth sentence says, "Lolita's tank at

16  Miami Seaquarium is without question the smallest and

17  most barren I have ever seen an orca forced to live in."

18       Have you seen orca forced to live in smaller

19  or more barren tanks in seaquariums?

20     A   I don't know.  I have not seen -- I've seen

21  smaller pools with killer whales in it, because we did

22  that at SeaWorld at one time.  We had killer whales in

23  small -- some smaller pools.  So the answer would be,

24  yes, I have seen some smaller before we built our bigger

25  stadiums.
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1       And as far as barren, we never leave toys in

2  the pools with the animal overnight without supervision

3  at SeaWorld while I was there.  We were not -- we did

4  not do it because the animal could possibly throw them

5  out, hit somebody with the objects or whatever.  So I

6  don't know what he means by barren.  The pools at

7  SeaWorld, although they are larger than the Seaquarium

8  pool, don't have anything in them either except the pool

9  walls.

10     Q   Look at page eight.  He notes in the second

11  paragraph, "As stated above, the Miami Seaquarium's

12  Animal Behavior Records reflect that Lolita is given eye

13  drops in both eyes nearly every day."

14       Was that a common practice, daily eye drops

15  for the killer whales, at SeaWorld?

16       MS. MOORE:  Objection, overbroad.

17       THE WITNESS:  The only way I can answer that

18     is that it was occasionally done with some whales

19     that had eye issues.

20  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

21     Q   And eye issues from what?

22     A   Various things.  Sometimes we didn't know why

23  they had the eye issue.  Other times it may have

24  happened that the animal was rubbing.  And sometimes we

25  would come in in the morning and do the visual
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1  inspection on the whales and find that they had an

2  abrasion or they were keeping their eyes shut.  So it

3  would depend on the animal.

4       The other thing, as I stated earlier, for an

5  animal of this age being the oldest killer whale in

6  captivity, I would not find that that would be unusual.

7  As the whales get older and just like any other animal,

8  their eyesight and their eyes start to have issues.

9     Q   Look at page nine, the second full paragraph

10  from the bottom, the one that says "according to the

11  documents."

12     A   Okay.

13     Q   "The Pacific white-sided dolphins have bit

14  Lolita on her tongue more than 70 times, an injury I

15  have never seen on an orca."

16       Do you dispute the number of bites that

17  Mr. Hargrove is referring to?

18     A   I did not count the number of times.  I don't

19  know.  I have not checked his math on those records.

20  But I can say this, in my experience I have never -- I

21  would question how it could have been the lags doing the

22  biting that often on her mouth.  All she would have to

23  do is close her mouth to stop them from doing it.  And

24  if she knew the animals were doing it, she's an

25  intelligent animal, she would not open her mouth and let
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1  them do it.

2       I have seen many times with killer whales that

3  would have bite marks in their mouth and it was usually

4  caused by them biting their own tongue or the side of

5  their mouth.  That's not unusual.  Killer whales also

6  have very tough mouths.  They eat large fish.  When you

7  throw the fish in, it causes lots of injuries to the

8  tongue and the back of the throat.  Many times with many

9  whales I have seen that happen, especially when you're

10  feeding the animals fish like mackerel that have very

11  stiff spines and things like that.  So it would be hard

12  to answer that question.

13     Q   In other words, you can't definitely testify

14  that the bite marks that the trainers were recording

15  were because she bit her own tongue?

16     A   I can't do that, but I can't say that it was

17  from the lags either.  And I don't think anybody can.

18     Q   Let me just -- we've made a lot of progress.

19  I'm going to ask you some questions about Dr. Baerzi's

20  report, which you referred to in your e-mail.  We'll

21  mark it as Exhibit 179.

22       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's 179 was marked for

23  identification.)

24  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

25     Q   If you look at page 27 in the middle of the
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1  page -- well, about a third of the way down -- she says,

2  "In 2015 Lolita was raked 52 times by PWSD," full caps.

3  "In 2015 she showed signs of new rakes 35 weeks of the

4  year."  And then she gives examples where the trainers

5  recorded warning signs of aggression:  Tense towards

6  lags, head bobs toward lags, anxious, tense towards

7  lags, chasing lags.

8       Do you dispute the accuracy of the factual

9  information that's being recorded here by Dr. Baerzi?

10     A   I don't dispute what she's written down other

11  than I did not count them up and come up with the

12  percentages myself.  I haven't had time to get that in

13  depth with it.

14     Q   But you don't --

15     A   Like I said in my statement, I would like more

16  time to review all these things.

17     Q   As you sit here right now, you're not

18  contesting the facts of what she's saying, the number of

19  raking, the percentage of --

20     A   Well, I assume that she would not say it if it

21  wasn't something that she read.

22     Q   And is this number of -- this amount of

23  raking, 52 times in 2015, 35 weeks out of that year, is

24  that too much?

25     A   Again, I'll just go back to what I stated
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1  earlier again and, that is, it depends on how severe or

2  how bad the rake marks were.  I'm not going to sit here

3  and say that if that animal was bleeding every time from

4  rake marks that it was given that I would totally ignore

5  it.  But if the rake marks were superficial, then I

6  might ignore those situations because the animal doesn't

7  even feel it.  And, again, I refer back to the size of

8  the lags being 250 pounds compared to an animal that

9  weighs over 8,000 pounds.  So I guess the answer is kind

10  of the same as I said before.

11     Q   You told Good Morning America that Dawn

12  Brancheau's death was a consequence of her own mistake;

13  is that right?

14     A   I told -- that was not the whole story.

15     Q   Did you tell Good Morning America that her

16  mistake led to her death?

17     A   I said that Dawn Brancheau, if she were alive

18  today, would tell you that she made a huge mistake.  And

19  I need to clarify, as I did that day and in the papers

20  several times, I was not at SeaWorld when Dawn got

21  killed by that killer whale.  I made that statement on

22  the rules that were in place when I left SeaWorld.  The

23  rules for working Tilikum, which I put in place, stated

24  that you were not to lie down in front of that

25  particular whale because he was not water work trained.
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1  Number one, she was lying down in front of that

2  particular whale.  She allowed her ponytail to drift in

3  the water and the animal grabbed her ponytail and pulled

4  her in.

5       Any time we're working with animals, any time

6  trainers are working with animals, one of the first

7  things that most trainers learn is that you are

8  responsible for that animal's behavior, no one else.

9  You're the one training it.  You're the one working with

10  it.  And so I stand by that statement.

11     Q   Was she, that is Dawn Brancheau, behaving in

12  ways that violated the SeaWorld policies at the time she

13  was killed?

14     A   According to the policies that were in place

15  when I left in 2008.  The accident happened a year and a

16  half later.  So I don't know if they changed the policy,

17  meaning, SeaWorld, or if she did or if she broke the

18  rules.  I know that if -- if -- and what she did at that

19  time broke the policy that I had in place when I was in

20  charge of all the training for all the whales and the

21  animals at SeaWorld.  It broke three rules.  You were

22  supposed to have a senior trainer as a spotter.  There

23  was no senior trainer spotting her on that day.  She

24  laid down in front of the whales.  You were never

25  supposed to lay down in front of Tilikum.  She was
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1  rubbing him on his head around his mouth area.  The

2  rules, when I was there, stated that the only place you

3  would give rubdowns to that particular whale was behind

4  the blowhole and back.  So there were three rules that

5  were broken.  And that's why I made the statement that

6  she made a mistake according to the rules that were in

7  place while I was there.

8     Q   And if I understand correctly, SeaWorld

9  disagreed with your statement?

10     A   SeaWorld never came out and said they

11  disagreed with me per se as a person.  What they said

12  was that -- if I recall correctly, what they said was

13  that they did not endorse anything anybody else has to

14  say that doesn't work for SeaWorld any longer.

15     Q   You've seen the pictures, they're on the

16  Internet, of trainers laying down in front of Tilikum

17  many times before the day that Dawn Brancheau was

18  killed?

19     A   Uh-hum.  I've seen some of them.  I haven't

20  seen many.

21     Q   And all of those trainers were acting in

22  violation of rules you had in place when they were doing

23  that?

24     A   Yes.

25       MS. MOORE:  Objection.  Relevance of this line
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1  of questioning.  Different animal, different

2  facility, different company.

3     THE WITNESS:  It is a different animal.

4     MS. MOORE:  Different trainers.  Different,

5  different, different.  Just about everything is

6  different about your question and --

7     THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  This has nothing to do --

8     MS. MOORE:  -- they're wholly irrelevant to

9  this case.

10     MR. SCHWIEP:  It's just -- you know,

11  impeachment is always relevant, impeachment

12  evidence.

13     MS. MOORE:  There's nothing impeachable about

14  your question.

15     MR. SCHWIEP:  Well, I mean, if you say

16  publicly something and the company that -- you

17  know, he's saying he's an expert because he worked

18  there for 35 years, but the company is disavowing

19  his statement, that has some value, I think, in

20  terms of credibility.

21     MS. MOORE:  And you're also characterizing

22  what you've read in the media.  Why don't you ask

23  about Lolita?

24     THE WITNESS:  The other thing I will say is

25  that you're characterizing something that was in a
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1     movie.  And I call it a movie because it wasn't a

2     documentary because it did not show both sides.

3     They never asked me for my opinion in that

4     documentary.  They put a clip from a newscast in

5     there from me.  Never once did they try to ask me

6     in that documentary.

7  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

8     Q   I haven't brought up the documentary.  You

9  have now three times.  I'm asking about statements you

10  made publicly.  I asked about the Good Morning America

11  interview and about SeaWorld's reactions to your

12  statements.

13       Okay.  I'd like to -- we have been talking

14  about the box that's on the conference room table.

15       MR. SCHWIEP:  Counsel, can I look at that box?

16       MS. MOORE:  You may.

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.  So for the record, I'm

18     now putting on the conference room table two

19     binders.  One is -- and a cover letter and some

20     information.  The cover letter is a letter dated

21     February 10, 2016, from Mark Salky to you at the

22     Residence Inn in Tampa, overnight delivery.

23       So if it was sent on the 10th, you should have

24     received it on the 11th.  And then he says,

25     "Enclosed are the behavioral records for 2001 to
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1     2004, 2006 and 2008 to 2015.  And then there's two

2     binders that appear to be labeled identically.

3       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  They're different years,

4     but they are labeled the same.

5  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

6     Q   Oh, I see.

7     A   There are different years in here.

8     Q   They are labeled the same, but they're

9  different years?

10     A   Yes.

11     Q   And these appear to be copies of what's

12  reflected on the label, that is, Animal Behavioral

13  Records for the period from '01 to '04, '06, and then

14  '08 to 2015.  Is that what was sent to you?

15     A   Yes.  These two are the exact copies that were

16  sent to me.

17       MR. SCHWIEP:  I think 2005 finally turned up;

18     is that right?

19       MS. MOORE:  It did.

20       MR. SCHWIEP:  Has it been produced already

21     or...

22       MS. MOORE:  Yes, it has.

23       MR. SCHWIEP:  I'm trying to keep up with

24     depositions.

25       It has?
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1       MS. MOORE:  Yes.

2       MR. SCHWIEP:  Jennifer, I think there's a week

3     in June of 2015 that's been missing.  That's what

4     I'm looking for, June 22 to June 28, 2015; is that

5     right?  It doesn't appear to be in this binder

6     either.

7       Okay.  Let me look at my notes.  That may be

8     all the questions I have.

9       Off the record.

10       (Whereupon, there was an off-the-record

11  discussion.)

12       (Whereupon, Plaintiff's 180 was marked for

13  identification.)

14  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

15     Q   Okay.  Let's mark this as Plaintiff's

16  Exhibit 180, what appears to be a December 31, 2015,

17  letter from Jim Lister to you.

18       So does this refresh your recollection about

19  when you first talked to Mr. Lister about serving as an

20  expert in this case?

21     A   Yes.

22     Q   Sometime in December of 2015?

23     A   Yes.

24     Q   And before you talked to Mr. Lister you had

25  gotten that preliminary call you talked about from
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1  Mr. Rose, right?

2     A   Yes, just asking me if I would be willing.

3     Q   And you knew Mr. Rose because -- how did you

4  know him?

5     A   Robert was actually a trainer at SeaWorld in

6  the '90s.  That's where he started his career in animal

7  training.  He started in Florida, moved to Texas and

8  worked there.

9     Q   You knew him when he was at SeaWorld in

10  Orlando and SeaWorld San Antonio?

11     A   Uh-hum.

12     Q   Had you kept up with him since he left

13  SeaWorld in about '95?

14     A   Not really.  I would see him -- I probably

15  have seen him less than three times since that time.  I

16  saw him at a conference in the Keys.  And I don't even

17  think I got to see him in the Miami conference, if I

18  remember right.

19     Q   In your February 6 report that's marked as

20  Plaintiff's Exhibit 172, you write that "Lolita thrives,

21  not just survives."  You recall that?

22     A   Where was this one, in which one?

23     Q   That's in the February 6 letter.

24     A   Yes.

25     Q   When you wrote that, would the veterinary
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1  records in terms of the medications she's taking impact

2  your opinion about whether she's thriving rather than

3  just surviving?

4     A   I haven't looked at the veterinary records, so

5  I can't answer that.

6     Q   In your report 172 right near the end -- it's

7  the third paragraph from the end -- you say that in your

8  opinion her care "is in compliance with the generally

9  accepted husbandry care for killer whales."

10     A   I'm sorry.  Where is it, on page 6?

11     Q   Well, it starts on page six, "I have

12  considered" and then you say "in my opinion, based on my

13  experience, the care for Lolita" and then it carries

14  over to page 7, "including her facilities, training

15  personnel and training, is in compliance with the

16  generally accepted husbandry care for killer whales."

17     A   Yes.

18     Q   General accepted by whom?

19     A   Generally accepted by in a general term with

20  the industry and with all the facilities that I have

21  worked with and that are around the country.

22     Q   And if I understand correctly, you haven't

23  worked in a facility with a tank as small as Lolita's

24  tank, right?

25       MS. MOORE:  Objection, mischaracterizes his
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1     prior testimony.

2  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

3     Q   SeaWorld's tank was larger, right?

4       MS. MOORE:  Objection --

5       THE WITNESS:  SeaWorld's front pool was

6     larger, but we did keep killer whales in smaller

7     pools early on in the --

8  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

9     Q   You had a --

10     A   -- with the small --

11     Q   -- a pool behind the show pool you could put a

12  killer whale in?

13     A   Yes.  But we also had very small pools when

14  SeaWorld first opened up.

15     Q   When?

16     A   In 1968 San Diego the Shamu Pool was about

17  half the size.  The killer whale pool was about half the

18  size of the pool that Lolita's in right now.  That was

19  before I started at SeaWorld, but they -- when they were

20  first exhibited that's --

21     Q   And when you started there, the pool was

22  larger?

23     A   When I started at SeaWorld Orlando, yes.  It

24  is now the Dolphin Stadium right now in SeaWorld

25  Florida -- SeaWorld Orlando.
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1     Q   The old killer whale pool is now the dolphin

2  pool.

3     A   Yes.

4     Q   And that old killer whale pool was never the

5  killer whale pool that you worked with, right?

6     A   The killer whale pool what now?

7     Q   That old killer whale pool that's now used as

8  the dolphin pool, when you went to work at SeaWorld, it

9  was used as the dolphin pool, not the killer whale pool?

10     A   No, it was the killer whale pool.

11     Q   When was the new killer whale pool built?

12     A   1985.

13     Q   When you write "generally accepted husbandry

14  care," you're talking about today, right?

15     A   Well, all of the care for the animals has

16  greatly advanced over the years, and continues to.  If

17  it stays, you know, the same, then we're not doing what

18  we should be doing.  We should always be advancing

19  things, and we have.

20     Q   They've advanced everywhere except for the

21  Seaquarium, right?

22     A   No, that's not true.

23     Q   That pool hasn't gotten bigger since '55, has

24  it?

25     A   No, it has not.  But you're talking about just
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1  the pool.  The care of the animal has advanced.

2     Q   And if I understand correctly, you don't have

3  an opinion about what size tank would be too small?

4       MS. MOORE:  Asked and answered.

5       THE WITNESS:  I already answered that.

6  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

7     Q   The answer is no?

8     A   No.  The answer I stated -- I think she can

9  look it up.  I think I stated that I would have to look

10  at it, and too small would be if the animal couldn't

11  move around comfortably I think is what I stated.

12     Q   And you don't have any opinion about how many

13  rakes would be too many rakes?

14       MS. MOORE:  Asked and answered.

15       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I've already answered that

16     question.  Again, it depends on the severity of the

17     rakes, and I stated that before.

18  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

19     Q   Do you intend to offer any opinion about the

20  cause of Liko's death?

21     A   I can't.  I don't have any opinion on his

22  death because I don't have -- I haven't seen anything

23  and I have not been asked to do anything with that.

24     Q   You're not going to offer any opinion about

25  whether Lolita did or didn't have anything to do with
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1  Liko's death?

2     A   No, because I have no information.

3       MR. SCHWIEP:  So I conclude my questioning.  I

4     thank you very much for your time.  Have a safe

5     trip home.  You too, Jennifer.

6       MS. MOORE:  Actually, I have a question or

7     two.

8            CROSS-EXAMINATION

9  BY MS. MOORE:

10     Q   Earlier you testified that you had not signed

11  a declaration or an affidavit in connection with this

12  proceeding.  I just want to make sure that your

13  testimony was accurate at that time.  Have you submitted

14  a declaration in this case in connection with the

15  inspection?

16     A   Yes, I have.  I just didn't understand the

17  language.  I am not very up on legalese so --

18     Q   Okay.

19     A   I understand that I did sign one.

20     Q   Okay.  And you talked about an experience that

21  you had with Winnie, an orca that lived somewhere

22  else --

23     A   Yes.

24     Q   -- that was moved to SeaWorld.

25       Did you have any experiences with any other
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1  orca that lived either alone or with another marine

2  mammal that was moved to SeaWorld?

3     A   Yes, Gudrun, which is a whale from Harderwijk

4  who was with other killer whales at Harderwijk and then

5  the animal that was with her died.  And she was alone

6  for a few years at Harderwijk.  I don't have the exact

7  dates.  But then SeaWorld -- she was offered up to

8  SeaWorld and everybody was in agreeance that it would be

9  good to move her from that facility in Harderwijk to

10  Orlando.

11       We moved Gudrun to Orlando.  And it was sort

12  of the same situation that I explained with Winnie, only

13  I feel maybe even a little worse.  Gudrun never -- was

14  very, very -- I feel was very, very -- never seemed to

15  adjust to living with the other whales at SeaWorld.  In

16  fact, she had a hard time going from pool to pool.  I

17  remember when we tried to move her out into the front

18  pool at that stadium it took us months to try to train

19  her to go into the large front pool, because she had not

20  been in one, a large pool like that, since she had been

21  in captivity.

22     Q   Do you have any memory as to how old Gudrun

23  was when she was moved to SeaWorld?

24     A   Gudrun was approximately -- she was just --

25  she had just reached sexual maturity, so she was seven
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1  or eight years old.

2     Q   And other than Winnie and Gudrun, did you have

3  any other experiences trying to move orca that lived

4  either alone or with other marine mammals to SeaWorld?

5     A   One and that was in Vancouver, Bjossa.  Bjossa

6  was a whale that had lived in Vancouver for many years.

7  I don't know the exact amount, but it was like, I think,

8  at least 20 years in a pool in the Vancouver Aquarium.

9  And she had had a male mate at one time too that had

10  also died and she had lived alone.  Actually, she had

11  lived alone for a while and then she lived with a

12  Pacific white-sided for a long period of time there.

13       I just realized that.  I forgot about her even

14  living with a lag for many years, but she did.  She

15  lived with a lag for many years.  And then it was

16  decided that that pool -- everybody agreed.  Let's move

17  Bjossa to San Diego.  They moved her to San Diego.  And

18  she did not do well.  As a matter of fact, she died

19  about -- I'm going to say it was less than a year, I may

20  be off a little bit, that she died when she was moved to

21  San Diego and moved to the -- in with the other killer

22  whale population there.

23     Q   When you gave your opinion testimony earlier

24  about concerns about moving Toki or Lolita at this point

25  in her life, did these experiences --
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1     A   Oh, absolutely.  I mean --

2       MR. SCHWIEP:  Objection.

3       THE WITNESS:  And I did forget to bring this

4     up earlier about the other -- we somehow got on

5     another subject.  But, yes, I have always planned

6     on if I was asked that that is a major part of the

7     decision that I have that it might not be good for

8     her to be moved to another facility or with other

9     killer whales.

10       MS. MOORE:  That's all I have.

11           REDIRECT EXAMINATION

12  BY MR. SCHWIEP:

13     Q   What was the name of the first whale

14  mentioned?  Gurgen, something like that?

15     A   Gudrun.  G-U-D-R-I-N [sic].

16     Q   And the second one was what?

17     A   I just said it.  What did I say?

18     Q   I heard Theosa; something like that?

19     A   No, Bjossa.  It's Bjossa.  And that was at

20  Vancouver Aquarium.

21     Q   And where did Gudrun come from?

22     A   Gudrun was -- don't quote me on this because

23  I'm not sure.

24     Q   You're going to get quoted.

25     A   Well, I'm not -- no, I mean, I'm not sure.
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1     Q   Okay.

2     A   But I think she was collected with the same

3  group of animals that Winnie was collected.

4     Q   But where was Gudrun when SeaWorld acquired

5  her?

6     A   Gudrun was in Harderwijk.

7     Q   And Gudrun wasn't reintroduced to whales from

8  her own pod, was she?

9     A   I don't know.  I don't know if these animals

10  were from the same group.

11     Q   And neither was Bjossa, right?

12     A   No, Bjossa was not.

13       MR. SCHWIEP:  Okay.  That's all I have.

14       THE WITNESS:  As far as I know, Bjossa was

15     not.  I could be wrong on that.

16       MS. MOORE:  And we said it off the record,

17     we'll say it on the record, that the witness

18     reserves his right to read and sign.

19       MR. SCHWIEP:  Yes.

20       (Thereupon, the deposition was concluded at

21  4:32 p.m.)

22       (Reading, signing and notice of filing were

23  not waived.)

24

25
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1          CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

2

3  THE STATE OF FLORIDA)
  COUNTY OF MIAMI-DADE)
4

5
     I, Julia Y. Alfonso, Registered Professional Reporter,
6  Florida Professional Reporter, do hereby certify that I was
  authorized to and did stenographically report the foregoing
7  deposition of CLINTON THAD LACINAK; that a review of the
  transcript was requested; and that the foregoing pages numbered
8  from 1 to 217, inclusive, are a true and correct transcription of
  my stenographic notes of said deposition.
9
     I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am not attorney or counsel of any

10  of the parties, nor am I a relative or employee of any attorney
  or counsel of party connected with the action, nor am I

11  financially interested in the action.

12     The foregoing certification of this transcript does not
  apply to any reproduction of the same by any means unless under

13  the direct control and/or direction of the certifying reporter.

14     DATED this 26th day of February, 2016.

15

16

17
            ___________________________________

18
              Julia Y. Alfonso, RPR, FPR

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1           CERTIFICATE OF OATH

2
  THE STATE OF FLORIDA  )
3  COUNTY OF MIAMI-DADE  )

4
     I, JULIA Y. ALFONSO, Registered Professional Reporter,
5  Florida Professional Reporter, Notary Public, State of Florida,
  certify that witness, CLINTON THAD LACINAK, personally appeared
6  before me on this 15th day of February, 2016 and was duly sworn.

7

8     WITNESS my hand and official seal this 15th day of February,
  2016.
9

10            _________________________________

11            Julia Y. Alfonso, RPR, FPR
  · ·   · · ·  ·  Notary Public-State of Florida

12  ·   · · ·   ·  My Commission:  FF 098883
          ·  My Commission Expires: May 28, 2018

13

14
                    Personally known______________

15               OR Produced Identification______________
            Type of Identification Produced______________

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1          E R R A T A  S H E E T

2

3  IN RE:  PETA, et al vs. Miami Seaquarium, et al
  DEPOSITION OF:  Clinton Thad Lacinak TAKEN:  February 15, 2016
4
   DO NOT WRITE ON TRANSCRIPT  -  ENTER CHANGES HERE
5
   PAGE #   LINE #   CHANGE         REASON
6  _________________________________________________________________

7  _________________________________________________________________

8  _________________________________________________________________

9  _________________________________________________________________

10  _________________________________________________________________

11  _________________________________________________________________

12  _________________________________________________________________

13  _________________________________________________________________

14  _________________________________________________________________

15  _________________________________________________________________

16  _________________________________________________________________

17  _________________________________________________________________

18  _________________________________________________________________

19  _________________________________________________________________

20  Please forward the original signed errata sheet to this office so
  that copies may be distributed to all parties

21
  Under penalty of perjury, I declare that I have read my

22  deposition and that it is true and correct subject to any changes
  in form or substance entered here.

23

24  DATE: ________ SIGNATURE OF DEPONENT:____________________________

25
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1  February 26, 2016

2  JENNIFER B. MOORE
  GREENBERG, TRAURIG, P.A.
3  3333 Piedmont Road NE,
  Suite 2500
4  Atlanta, Georgia 30305

5  IN RE:  PETA, et al vs. Miami Seaquarium, et al

6  Dear Ms. Moore:

7  Enclosed please find the original errata page with your copy of
  the transcript so Clinton Thad Lacinak may read and sign their
8  transcript.  Please have him/her make whatever changes are
  necessary on the errata page and sign it.  Please make a copy of
9  the errata page and place it in your copy of the transcript.
  Please then forward the original errata page back to our office

10  at 1080 Woodcock Road, Suite 100, Orlando, Florida  32803.

11  If the errata page is not signed by the witness within 30 days
  after this letter has been furnished, we will then process the

12  transcript without a signed errata page.  If your client wishes
  to waive their right to read and sign, please have him/her sign

13  his/her name at the bottom of this letter and return it to our
  office.

14
  Your prompt attention to this matter is appreciated.

15
  Sincerely,

16

17
  Julia Y. Alfonso, RPR, FPR

18

19  I do hereby waive my right to read and sign:

20
  ____________________________

21  CLINTON THAD LACINAK

22  cc via transcript:  PAUL J. SCHWIEP, Esq.
            JENNIFER B. MOORE, Esq.
23
  file copy

24

25
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Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude 
Improper Opinion Testimony by 
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Caitlin K. Hawks 
December 23, 2015 
Page 2____________ 
  

GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP    ATTORNEYS AT LAW    WWW.GTLAW.COM 

5. Production of responsive, non-privileged emails that post-date November 17, 
2011 for all agreed upon custodians that hit on agreed upon search terms 
attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

6. Production of responsive, non-privileged electronic files that post-date 
November 17, 2011, from computers of remaining agreed upon custodians that 
hit on agreed upon search terms attached hereto as Exhibit 1, as well as the 
proposed search terms included in Exhibit 2. 

7. Limited searching for other pre-November 17, 2011 paper hard copy and 
electronic documents with narrow search terms after Plaintiffs review previous 
productions. (Plaintiffs have clarified that a search for “Lolita” or one of the 
variants would not be considered a “narrow” search).    

As you know, the scope of discovery under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) was amended and 
is limited to the following: 

 
any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or 
defense and proportional to the needs of the case, considering the 
importance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount in 
controversy, the parties’ relative access to relevant information, the 
parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in resolving the 
issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery 
outweighs its likely benefit. 

 
It is with this standard in mind that we respond to your proposal.  We are willing to 

agree with the majority of your proposal (numbers 3 through 7, above).  The only dispute we 
have with regard to the first two items.  We do not believe that documents dating back to 1970 
are properly within the scope of discovery.  The issue in this case is whether Defendant 
committed a “take” of Lolita in the seven months that have passed since the ESA became 
applicable to her on May 11, 2015.  Events that occurred decades ago cannot relate to the 
claims and defenses in this case.  Moreover, given the issues in this matter, relevance 
significantly diminishes the further back in time we go.  Given this diminishing relevance, 
seeking the production of such old documents is not proportional to the needs of the case.  
Thus, we believe that a production could be limited to as early as May 11, 2014 (provide a 
one year-buffer before the Endangered Species Act provisions raised by Plaintiffs went into 
effect on May 11, 2015).  Nevertheless, in a continued effort to resolve this dispute, we are 
willing to compromise and produce the following documents, in addition to the documents 
covered by items 3-7 above: 

 
1. Production of hard copy veterinary records and animal behavior logs back to 

January 1, 2005. 

2. (a) Production of responsive, non-privileged electronic files from the 
computers of Dr. Magdalena Rodriguez post-dating January 1, 2005 if 
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Caitlin K. Hawks 
December 23, 2015 
Page 3____________ 
  

GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP    ATTORNEYS AT LAW    WWW.GTLAW.COM 

variations of Lolita’s name (Tokitae OR "Toki-tae" OR Toki OR Lolita OR 
Tik OR tok OR Gypsy OR orca or whale) are in the file path (including the file 
name); (b) Production of responsive, non-privileged electronic files from the 
computers of Heather Keenan, Robert Rose, Eric Eimstad and Andrew Hertz 
post-dating November 17, 2011 if variations of Lolita’s name (Tokitae OR 
"Toki-tae" OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR tok OR Gypsy OR orca or whale) 
are in the file path (including the file name).1 

This proposal includes production of the most relevant set of records related to Lolita 
dating back more than ten years.  This also coincides with the year of the wild Southern 
Resident Killer Whale was added to the ESA listing.  These veterinary records (including data 
from Dr. Rodriguez’s computers) and animal behavior logs are primary source records created 
contemporaneously with care being provided each day, and therefore we will agree to make a 
broader production of them.  

 
As you know, Defendant’s initial proposal includes producing email from 21 

custodians.  We have also agreed to produce computer data from the five key custodians listed 
above.  We are also willing to continue discussing whether computer data from other 
custodians is necessary and proportional.  We are pleased with the parties’ efforts to work 
cooperatively to reach a reasonable agreement without Court intervention.  We are hopeful 
you will accept this proposal so we can move forward with completing discovery in the very 
tight time frame imposed by the Court. 

 
If you would like to discuss further, we remain available. 
 

Very truly yours,  

 
        
Enclosures 
 
cc: Jennifer B. Moore 
 James H. Lister 
 Evelyn A. Cobos 
 Jared Goodman 

Matthew Strugar 
 Paul J. Schwiep 
  
ATL 20986400v3 

                                                 
1 In addition to this more limited file path search, please remember that per item 3 above, the computers of 
custodians Rodriguez, Keenan, Rose, Eimstad and Hertz will be searched from November 17, 2011 forward, 
using the long agreed upon search term list attached as Exhibit 1, as well as the proposed search terms included 
in Exhibit 2. 
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Exhibit 1 ‐ Agreed Upon Search Terms as of 12.22.2015

Tokitae OR "Toki‐tae" OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR Gypsy

(orca OR whale) AND ((small OR size OR large OR big OR length OR width OR depth OR volume OR new OR 

replac* OR build* OR construct* OR renovat* OR repair* OR disrepair* OR adequ* OR inadequ*) w/5 (tank OR 

pool))

"Southern Resident" OR SRKW

(orca OR whale) AND (NMFS OR "National Marine Fisheries Service")

(orca OR whale) AND (APHIS OR "Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service")

(orca OR whale) AND (USDA OR "United States Department of Agriculture")

(orca OR whale) AND (NOAA OR "National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration")

(orca OR "whale") w/15 dolphin

(orca OR whale) AND lag

(orca OR whale) AND delphinidae

(orca OR whale) AND incompatib*

(orca OR whale) AND compatib*

(orca OR whale) AND infect*

(orca OR whale) AND pathogen

(orca OR whale) AND sick*

(orca OR whale) w/15 ill*

(orca OR whale) w/15 injur*

(orca OR whale) w/15 hurt*

(orca OR whale) w/15 attack*

(orca OR whale) w/15 damag*

(orca OR whale) w/15 harm*

(orca OR whale) AND naiv*

(orca OR whale) AND cells

(orca OR whale) AND immune*

(orca OR whale) w/15 blood

(orca OR whale) w/15 death

(orca OR whale OR dolphin) AND necropsy*

(orca OR whale) AND abscess

(orca OR whale) AND antibiotic

(orca OR whale) AND diet

(orca OR whale) AND nutrition

(orca OR whale) AND rak*

(orca OR whale) AND scratch*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (mark OR marks OR marked OR marking)

(orca OR whale) AND rub*

(orca OR whale) AND flick*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (bit OR bite OR bites OR biting OR bitten)

(orca OR whale) AND scar

(orca OR whale) AND scarred

(orca OR whale) AND scarring

(orca OR whale) AND scars

(orca OR whale) w/15  (tooth OR teeth)

(orca OR whale) w/15 eye*

(orca OR whale) AND retina*
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Exhibit 1 ‐ Agreed Upon Search Terms as of 12.22.2015

(orca OR whale) AND cataract*

(orca OR whale) AND estrogen

(orca OR whale) AND hormones

(orca OR whale) w/15 (sun OR sunlight OR sunscreen OR  sunblock OR sunburn OR sunrise OR sunset)

(orca OR whale) AND (ultraviolet OR UV OR "U/V")

(orca OR whale) w/15 burn*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (expose* OR exposure)

(orca OR whale) w/15 skin

(orca OR whale) w/15 crack*

(orca OR whale) AND aloe

(orca OR whale) AND ointment

(orca OR whale) AND zinc

(orca OR whale) AND oxide

(orca OR whale) AND shade

(orca OR whale) AND screen

(orca OR whale) AND canopy

(orca OR whale) AND awning

(orca OR whale) w/15 health*

(orca OR whale) w/15 condition

(orca OR whale) w/15 behavior

(orca OR whale) w/15 assessment

(orca OR whale) AND SOAP

(orca OR whale) w/15 perform*

(orca OR whale) w/15 aggress*

(orca OR whale) w/15 stress*

(orca OR whale) w/15 abnormal

(orca OR whale) w/15 sad

(orca OR whale) w/15 depress*

(orca OR whale) w/15 happy

(orca OR whale) w/15 thriv*

(orca OR whale) w/15 bob*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (hop OR hopped OR hopping OR hops)

(orca OR whale) w/15 slap*

(orca OR whale) w/15 listless*

(orca OR whale) w/15 float*

(orca OR whale) w/15 lay*

(orca OR whale) w/15 lie*

(orca OR whale) AND lying

(orca OR whale) w/15 forag*

(orca OR whale) AND corrective

(orca OR whale) AND ("blow hole" OR blowhole)

(orca OR whale) AND "dry resting"

(orca OR whale) AND "dry work"

(orca OR whale) w/15 reinforc*

(orca OR whale) w/15 slav*

(orca OR whale) w/15 exercise
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Exhibit 1 ‐ Agreed Upon Search Terms as of 12.22.2015

(orca OR whale) AND misbehav*

(orca OR whale) AND mistreat*

(orca OR whale) AND punish*

(orca OR whale) AND (ram OR rams OR ramming OR rammed)

(orca OR whale) AND regurgitat*

(orca OR whale) w/15 platform

(orca OR whale) w/15 enclosure

(orca OR whale) w/15 ("sea pen" OR seapen)

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool) AND (water w/5 quality)

(orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water) AND temperature

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND turbid*

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND clarity

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND chlorine

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND copper

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) w/15 pollut*

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) w/15 contamina*

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND (alkaline phosphatase)

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND (aluminum sulfate)

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) w/15 chemical

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND "horizontal dimension"

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND "required depth"

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND "surface area"

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND annex

(orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water) AND bridge

(orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water) AND (filter OR filters OR filtering OR filtered OR 

filtration)

(orca OR whale) w/15 island

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND MHD

((orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water)) w/15 (gate OR gates OR bulkhead)

(orca OR whale) AND abus*

(orca OR whale) AND anxi*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (medicat* OR drug* OR tranq* OR sedat*)

(orca OR whale) w/15 (beach OR beaching OR beached OR beaches)

(orca OR whale) w/15 (companion* OR conspecific*)

(orca OR whale) w/15 confin*
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Exhibit 2 ‐ Endangered Species‐Related Search Terms

(Tokitae OR Toki‐tae OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR Gypsy OR orca OR whale) AND (Endang! ESA)

(Tokitae OR Toki‐tae OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR Gypsy OR orca OR whale) AND (tak! w/25 permit)
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 
 

Case No. 15-cv-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 
 

 
PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 
TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC., 
ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 
HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 
NETWORK, 

 
Plaintiffs, 

 
v. 
 
MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and 
FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a 
PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 
 

Defendants. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO EXCLUDE 

IMPROPER OPINION TESTIMONY BY CLINTON THAD LACINAK 
 
 

Before the Court is the Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Improper Opinion Testimony by 

Clinton Thad Lacinak (the “Motion”). Based on the arguments presented in the Motion, the 

pleadings on file, and any other relevant matter, the opinions and testimony of Defendant’s 

proffered expert Clinton Thad Lacinak are not supported by adequate knowledge, skill, 

experience, training or education; employ unreliable methodologies; and contain improper legal 

conclusions.  

It is therefore ORDERED that:  

1. Plaintiffs’ Motion is GRANTED; 

2. Mr. Lacinak’s opinions and testimony shall therefore be excluded from 

trial in their entirety.  
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DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers in Miami, Florida, on this ________ day of April, 

2016. 

 

___________________________________ 

The Honorable Ursula Ungaro 
United States District Judge 
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